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Warning: This product has intoxicating effects and may 
be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, 
coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle 
or machinery under the influence of this drug. There 
may be health risks assadults twenty-one and older.  
Keep out of the reach of children."

Available at 
both locations!

$6 5 pack Gram Pre-Rolls

$10 gram concentrates 
multiple strains!

 
$2 Gram Pre-Rolls

 
$2 edibles THC or 1:1

30% OFF O’lala Soda All 
Month Long!

Ballard
417 NW 65th St  

98117  
206-402-5697 
8am-11:15pm

Capitol hill
1463 E. Republican ST 

98112 
206-257-4805
8am-11:45pm
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Three whales from the beloved southern 
resident orca population are missing and 
presumed dead, likely because of a lack of 
Chinook salmon, which makes up 90 per-
cent of their diet. Now, we know this is sad 
and all, but couldn’t they at least  try  the 
trout? These whales (well, gigantic dol-
phins) are acting like toddlers going on a 
hunger strike until they get chicken nuggets. 

Speaking of orcas: The Stranger held a com-
petition to redesign Seattle’s fl ag, and 
a design depicting an orca’s face was the 
overwhelming favorite among our readers. 
Or was it? After some high-tech sleuthing, 
we discovered serious ballot irregulari-
ties. More than 11,000 of the competition’s 
28,230 votes were clearly fraudulent, with 
more than 70 percent of the fake votes

going to the top two fl ags. Unable to deter-
mine who exactly was stu  ng our bal-
lot box, we disqualifi ed the top fl ags and 
awarded the prize to the next-highest-rank-
ing fl ag, designed by Kyle Shepard. That fl ag 
is green, blue, and white (for Seattle’s forests 
and water) and includes a nod to orcas in its 
bottom left corner. Congratulations, Kyle!

Famous for her stunningly vicious routine 
at the 2018 White House Correspondents’ 
dinner, stand-up comic Michelle Wolf 
performed a phenomenal set at Neptune 
Theatre on August 4. Mostly ignoring DC 
politics and the journalists who cover it, 
the former writer for Late Night with Seth 
Myers and The Daily Show with Trevor Noah 
trained her searing wit on other hot-button 
issues such as feminism, white privilege, 

race, dick size, and the wisdom of not hav-
ing children. “Having a baby is not a mira-
cle,” Wolf controversially argued. “It’s a nat-
ural disaster.”

The Turkish/Dutch psych-rock group Altın
Gün—who record for the German indie 
label Glitterbeat, run by former Seattle

musician Chris Eckman—sold out the 
Crocodile on a Monday night… a rare 
feat. Their vibrant renovations of Turkish 
folk and rock songs had the crowd dancing 
and singing. Based on this galvanizing 
performance, you can expect Altın Gün 
to start playing all the major festivals any 
month now.

Speaking of the Crocodile: Masterly left-

handed guitarist/vocalist Mdou Moctar 
and his well-oiled band thrilled a large 
crowd on August 2 with a mesmerizing 
set of African desert rock. Moctar and 
company basically have one song, but it’s a 
very good and long one, with a lot of oddly 
tumbling rhythms, sinuous bass lines, and
radiant guitar calligraphy. 

Mayor Jenny Durkan revealed a plan this 
month to sell nearly three acres of city-
owned land for $143.5 million. The developer
plans to build more tech o  ces (don’t 
we have enough?) but will also build 175 
a� ordable housing units (probably not 
enough) and contribute $5 million to fi ght-
ing homelessness (defi nitely not enough).

A poster for Amazon-backed city council 
candidate Egan Orion was seen on Cap-
itol Hill showing in big bold letters: NO 
CORPORATE PAC MONEY. Orion hasn’t 
taken direct money from corporations, but 
his campaign has benefi ted from $123,000 
in spending from Amazon and the Cham-
ber of Commerce. When asked, Orion said, 
“The intention was not to be deceptive.” 
Well, Egan, it was deceptive. ■

Charles Mudede, who has been writing for The 
Stranger since the 1990s, believes he knows 
lots of things. But one of the things he certainly 
did not know is that two fi lms have been made 
with the title A Bigger Splash. One was released 
in 1973 and is about the painter David Hockney 
(he plays himself). The other was released in 
2015 and is about a fi ctional rock star (played by 
Tilda Swinton). In a recent issue of The Stranger, 
Mudede wrote a review of the 2015 fi lm not 
knowing that Northwest Film Forum was screen-
ing the 1973 one. Mudede, who refuses to blame 
himself for this error (he claims it has something 
to do with a massive solar fl are that erupted on 
the sun’s surface an hour before he wrote the 
wrong review), has recently learned that A Big-
ger Splash is also the name of a famous painting 
by David Hockney. In the 2015 fi lm, the big 
splash refers to a pool accident that becomes a 
crime. We would like to thank the many readers 
who wrote in to correct us, including the irritated 
one who sent a follow-up e-mail demanding to 
know why we hadn’t replied to their fi rst e-mail.

As I stood on the corner of Pike and Broadway 
waiting for the light to change, a young man rolled 
up on his Lime bike, dropped the kickstand, and 
left it. The problem was that he put the bike right 
in the middle of the sidewalk. In my best “get off 
my lawn” tone, I asked him if there wasn’t a better 
place to leave it. “Why? Someone’s just going 
to come along and get it.” I could only shake my 
head in dismay, fl ummoxed by the confi dence
of his comeback. These are dark times we live 
in, where many of us have opted out of the 
assumed social contract of trying to cause no 
harm and regarding others and the world at large 
with respect. A shared bicycle program seems 
like a good idea, but when treated with such 
indifference, it leaves one wondering why people 
can’t just suffer the indignity of walking—minus 
headphones and texting. I mean, how can you 
see the big picture when you’re looking at such a 
little screen all the time? ANONYMOUS

SOMETHING TO GET OFF YOUR CHEST? 
E-mail 200 words or less to 

ianonymous@thestranger.com 

I, ANONYMOUSEDITOR’S NOTE

STEVEN WEISSMAN
JOHNNY SAMPSON

The fl ag that almost won (left) and the winner (right).

Scenes We’d Like to Flag
Clock-Out Lounge’s comedy scene

Rainier Avenue’s indie movie theaters
White Center’s gay bars

Nude hotties in lake watching Blue Angels
Car in the LA Fitness pool on Aurora

Flags We’d Like to See
Bezos Balls crushed by crane
Orca eating orca fl ag
Seattle post 9.0 earthquake
Space Needle stabbing baby Trump balloon
Solowheel sinking in a lake

“My dorm mate is gone for the summer, so I’ve been able to beat the 
heat in peace, you know what I mean? Like, it’s really hard to fi nd a 
good time for it when he’s around. Everyone’s like, ‘Chad, you should 
come out of your room sometimes,’ but I’m like, ‘I’m good!’” 

—Chad, 19, U-District

“I’ve been working in an ice-cream truck without air-conditioning at 
Green Lake all summer. And sometimes when the boss isn’t looking, I’ll 
snag a couple Choco Tacos and put one under each arm. Cools you right 
down. Keep them in their packages, though, or you’ll make a mess.” 

—Brooklyn, 21, Phinney Ridge

“You know what feels so good? Blend some blueberries with ice 
water, rub the juicy slush all over your chest, lie down at a dog park, 
and let the dogs lick you clean. Their tongues can be a little rough, 
but the wind chill feels nice, especially if you fi nd a place in the 
shade. I know what you’re thinking, but don’t worry: Blueberries are 
not only safe for dogs, they’re a rich source of vitamins, minerals, 
and disease-fi ghting antioxidants.” 

—Jackson, 31, West Seattle

“I’m planning on going to Hempfest this weekend at Myrtle Edwards 
Park, rolling up the cu� s on my jeans, sitting on those rocks along the 
water and dipping my toes in, and having a panic attack.” 

—Jenna, 27, Queen Anne

WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE 
WAY TO BEAT THE HEAT?

mailto:ianonymous@thestranger.com
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A ugust primary elections are ridic-
ulous—humans should spend the 
eighth month of the year hiking, 
sailing, reading, lounging, bicycling, 

playing cards, and traveling. But thankfully 
at least some people voted.

One question has dominated Seattle pol-
itics for the last year: Are we on the verge of 
a conservative takeover of the city council? 
The city’s political class has been debating 
this ever since the repeal of the contentious 
head tax. On August 6, primary election vot-
ers gave us some concrete evidence to an-
swer the question.

The answer is a resounding: maybe. 
The primary election winnowed 55 city 

council candidates down to 14, and in near-
ly every race November’s voters will have 
a choice between pro-big-business candi-
dates (endorsed by the Chamber of Com-
merce) and strong progressives (endorsed 
by The Stranger).

And while the book isn’t shut on a con-
servative takeover of the council, the pri-
mary’s results show that book appears to be 
closing—especially when you consider No-
vember’s general election is likely to have 
more younger, progressive voters.

Three races appear likely to go to progres-
sives: District 1 incumbent council member 
Lisa Herbold received 48.6 percent of the 
vote, meaning her chances of getting over 50 
percent in November is likely. District 2 can-
didate Tammy Morales took 47 percent of 
the vote, and she’s likely to pick up even more 
votes in a two-person November race. In 
North Seattle’s District 5, Council Member 
Debora Juarez earned 43.1 percent, which 
isn’t great for an incumbent but is likely to 
get her across 50 percent come November.

The balance of the council is likely to hang 
on the outcomes of the four other races, 
which at this point are anyone’s guess.

Progressives will have a steep uphill 
battle in District 4, where Amazon-backed 
Alex Pedersen won 43 percent of the vote. 
Can socialist Shaun Scott rally University 
of Washington students (who live in that 

district) enough to outweigh Pedersen’s 
base of corporate and homeowner support? 
Will Seattle’s powerful union groups rally 
around Shaun, whom they didn’t support in 
the primary? 

Ballard’s District 6 may also go to the 
dark side. Stranger-endorsed candidate and 
“Ballard’s paperboy” Dan Strauss came in a 
surprising first place with 32.3 percent of 
the vote, but second place Amazon-backed 
candidate Heidi Wills may be able to pull 
off a general election win. Wills earned 22.3 
percent of the vote, but she’s likely to pick up 
some of Jay Fathi’s 13.4 percent of voters and 
cop Sergio Garcia’s 14.3 percent of voters. 

Downtown’s District 7 was always going 
to go to a centrist, and now voters will get to 
decide between Stranger-endorsed city at-
torney employee Andrew Lewis and former 
SPD chief Jim Pugel. 

Which brings us to the most watched 
race in Seattle: Council Member Kshama 
Sawant’s reelection battle in Capitol Hill’s 
District 3. Conservative forces like Amazon, 
the Seattle Times editorial board, and police 
unions want Sawant out, and they got some 
good signs in Tuesday’s results. Sawant came 
in first but only with 34 percent of the vote. 
Amazon-backed Egan Orion came in second 
at 23 percent. Sawant will need to work hard 
to make up 16 percentage points in the face 
of massive corporate spending against her.

Meanwhile, in the county council world, 
incumbent council member Larry Gossett 
got swamped by challenger Girmay Zahilay, 
who has managed to secure 52 percent of the 
vote against the civil rights icon. And both 
the library and parks levies passed—yay! ■

Primary Election Results
Here’s what you need to know.

BY LESTER BLACK

Dan Strauss, aka “Ballard’s paperboy,” had a very good night.
LESTER BLACK

Dan Strauss came in a 
surprising first place, 
with 32.3 percent of 

the primary vote.
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ready to party!
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experience.
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“H
ot flash!” I announced as I 
reached for something to fan 
myself with. The conversation 
over the coffee-shop counter 
stopped dead. The other cus-

tomers had that get-me-out-of-here look, 
and the barista turned bright red, like he was 
having an even hotter flash himself. 

I fanned away, shamelessly. And intrigued. 
Call it my moment of menopausal enlighten-
ment. With just two words, I seemed to have 
stumbled on a whole new mode of transgres-
sion, voicing something most people would 
rather be left unvoiced. The menopausal 
woman as social transgressor? Count me in! 

That was over 20 years ago. You’d think 
a whole generation of outspoken women 
would have moved things forward since 
then. But even though we no longer refer 
to menopause as “the change”—which, like 
most euphemisms, is absurd, like you’re 

going to metamorphose into a giant insect—
it’s still merely whispered among women, 
as though there were something shameful 
about it. 

Indeed for some, the prospect of menopause 
seems to induce an almost Kierkegaardian 
level of fear and trembling. In which case 
whatever I say here about my own experience 
may only add to that dread. Or it may create 
its own kind of metamorphosis, opening up a 
very different perspective. 

You might even end up agreeing with me 
that however hot those flashes, menopause 
is cool. And more than cool: it’s freeing. 
Though it didn’t seem that way to me when 
it first began. 

In what I suspect was a case of feminist 
snobbery, I’d managed to convince myself 
that only wimpy women got hot flashes. 
I’d read somewhere that a quarter of all 
women never do, and that they sail through 

menopause with blithe nonchalance. And 
although blithe nonchalance had never been 
my thing, I fully expected to be one of them. 
So I was caught off guard when the flashes 
began. In fact I was insulted. “You mean I’m 
just an ordinary biological being? I don’t get 
a free pass?” 

Hot flashes are the most obvious “symp-
tom” of menopause. The quote marks are 
there because a symptom implies some-
thing medically wrong, instead of a natural 

process. And hot flashes are not symptoms 
of illness. They’re withdrawal symptoms. 
Withdrawal, that is, from an immensely 
powerful drug: hormones. 

You can ignore the gradual disappearance 
of your period. For many, that may come as a 
relief. But hot flashes aren’t ignorable, espe-
cially since “flash” is a misnomer. Here and 
gone in a second? No way. These most public 
signs of menopause last at least a couple of 
minutes, and sometimes far longer. When 
they come during the day, they’re hard to 
disguise (“Is it really hot in here or what?” 
you say as you resist the impulse to strip, and 
then realize from the way people are staring 
at you that the answer is “or what”). But when 
they come at night? That’s something else.

“Do you sleep warm?” a saleswoman once 
asked as I was shopping for a new mattress. 
The question came with an oddly meaningful 
look, but in my premenopausal innocence, I 

Mysteries of Menopause
Let’s just say it hasn’t turned out the way I expected.

BY LESLEY HAZLETON

ALEXANDRA CITRIN

However hot those 
flashes, menopause is 
cool. And more than 

cool: it’s freeing.
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failed to interpret it. What she meant was 
“Do you have night sweats?” In which case, 
as I’d discover a couple of years later, the 
foam mattress I’d decided on was not a great 
choice. Rubber and sweat don’t mix.

Night sweats are simply nighttime hot 
flashes. Not such a big deal, you might 
think, until you start coming wide awake 
two or three times a night, radiating heat. 
And I do mean heat. Throw-off-the-covers, 
take-a-cold-shower, stand-naked-at-the-
open-window-during-a-snowstorm kind 
of heat. Which goes a long way to explain-
ing why menopausal women have a rep for 
“emotional volatility.” When you can’t get a 
decent night’s rest for months at a time, you 
end up seriously sleep-deprived. 

But this is far more than simply physical. 
It’s existential. Hot flashes are the clearest 
possible message, not just inscribed on your 
body but radiating out from inside it, that 
you no longer have any biological reason 
to be alive. Your reproductive function—
continuation of the species—is over, done 
with. You’re not producing eggs anymore. 
You’re no longer fit for breeding. The prime 
Darwinian reason for your existence on this 
earth is hereby declared null and void. 

And this is a relatively new state of being. 
Not so long ago, that menopausal message 
would have ended with “Over and out,” since 

until the early 20th century, not that many 
women lived long enough to experience it. 
Before vaccines and antibiotics, the average 
life span—worldwide—was in the early 40s, 
and it had been that way for most of record-
ed history. Something as seemingly minor 
as an infected cut or drinking the wrong 
water (or childbirth, or the flu, let alone the 
plague) could kill you. 

That’s not even counting war and fam-
ine. Which is another reason menopause 
caught me by surprise: I never expected 
to live long enough to go through it. As a 
student in England, I’d marched with CND, 
the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, in 
the conviction that World War III—the big 
one, the nuclear one—was close (as it still 
is, and given the current occupation of the 
White House, more so than ever). We were 
all about to die, I thought, so who needed to 
even consider menopause? 

Yet here I was 30 years later in Seattle, 
hot-flashing and night-sweating like crazy. 
So now what? 

Sure, you can fight menopause, if denial is 
your thing. I know because I made it mine for 
a while. “Screw this,” I thought. “No way am 
I putting up with it.” And headed straight for 
HRT—hormone replacement therapy. 

Why care about long-term cancer risk 
when I could call biology’s bluff right now? 
Give me my estrogen fix, and I’d be fine. I 
could kid myself—and a few others—that I 
was still a sexually attractive being. Or at 
least a sexually available one. All of which 
came to a screeching halt when I developed 
uterine fibroids. These made menstruation a 
nonevent by comparison. Huge clots of blood 

kept slithering out of me, inducing a kind of 
fascinated horror. I was almost proud that 
I could produce that much blood and still 
stand upright. 

“Surgery,” said the doctor. “A routine pro-
cedure, nothing to worry about.” But since 
the prospect of a sharp instrument pointed 
anywhere in my direction tends to induce 
intense worry, this failed to reassure. Surely, 
there was a less radical option. Even—gasp—
the obvious one.

I steeled myself, and bid a mournful fare-
well to HRT, all those lovely artificial hor-
mones. Sure enough, the fibroids disappeared, 
starved of the estrogen that had been feeding 
them. And the hot flashes and night sweats 
started back up, stronger than ever for having 
been delayed. As though biology were saying, 
“Ha, knew I’d catch you sooner or later.”

***

Okay, you think, you can deal with this. 
Instead of trying to pretend that hot flashes 
don’t exist, all you need to do is go on down 
to Uwajimaya and get a couple of paper fans, 
preferably ones with tassels or fringes. Open 
them up with a flick of the wrist (this takes 
practice), and make like a courtesan or a 
southern belle or Madame Butterfly (this 
might not take practice). And if someone 
is embarrassed by your having a hot flash, 
politely suggest that they grow the fuck up.

But then you’ll find out that once the 
flashes and sweats are done—a year or two on 
average, though I still get them occasionally—
you don’t end up back where you started. You 
look in the mirror one clear winter morning 
when the light is really bright and realize that 
your body seems to be, um, changing. Not into 
a giant insect, true. But what you see doesn’t 
match your usual image of yourself. 

You knew you had a wrinkle or two, but 
in that morning light it’s no longer possible 
to deny that there’s a lot more of them, and 
that they’re more pronounced. You raise 
your arms and realize that your skin isn’t as 
smooth and taut as it once was. It occurs to 
you with a shiver of dismay that the word 
might be “sagging.” Your waist seems to 
have expanded somehow, which could be 
why you’ve been complaining that they’re 
making jeans smaller than they used to. And 
you might find—could it really be?—that 
your pubic hair looks suspiciously thinner. 
Your pubic hair, for chrissakes! That’s get-
ting downright personal. 

And this is only what you can see in the 
mirror. Where the merest thought of sex 
was once enough to make you go all moist 
and lubricious, now you have to kind of con-
centrate to get where you want to be. Not 
that you’re anywhere near that dread phrase 
“vaginal dryness,” and yet the possibility of 
it hovers, challenging your sense of yourself 
as a sexual being. If you have a flair for hy-
perbole, you might even suspect that you’re 
gradually being desexed. 

None of this is possible, you think. You’re 
too young for this. You’re not ready for it. But 
your body says you are. And at some point, 
your mind is likely to catch up. 

While some women stay lustily active 
long after menopause, defying sophomoric 
sniggers about cougars, many don’t. Sexual 
desire often goes down along with the hor-
mone levels, though since we’re still at the 
whispering stage, nobody seems to know 
how often. In my case, however, it went way 
down. And while that sounds like it must 

Before vaccines and 
antibiotics, the aver-
age life span—world-
wide—was in the 40s.
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have felt like the cruelest blow of all, it didn’t. 
One friend thinks this might be easier for 

me to say since I had a ball as an active sex-
ual being. Dancing in between the pill and 
AIDS, I had no sense that I’d missed out on 
anything, so it could be that I’d had my fill. 
Yet I think it more likely that my increas-
ing indifference to what’s conventionally 
thought of as the loss of sexual desire had 
nothing to do with how much sex I had or 
hadn’t “had” (that weird phrase “having 
sex,” as though it were something to be con-
sumed). More likely, that is, that it simply 
came with the territory.

A loss is only something you feel deprived 
of, and I didn’t feel deprived. And still don’t. 
Yet there’s a whole pile of interested parties 
out there all too eager to convince me that my 
lack of a sense of lack is itself a lack. As they 
see it, this is not just a loss but a problem. 
And more than a problem: a “dysfunction,” 
a “disorder.” Which apparently means that I 
need to be made functional again. Or brought 
back to order. 

***

This is where the big money comes in, ea-
ger to capitalize on the desire to ward off a 
natural process. “Loss of libido,” that is, has 
been transformed into a marketing oppor-
tunity. Though it began not with women but 
with men. Specifically, with the male equiv-
alent of menopause: the gradual process 
known as andropause, which is the result of 
decreasing levels of testosterone.

The range of “symptoms” includes declin-
ing sperm count, receding hairline, increas-
ing body fat, and thinning pubic hair (yes, 
men too). But the one andropausal sign that 
constitutes the biggest challenge to standard 
ideas of male sexuality is what is now known 
as erectile dysfunction. 

This became a go-to diagnostic category 
when Pfizer researchers working on a new 
cardiovascular drug discovered that penile 
erection was one of its side effects. The com-
pany’s marketers got a hard-on at the news 
and set about what they call “drug reposi-
tioning.” They’d restore penises to function-
ality and render them safe for prime-time 
television with sunnily crafted commercials 
using the abbreviation ED, which sounded 
kind of man-next-door friendly.

And the woman next door? “Female 
Viagra,” of course. It debuted in 2015, pack-
aged with an unerring instinct for stereo-
type in the form of little pink pills. Branded 
as Addyi, it made its bid for FDA approval as 
a treatment for HSDD, or “hypoactive sexual 
desire disorder”—a DSM-III diagnostic cate-
gory that evidently considers me a disorderly 
woman and has no idea that I might take that 
as a compliment.

Where Viagra works on blood flow, Addyi 
works on neurotransmitters, an “all-in-the-
brain” approach that may make sense to 
many women. But there’s a lot about Addyi 
that doesn’t make sense. It’s expensive, to 
start with. It doesn’t mix with alcohol. And 
even if you’re a wealthy teetotaler, you still 
have to take it every day, sex or no sex. Plus, 
as reported in the Journal of the American 
Medical Association, the best you can expect 
from Addyi is that it “increases sexually sat-
isfying events 0.5 times a month.” 

An extra half orgasm a month. For $400. 
Not covered by insurance. 

You might not even be aware of that 
half orgasm, since the main effect of Addyi  

appears to be sedation—in fact, sedation to 
the point of “sudden prolonged unconscious-
ness,” especially when combined with booze. 
Which makes it sound not unlike a date-rape 
drug. And if the prospect of really expensive, 
unconscious sex is not enough to turn you 
off, you might consider the fact that Addyi 
failed FDA approval twice. It only succeeded 
on the third try when its manufacturer, 
Sprout Pharmaceuticals, hired a public- 
relations firm to create a ginned-up consum-
er advocacy campaign. 

The FDA doubled down on the myster-
ies of its approval criteria last month when 
it gave the go-ahead to a new “low sexual 
desire” drug for women. This one’s called 
Vyleesi, due to be marketed later this year 
as an auto-injector pen (price to be deter-
mined, but you know it’ll be high). Just jab 

yourself in the thigh or the belly 45 minutes 
before sex—ouch!—and you’ll be good to go. 

Except for the nausea, that is. Per the man-
ufacturer’s website, “nausea is reported in 
40% of patients who receive up to 8 monthly 
doses”—though, with confusing vagueness, 
nausea “improves for most patients with the 
second dose.” Plus, since the drug stimulates 
melanin receptors, it can darken the skin of 
your face and breasts, as well as your gums—
particularly if you already have dark skin. 
So now you’ll be able to inject, throw up, get 
blotchy, and feel sexy. 

Your nearest drugstore is a lot cheaper, 
and a lot more direct. Mine boasts two whole 
shelves of glycerin- and silicone-based lubri-
cants in the “feminine hygiene” aisle, placed 
at eye level right above the condoms and the 
pregnancy test kits. Astroglide and K-Y Jelly 
paved the way here, repositioning anal-sex 
standbys into an expanded array of “couples 
lubricants” (his and hers, blue and red) as 
well as specifically “feminine” ones, so that 
while your vagina is saying “I’d rather not,” 
you can trick it into saying “okay.” 

Or you can trick your eyes instead. If 
your body is trying to tell you that you’re 
really not up for sex, you can at least look 
like you’re up for it and fake the bloom of 
pulchritude. Thus the $8 billion business of 
cosmetic surgery (sharp instruments!). And 
injections of a paralytic toxin (more sharp 
instruments!). And hundreds—maybe even 
thousands—of organic and not-so-organic 
creams, lotions, gels, infusions, balms, 
fillers, volumizers, plumpers, serums, 
super-serums, and mega-serums. Regard-
ing which, the main organizing principle 
appears to be that the smaller the bottle, the 
higher the price. 

But why do we even want to play such 
tricks? Why do so many of us—both women 
and men—find it so hard to listen to our 
bodies when they don’t respond like they 
used to? Or acknowledge what should surely 
be self-evident, which is that we’re not 
hormone-driven teenagers anymore. What 
exactly is wrong with waning libido? Why 
does it seem so threatening? 

Or is what we’re really afraid of something 

else? Not menopause itself, but what it 
signifies: age. 

***

Ever since I went off HRT, I’ve looked my 
age. Premenopausal friends rush to insist 
that this isn’t so and seem disturbed—even 
dumbfounded—when I ask what’s wrong 
with looking my age.

I’ve apparently asked a very un-American 
question. Indeed, given the cosmetics and 
pharmaceutical industries, an anti-capitalist 
one. But I suspect what makes it so challeng-
ing for many women is the fear that without 
youthful sexuality, you somehow don’t count. 
To be postmenopausal, that is, is to risk be-
coming the invisible middle-aged woman.

She does exist. The day I first saw her, she 
was all too visible—the kind of totally unre-

markable woman whose presence I’d never 
have registered if she hadn’t been staring 
at me while I gazed in the windows of the 
downtown Nordstrom. 

“What does she think she’s doing?” I 
thought, with what I now recognize as dismis-
sive condescension. “What’s her problem?” I 
tried to outstare her, but she held her ground 
insistently. Maybe she was someone I’d met 
and didn’t remember? I’m not that good at rec-
ognizing faces, so that figured. Come to think 
of it, she did look kind of familiar... 

Which is when I finally realized that this 
middle-aged woman was me, reflected in the 
store window against the background of the 
latest fashions. 

A rude reality check? Yes, and a good 
one. One response would have been to head 
straight for the cosmetics counters, but in-
stead I kept on walking and started think-
ing. Did I really place so much store in how 
I appeared in the eyes of others? Had I ever 
actually enjoyed being stared at in the street? 
Did I ever think a wolf whistle was a compli-
ment? Had any of that been in any way cute, 
or had it felt more like harassment? 

I’d come literally face-to-face with the 
fact that I was no longer a sexual object. Still 
female, obviously, but no longer conforming 
to feminine stereotype. And to my surprise, 
this felt like a relief. More than a relief—an 
emancipation. Whatever need I’d felt to con-
form to that stereotype before menopause, I 
no longer did.

I began to appreciate the anonymity of the 
middle-aged woman. I was free to look as 
feminine or as unfeminine as I liked. I could 
choose my degree of visibility and enjoy 
the ease of flowing smoothly, unremarked, 
through public space. Middle-aged women, 
I realized, would make excellent spies. 

Not that I totally gave up on feminine 
signifiers. I haven’t done high heels since 
karate messed up my knees years ago, but 
I’m still a sucker for long suede boots and 
fingerless gloves reaching up to my elbows 
and any color nail polish but pink. Not be-
cause I want to look attractive—attractive 
to whom? or for what?—but because I like 
them. They make me smile. And they’re 

effortless. I may admire the way some older 
women rock exquisitely groomed silver hair 
and defiantly red lipstick, but my hair has 
never been anything but unruly, and I defy 
better without any lipstick at all.

And without sexual desire. Or any desire 
to reestablish it. 

I realize how terrifying this sounds to a lot 
of women, for the simple reason that I know 
how terrifying it would have once sounded 
to me. I can practically hear my past self 
screaming: “What do you mean, no desire?” 
She might even be cowering in dismay or 
weeping in pity for the future me. An end to 
sexuality? The horror, the horror!

Yet I’m anything but horrified. And it feels 
like anything but an end. Because the obvi-
ous needs to be stated: the end of sex isn’t 
the end of life. 

After menopause, most of us get two or 
three decades more, and these decades feel 
to me like an unexpected gift. So what kind 
of ungracious idiot would I be to reject a gift 
this big? I could spend these years shriveled 
into mourning my sexual self, or I could get 
down with hormone-free existence (almost 
hormone-free, that is, since postmenopausal 
bodies still retain about 20 percent of what 
they once had, in a kind of basic maintenance 
level). And here’s where I discovered that 
there was a lot to get down with.

My mind felt clearer, for a start. It was as 
though there’d been a very fine, gauzy film 
over it, a kind of barely detectable hormonal 
mist that had now lifted. It felt like I’d gotten 
back full use of my intellect, so much so that 
I suspect I’ve done my best work in the two 
decades since menopause. 

And where I’d imagined that waning libido 
would mean waning energy, it didn’t. Like so 
many others, I’d managed to conflate libido 
with vitality—a conflation that only demon-
strates that we’re all still Freudians at heart. 

My sense of vitality was as strong as ever; 
it just no longer depended on sex. Which is 
why I still work out and stay in shape—not in 
order to attract anyone, but because it feels 
good to be in a smoothly working body, and I 
think better this way. Besides, if I do get the 
urge (that 20 percent maintenance level do-
ing its thing), it’s easy and surprisingly quick 
to satisfy it myself. 

Menopause, it turns out, freed me from 
want—from wanting not only sex but every-
thing we tend to associate with it. Wanting 
to be attractive. Wanting to please. Wanting 
to prove something. This is very relaxing. I’m 
less concerned with how others see me, and 
thus more at ease with myself. And with oth-
ers. There’s no longer any sexual subtext to my 
interactions with men—or with women—and 
that seems to allow for more meaningful con-
versation, more forthrightness, more honesty. 
In other words, sex isn’t getting in the way.

Not that I’m ignoring it. If I no longer want 
sex myself, I find that I’m more generous 
about it for others. There’s no sense of envy or 
resentment, but instead a kind of welcoming 
beneficence. In my more self-aggrandizing 
moments, it’s as though I’m some kind of 
crone-goddess sitting cross-legged on the 
rim of a high mesa, watching those still in 
the throes of hormones pursue sex down be-
low me as I smile and lift my hand in blessing, 
saying, “Go, my children, go. Enjoy!” 

So hold off on the pity, and spare me the 
dismay. I’m not waning, and I’m not in a state 
of loss. I’m post-sexual. I’m into it. And I’m 
thriving up here on my mesa. n

Where I’d imagined that waning libido  
would mean waning energy, it didn’t.  

My sense of vitality was as strong as ever;  
it just didn’t depend on sex.
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Blunt Talk
BY KATIE HERZOG

Federal No Way

I n most Washington cities, getting weed 
is as easy as pulling on soft pants and 
wandering down to the neighborhood 
pot shop. Not so in Federal Way, a city of 

almost 90,000 at the southern end of King 
County. 

Federal Way is a former logging town 
that’s now largely suburban. The only 
reason you’d register that you’re driving 
through it is the Wild Waves Theme & 
Water Park on the side of I-5, which looks 
a bit like Daytona Beach, but tiny and in a 
parking lot. 

Federal Way is also one of the few town-
ships in Washington to ban recreational 
cannabis: In 2015, after Washington vot-
ers approved recreational weed across 
the state, the residents of Federal Way did 
exactly the opposite and voted to ban pot 
shops within city limits. You’d think an area 
whose main attraction is a water park would 
see the need for pot shops. 

Federal Way might, however, be coming 
around. This summer, the Federal Way City 
Council decided to put pot shops back on 
the ballot. 

The question of whether Federal Way 
should allow pot shops is heated. A city 
council candidate recently accused the dep-
uty mayor of taking “bribes” from the can-
nabis industry. Those “bribes” were actually 
perfectly legal campaign contributions, but 
for many in Federal Way, allowing in pot 
shops is sort of like inviting in the devil. 

One of the most vocal opponents of lift-
ing the ban is Jack Walsh, the owner of Sub 
Zero Ice Cream and Yogurt, and a member 
of a cannabis advisory committee appointed 
by the city council. 

He told me his main concern is that le-
galizing pot shops sends a message to kids 
that weed is okay. He pointed out that stud-
ies have shown using cannabis as a young 
person can impede memory and intellectual 
development, and that there is some correla-
tion between smoking weed and psychosis. 

While this is true, it’s also true that rates 
of teen pot use have not gone up since Wash-
ington legalized cannabis. When I asked if 
he thinks that the presence of bars in Fed-
eral Way make it more likely for teens to 
drink, he said no, and besides, “Bars are an 
established part of community and culture,” 
which I guess makes them all right. 

Allison Taylor, a social worker as well as 
the chair of the 30th District Democrats 
and a member of the pro-pot committee, 
said Walsh’s argument is both outdated 
and not backed up by evidence. “Kids have 
been smoking marijuana forever,” she said. 
“If anything, legal pot shops decrease mari-
juana on the black market.” 

At the same time, Taylor says, allowing 
pot shops will increase revenue Federal Way 
can spend on other services. In Auburn, a 
slightly smaller city than Federal Way, pot 
shops bring in over $300,000 in tax revenue 
per year. While this is a small percentage of 
the overall budget, Taylor says it’s money 
that is greatly needed in Federal Way, espe-
cially for funding youth services. 

It’s also an issue of access. The closest 
pot shops to Federal Way are in Des Moines 
and Fife, and can take hours to access via 
public transit. 

“If someone is using marijuana for pain 
management, that is not okay,” Taylor said. 
“People say it’s a gateway drug, but we all 
know that’s not true. In fact, I think we 
would have a lot less addiction to other 
drugs if we used weed as a medicine more 
often, but this area tends to be stuck in the 
1950s.”

Whose side will the voters of Federal Way 
take? We’ll fi nd out in November.  n

“This area tends to 
be stuck in the 1950s,” 
says one proponent of 
overturning the ban.

Federal Way decided to ban legal weed shops years ago. 
ASHLEY BELFSKY
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Savage Love
BY DAN SAVAGE

Shrinkage
I’m an otherwise healthy male of 54. When I 
was a teen, my cock measured about six and 
a half inches. Not small, not huge, pretty av-
erage. I never kept track of the situation down 
south, but suddenly I find my junk reports in 
at just over four inches. WTF? Is this normal? 
Do men lose size/girth as they age? I’m only 
54! How much more do I have to lose before 
60? And beyond? I’m single now, and sud-
denly I’m afraid to be intimate with women 
I formerly would have embraced without a 
second thought. My confidence is at an all-
time low. I’m actually afraid to ask anyone out 
for fear of “exposing” the evidence. I assume 
there are no pills for this, but please tell me 
there are options.

Shrinking In Seattle

“We have to make a distinction between ob-
served penile length and actual penile length,” 
said Dr. Ashley Winter, a board-certified 
urologist in Portland, Oregon. “Penis length 
changes in real time based on a number of 
factors—factors that include level of arous-
al, stress, and ambient temperature. For this 
reason, researchers like to limit variability by 
measuring the ‘stretched flaccid length’ in a 
warm room.”

Needless to say, most men aren’t observ-
ing—much less measuring—their dicks 
when they’re soft.

“We know that almost ZERO home dick 
measurements are done in the flaccid state,” 
said Dr. Winter. “But unless SIS jotted down 
the room temp or precise level of arousal 
when he measured his teenage penis, it’s 
unlikely he’s comparing apples to apples. 
Another issue—and a far less appreciated 
one—is that the penis is anchored to the un-
dersurface of your pelvic bones, so nearly 
one-half of the average penis length is ‘hid-
den’ along the undersurface of the pelvis.”

There’s a very special tendon—the sus-
pensory ligament—that runs from the base of 
your penis to your pelvis. In addition to pro-
viding you with some degree of control when 
you’re erect, SIS, the suspensory ligament 
also holds some of your dick up and inside the 
body. Men who want their cocks to look larger 
when they’re soft and who don’t mind if their 
hard cocks are harder to control or flop around 
during intercourse will sometimes have this 
suspensory ligament cut, which causes the 
penis to “drop.” Their cocks aren’t as useful 
for sex, it’s true, but there’s more “observable” 
cock for other men to admire in locker rooms 
and at urinals.

“The most dramatic cause of lost ‘ob-
served’ penile length with aging is weight 
gain,” said Dr. Winter. “As the average guy 
gains weight, more of his fixed penile length 
gets hidden, as the crucial sit-bone-to-skin 
distance gets longer.” 

So your dick may not be any smaller 
than it was in your teens, SIS; it’s just that 
more of it may be hidden inside your now- 
middle-aged body thanks to weight gain and 
that damn ligament.

But hey, let’s say you’re no thicker today 
than you were in your teens and that your 

arousal levels are constant and that you’ve 
kept your apartment at a constant tempera-
ture over the decades. Could something be 
causing your cock to actually shrink?

“The main causes of actual penis shrinkage 
are having your prostate removed, Peyronie’s 
disease (plaque development that narrows or 
bends the penis), or the scarring of erectile 
tissue, something called corporal fibrosis. SIS 
would know if he’d had prostate surgery, and 
he would have a noticeable ‘lump’ or change 
in erection shape if he had Peyronie’s. So 
the main concern here is corporal fibrosis. 
It can be insidious and is usually associated 

with conditions that make blood vessels un-
healthy—like high blood pressure, high cho-
lesterol, and diabetes. SIS says he’s healthy, but 
the penis is often the first body part to manifest 
signs of the above conditions because it is so 
dynamic. Which means the penis, wonderfully 
and tragically, is often the ‘canary in the coal 
mine’ for cardiovascular health.”

Let’s say your canary is shrinking, SIS. 
What can you do about it?

“First and foremost, he should realize that 
far fewer women would care about his penis 
length than he does,” said SIS. “Studies in-
cluding 52,000 individuals showed that 85 
percent of women were satisfied with their 
partners’ penile length, while only 55 percent 
of men were satisfied with their own length.”

And unlike you, SIS, the women you sleep 
with today aren’t going to be comparing the 
dick you’ve got now with the dick you had (or 
thought you had) then. 

“But if SIS wants to maximize his ‘ob-
served’ penile length, he should shed extra 
weight—if he’s overweight—and check in 
with his doc for a test of his cholesterol and 
blood pressure and a diabetes screen,” said 
Dr. Winter. “Regular erections do help keep 
the penis healthy, so if he has some ED, Viagra 
(or a similar med) can preserve length.”

I am a 66 year old gay man. After a very pro-
miscuous youth, I have settled down a lot as 
far as sex and mostly just masturbate, with 
a trip to the baths every few months. I have a 
question about orgasms. I have noted, since 
I’ve gotten older, that my orgasm from mas-
turbation is very intense and seems to last 
about five minutes after I ejaculate, during 

which I feel orgasmic feelings in my penis, 
legs, and sometimes my whole body. I’ve never 
had this before. Is this normal?

Mr. Sixty Fucking Six

“The question of normalcy in sexual function 
is hammered into us from the start—but it’s 
pejorative and irrelevant,” said Dr. Winter. 
“As a physician, the relevant question here is: 
‘Does MSFS find this distressing or harmful?’ 
It doesn’t sound like five-minute total-body 
masturbation-induced orgasms are painful 
for MSFS, nor are they interfering with his 
day-to-day quality of life. So by definition they 
are ‘nothing to worry about.’ Furthermore, 
they are not the harbinger of any dangerous 
medical condition. As you like to say, Dan, this 
is more of a ‘YAHTZEE!’ than a problem.”

Anecdotal evidence—my own, a huge pile 
of it, gathered over the years—indicates that 
you’re something of an outlier, MSFS; most 
of the older men I hear from with questions 
about their orgasms are concerned about 
their slow and steady deterioration, not 
their sudden improvement. (Erections are 
harder to get, their orgasms are less intense, 
and their jizz is less abundant.)

But even if this isn’t a problem—even if 
this is a yahtzee—what might be going on?

“That’s the far more interesting question: 
Why is this happening?” said Dr. Winter. “I 
don’t have a lot of quotable studies on that 
one, but I have a few thoughts. First off, this 
may have nothing to do with age and every-
thing to do with his position. Contraction of 
the muscles in the pelvis and thighs (even 
calves!), and the muscles at the base of the 
penis (or clitoris) can contribute to strength 
of erection and intensity of orgasm, and cer-
tain positions may allow more effective mus-
cle ‘recruitment.’ So differences in position 
or stance during partnered versus mastur-
batory activities may hold clues for MSFS.”

Another possible explanation—and an-
other definite “Yahtzee!”—is that you’re ever 
so suddenly multiorgasmic.
“While it is more common for women to be 
multiorgasmic, there are men who can do 
this, too,” said Dr. Winter. “Longer duration 
of arousal—common with porn watching—
and certain medications that prevent pro-
lactin surge in the brain and strong Kegels 
(those muscles again!) may lead to the ‘con-
densed multi-orgasm,’ a phenomenon that 
may fit the description MSFS is providing.”

But finally and again, MSFS, so long as 
those powerful, long-lasting, all-body or-
gasms aren’t diminishing your quality of 
life, they’re nothing to worry about. Enjoy!

Follow Dr. Ashley Winter on Twitter  
@AshleyGWinter. Dr. Winter cohosts The 
Full Release (thefullreleasepod.com), a 
terrific, funny, and informative sex-and- 
relationship-advice podcast, with comedian 
Mo Mandel. n

JOE NEWTON
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Free Will Astrology
BY ROB BREZSNY

August 14–20
ARIES (MARCH 21–APRIL 19): How did sound technicians 
create the signature roar of the fictional monster Godzilla? They slathered 
pine-tar resin on a leather glove and stroked it against the strings of a 
double bass. How about the famous howl of the fictional character Tarzan? 
Sonic artists blended a hyena’s screech played backward, a dog’s growl, a 
soprano singer’s fluttered intonation slowed down, and an actor’s yell. Karen 
O, lead singer of the band Yeah Yeah Yeahs, periodically unleashes very 
long screams that may make the hair stand up on the back of her listeners’ 
necks. In accordance with astrological omens, I’d love to see you experiment 
with creating your own personal Yowl or Laugh or Whisper of Power in the 
coming weeks: a unique sound that would boost your wild confidence and 
help give you full access to your primal lust for life.

TAURUS (APRIL 20–MAY 20): “If your dreams do not scare 
you, they are not big enough,” said Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, ex-president of 
Liberia. In accordance with astrological imperatives, I propose that we make 
that your watchword for the foreseeable future. From what I can tell, you’re 
due to upgrade your long-term goals. You have the courage and vision 
necessary to dare yourself toward an even more fulfilling destiny than you’ve 
been willing or ready to imagine up until now.

GEMINI (MAY 21–JUNE 20): How did our ancestors ever figure 
out that the calendula flower can be used as healing medicine for irritated 
and inflamed skin? It must have been a very long process of trial and error. 
(Or did the plant somehow “communicate” to indigenous herbalists, in-
forming them of its use?) In any case, this curative herb is only one of 
hundreds of plants that people somehow came to adjudge as having healing 
properties. “Miraculous” is not too strong a word to describe such discov-
eries. According to my analysis of the astrological omens, Gemini, you now 
have the patience and perspicacity to engage in a comparable process: to 
find useful resources through experiment and close observation—with a 
hardy assist from your intuition.

CANCER (JUNE 21–JULY 22): Today the city of Timbuktu in 
Mali is poor and in the throes of desertification. But from the 14th to 17th 
centuries, it was one of the great cultural centers of the world. Its libraries 
filled up with thousands of influential books, which remained intact until 
fairly recently. In 2012, Al-Qaeda jihadists conceived a plan to destroy the 
vast trove of learning and scholarship. One man foiled them. Abba al-Hadi, 
an illiterate guard who had worked at one of the libraries, smuggled out 
many of the books in empty rice sacks. By the time the jihadists started 
burning, most of the treasure had been relocated. I don’t think the problem 
in your sphere is anywhere near as dire as this, Cancerian. But I do hope 
you will be proactive about saving and preserving valuable resources before 
they’re at risk of being diluted, compromised, or neglected.

LEO (JULY 23–AUG 22): Moray eels have two sets of jaws. The 
front set does their chewing. The second set, normally located behind the 
first, can be launched forward to snag prey they want to eat. In invoking 
this aggressive strategy to serve as a metaphor for you in the coming weeks, 
I want to suggest that you be very dynamic and enterprising as you go 
after what you want and need. Don’t be rude and invasive, of course, but 
consider the possibility of being audacious and zealous.

VIRGO (AUG 23–SEPT 22): It’s relatively rare, but now and 
then people receive money or gifts from donors they don’t know. Relatives 
they’ve never met may bequeath them diamond tiaras or alpaca farms or 
bundles of cash. I don’t think that’s exactly what will occur for you in the 
coming weeks, but I do suspect that you’ll garner blessings or help from 
unexpected sources. To help ensure the best possible versions of these acts 
of grace, I suggest that you be as generous as possible in the kindness and 
attention you offer. Remember this verse from the Bible: “Do not forget 
to show hospitality to strangers, for by so doing some people have shown 
hospitality to angels without knowing it.”

LIBRA (SEPT 23–OCT 22): Libra-born Ronald McNair was an 
African American who grew up in a racist town in South Carolina in the 
1950s. The bigotry cramped his freedom, but he rebelled. When he was 
9 years old, he refused to leave a segregated library, which prompted au-
thorities to summon the police. Years later, McNair earned a PhD in physics 
from MIT and became renowned for his research on laser physics. Eventually, 
NASA chose him to be an astronaut from a pool of 10,000 candidates. That 
library in South Carolina? It’s now named after him. I suspect that you, too, 
will soon receive some vindication, Libra: a reward or blessing or consecra-
tion that will reconfigure your past.

SCORPIO (OCT 3–NOV 21): Scorpio author Zadie Smith wrote, 
“In the end, your past is not my past and your truth is not my truth and 
your solution—is not my solution.” I think it will be perfectly fine if sometime 
soon you speak those words to a person you care about. In delivering such a 
message, you won’t be angry or dismissive. Rather, you will be establishing 
good boundaries between you and your ally; you will be acknowledging the 
fact that the two of you are different people with different approaches to 
life. And I bet that will ultimately make you closer.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22–DEC 21): “Nothing fruitful ever 
comes when plants are forced to flower in the wrong season,” wrote author 
and activist Bette Lord. That’s not entirely true. For example, skilled and 
meticulous gardeners can compel tulip and hyacinth bulbs to flower before 
they would naturally be able to. But as a metaphor, Lord’s insight is largely 
accurate. And I think you’ll be wise to keep it in mind during the coming 
weeks. So my advice is: don’t try to make people and processes ripen before 
they are ready. But here’s a caveat: you might have modest success working 
to render them a bit readier.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22–JAN 19): “For though we often need to 
be restored to the small, concrete, limited, and certain, we as often need to 
be reminded of the large, vague, unlimited, unknown.” Poet A. R. Ammons 
formulated that shiny burst of wisdom, and now I’m passing it on to you. 
As I think you know, you tend to have more skill at and a greater inclination 
toward the small, concrete, limited, and certain. That’s why, in my opinion, 
it’s rejuvenating for you to periodically exult in and explore what’s large, 
vague, unlimited, unknown. Now is one of those times.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20–FEB 18): “Look into my eyes. Kiss me, 
and you will see how important I am.” Poet Sylvia Plath wrote that, and 
now, in accordance with astrological omens, I’m authorizing you to say 
something similar to anyone who is interested in you but would benefit 
from gazing more deeply into your soul and entering into a more profound 
relationship with your mysteries. In other words, you have cosmic permission 
to be more forthcoming in showing people your beauty and value.

PISCES (FEB 19–MARCH 20): In his Anti-Memoirs, author 
André Malraux quotes a tough-minded priest who served in the French 
Resistance during World War II. He spent his adult life hearing his parish-
ioners’ confessions. “The fundamental fact is that there’s no such thing as 
a grown-up person,” the priest declared. Even if that’s mostly true, Pisces, 
my sense is that it is less true about you right now than it has ever been. 
In the past months, you have been doing good work to become more of a 
fully realized version of yourself. I expect that the deepening and matura-
tion process is reaching a culmination. Don’t underestimate your success! 
Celebrate it!

Homework: The Japanese poet Ikkyu said, “To all I care about, here’s a 
friendly tip: enlightenment is gaffe upon error upon blooper.” Do you agree? 
Weigh in at freewillastrology.com.

August 21–27
ARIES (MARCH 21–APRIL 19): It’s not cost-efficient to recycle 
plastic. Sorting and processing the used materials to make them available for 
fresh stuff is at least as expensive as creating new plastic items from scratch. 
On the other hand, sending used plastic to a recycling center makes it far 
less likely that it will end up in the oceans and waterways, harming living 
creatures. So in this case, the financial argument in favor of recycling is 
weak, whereas the moral argument is strong. I invite you to apply a similar 
perspective to your upcoming decisions.

TAURUS (APRIL 20–MAY 20): African American slaves suf-
fered many horrendous deprivations. For example, it was illegal for them to 
learn to read. Their oppressors feared that educated slaves would be better 
equipped to agitate for freedom, and took extreme measures to keep 
them illiterate. Frederick Douglass was one slave who managed to beat the 
ban. As he secretly mastered the art of reading and writing, he came upon 
literature that ultimately emboldened him to escape his “owners” and flee 
to safety. He became one of the 19th century’s most powerful abolitionists, 
producing reams of influential writing and speeches. I propose that we make 
Douglass your inspiring role model for the coming months. I think you’re 
ready to break the hold of a certain curse—and go on to achieve a gritty 
success that the curse prevented you from accomplishing.

GEMINI (MAY 21–JUNE 20): For 25 years, businessman Don 
Thompson worked for the McDonald’s fast-food company, including three 
years as its CEO. During that time, he oversaw the sale and consumption of 
millions of hamburgers. But in 2015, he left McDonald’s and became part 
of Beyond Meat, a company that sells vegan alternatives to meat. I could 
see you undergoing an equally dramatic shift in the coming months, Gemini: 
a transition into a new role that resembles but is also very different from a 
role you’ve been playing. I urge you to step up your fantasies about what 
that change might entail.

CANCER (JUNE 21–JULY 22): “The learning process is some-
thing you can incite, literally incite, like a riot,” wrote author Audre Lorde. 
As an astrologer I would add this nuance: although what Lorde says is true, 
some phases of your life are more favorable than others to seek deep and 
rapid education. For example, the coming weeks will bring you especially 
rich teachings if you incite the learning process now.

LEO (JULY 23–AUG 22): The American idiom “stay in your lane” 
has come to mean “mind your own business,” and usually has a pejorative 
sense. But I’d like to expand it and soften it for your use in the coming 
weeks. Let’s define it as meaning “stick to what you’re good at and know 
about” or “don’t try to operate outside your area of expertise” or “express 
yourself in ways that you have earned the right to do.” Author Zadie Smith 
says that this is good advice for writers. “You have to work out what it is 
you can’t do, obscure it, and focus on what works,” she attests. Apply that 
counsel to your own sphere or field, Leo. Stay in your lane.

VIRGO (AUG 23–SEPT 22): Yisrael Kristal was a Polish Jew born 
under the sign of Virgo in 1903. His father was a scholar of the Torah, and 
he began studying Judaism and learning Hebrew at age 3. He lived a long 
life and had many adventures, working as a candlemaker and a candymaker. 
When the Red Army liberated the Auschwitz concentration camp in 1945, 
Kristal emerged as one of the survivors. He went on to live to the age of 
113. Because of the chaos of World War I, he had never gotten to do his 
bar mitzvah when he’d turned 13. So he did it much later, in his old age. 
I foresee a comparable event coming up soon in your life, Virgo. You will 
claim a reward or observe a milestone or collect a blessing you weren’t 
able to enjoy earlier. 

LIBRA (SEPT 23–OCT 22): Sailors have used compasses to 
navigate since the 11th century. But that tool wasn’t nearly enough to 
guide them. A thorough knowledge of the night sky’s stars was a crucial aid. 
Skill at reading the ever-changing ocean currents always proved valuable. 
Another helpful trick was to take birds on the ships as collaborators. While 
at sea, if the birds flew off and returned, the sailors knew there was no land 
close by. If the birds didn’t return, chances were good that land was near. 
I bring this to your attention, Libra, because I think it’s an excellent time to 
gather a number of different navigational tools for your upcoming quest. 
One won’t be enough.

SCORPIO (OCT 23–NOV 21): What do you want from the allies 
who aren’t your lovers? What feelings do you most enjoy while you’re in 
the company of your interesting, non-romantic companions? For instance, 
maybe you like to be respected and appreciated. Or perhaps what’s most im-
portant to you is to experience the fun of being challenged and stimulated. 
Maybe your favorite feeling is the spirit of collaboration and comradeship. 
Or maybe all of the above. In any case, Scorpio, I urge you to get clear about 
what you want—and then make it your priority to foster it. In the coming 
weeks, you’ll have the power to generate an abundance of your favorite 
kind of nonsexual togetherness.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22–DEC 21): As the CEO of the clothes 
company Zappos, Sagittarius entrepreneur Tony Hsieh is worth almost a bil-
lion dollars. If he chose, he could live in a mansion by the sea. Yet his home 
is a 200-square-foot, $48,000 trailer in Las Vegas, where he also keeps his 
pet alpaca. To be clear, he owns the entire trailer park, which consists of 
30 other trailers, all of which are immaculate hotbeds of high-tech media 
technology where interesting people live. He loves the community he has 
created, which is more important to him than status and privilege. “For me, 
experiences are more meaningful than stuff,” he says. “I have way more 
experiences here.” I’d love to see you reaffirm your commitment to priorities 
like his in the coming weeks, Sagittarius. It’ll be a favorable time to do so.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22–JAN 19): Medical researcher Jonas 
Salk developed a successful polio vaccine, so he had a strong rational 
mind. Here’s how he described his relationship with his nonrational way 
of knowing. He said, “It is always with excitement that I wake up in the 
morning wondering what my intuition will toss up to me, like gifts from the 
sea. I work with it and rely on it. It’s my partner.” I bring this up, Capricorn, 
because the coming weeks will be a favorable time to celebrate and cultivate 
your own intuition. You may generate amazing results as you learn to trust it 
more and figure out how to deepen your relationship with it.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20–FEB 18): Aquarian environmentalist 
Edward Abbey once formulated a concise list of his requirements for living 
well. “One must be reasonable in one’s demands on life,” he wrote. “For 
myself, all that I ask is: 1. accurate information; 2. coherent knowledge; 3. 
deep understanding; 4. infinite loving wisdom; 5. no more kidney stones, 
please.” According to my analysis of the astrological omens, now would be 
an excellent time for you to create your own tally of the Five Crucial Provi-
sions. Be bold and precise as you inform life about your needs.

PISCES (FEB 19–MARCH 20): “We may be surprised at whom 
God sends to answer our prayers,” wrote author Janette Oke. I suspect that 
observation will apply to you in the coming weeks. If you’re an atheist or ag-
nostic, I’ll rephrase her formulation for you: “We may be surprised at whom 
Life sends to answer our entreaties.” There’s only one important thing you 
have to do to cooperate with this experience: set aside your expectations 
about how help and blessings might appear.

Homework: Poet Muriel Rukeyser said, “The world is made of stories, not 
atoms.” I’d add, “You are made of stories, too.” What’s your favorite story 
that you’re made of? Write in at freewillastrology.com

http://freewillastrology.com/
http://freewillastrology.com/
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Seattle Hempfest
The “premier flagship event of the glob-
al cannabis culture” may sound like a big 
claim, but as far as anyone can tell, Seattle’s 
massive Hempfest isn’t stretching the truth 
when it bills itself as such. Returning for the 
28th year and touting itself as a major infl u-
ence on weed legalization in Washington 
State, the cannabis convocation will bring 
three days of talks, pot-loving celebrity 
guests and congresspeople, and hundreds 
of vendors to Myrtle Edwards Park, where 
throngs of Seattle stoners will be greeted by 
four stages buzzing with live music, panel 
discussions, lectures, and more. (Myrtle 
Edwards Park, Aug 16–18, $10 suggested.)

Seattle Tattoo Expo
The Pacifi c Northwest is a legendary prov-
ince for permanently decorated fl esh, but 
it’s not the only one. This three-day expo 
hosted by Hidden Hand Tattoo features 
professional ink-givers from all over the 
world, including artists from local parlors 
such as Action Tattoo, Art Never Dies Tat-
too, and Super Genius Tattoo, plus visiting 
artists from San Francisco’s Castro Tat-
too, Poland’s Lukasz Smyku, and Austin’s 
Black Dagger Tattoo, just to name a few. 
The three-day expo promises the chance 
to see displays, attend seminars, and even 
get yourself inked up by the right artist 
for you. (Seattle Center Exhibition Hall, 
Aug 16–18, $20–$50.)

Seattle Design Festival
Now in its ninth year, Design in Public’s
Seattle Design Festival explores how urban-
ism, architecture, and design can further 
justice, ecology, and community by featur-
ing art installations and events in public 
spaces. The theme this year, “balance,” is 
inspired by the equilibrium of the natural 
world contrasted with institutional injus-
tices within our society, offering attend-
ees plenty of opportunities to ruminate on 
changes they’d like to see happen in Seattle. 
After a Design Crawl (Aug 17) that invites 
you to stop for open studios, workshops, and 
exhibits as you wander through Capitol Hill, 
other notable happenings in the festival’s 
fi rst couple of weeks include a Northwest 
Film Forum screening of Jill Magid’s 2018 
documentary about Mexican architect Luis 
Barragán, The Proposal (Aug 17), a Lid I-5 
Study Area Tour with the Freeway Park 
Association (Aug 17), and a Block Party 
in Lake Union Park (Aug 24–25) promising 
live performances and large-scale installa-
tions. (Various locations, Aug 16–25.)

Nordic Sól
Seattle loves a good opportunity to bliss out 
over our Nordic heritage, and this summer 
extravaganza is no exception. For four days, 
the National Nordic Museum will present 
festivities geared toward Nordic regions 
with arctic climates and crisp, alpine 
ventilation. First up is a series of short 

presentations (Aug 22) that tie climate 
change into the diversity of Nordic arts and 
culture. The next day, the Circumpolar Hip-
Hop Colab will present visiting Indigenous 
artists. Over the weekend, sports lovers 
can try out fi ve Inuit Games based on the 
hunting and survival skills of the north. Plus, 
look forward to an artisan marketplace 
(Aug 24–25), an aquavit garden and fashion 
show at Night at the Nordic (Aug 24), an 
exhibition of Nordic photography by Ragnar 
Axelsson (Aug 22–Sept 30), and more. 
(Nordic Museum, Aug 22–25, free–$65.)

THING
With Sasquatch! cancelled after a 17-year 
run, fest founder and STG chief program-
ming officer Adam Zacks is attempting 
to fi ll that void with a new festival called 
THING, which will include music, comedy, 
fi lm, visual arts, dance, podcasts, and even 
a mentalist. “It’s shaping up to be a pretty 
relaxed a¤ air,” writes The Stranger’s Lei-
lani Polk. “This is smaller, more thoughtful, 
and alluring in a way that a festival hasn’t 
been in a while.” The full lineup is “a refi ned, 
wide-ranging combo of buzzy indie selec-
tions like Japanese Breakfast and Tank and 
the Bangas with heavy-hitting headliners in 
older-school vets like Je¤  Tweedy, Violent 
Femmes, and De La Soul,” plus celebrities 
such as Todd Barry and Lindy West. Plus, 
it’s set in beautiful, pristine Port Townsend. 
(Fort Worden State Park, Aug 24–25, $210–
$525, kids 13 & under free.) n

BrasilFest
Seattle Center, Sun Aug 
18, 12–7 pm, free

Burien UFO Festival
Olde Burien, Sat Aug 24, 
5–10 pm, free

Chief Seattle Days
House of Awakened 
Culture (Suquamish), 
Aug 16–18, free

Duwamish River 
Festival
Duwamish Waterway 
Park, Sat Aug 17, 12–5 pm,
free

Evergreen State Fair
Evergreen State 
Fairgrounds, Aug 22–
Sept 2, $14

Hai! Japantown
Japantown, Sat Aug 17, 
3–7 pm, free

HangarFest
Museum of Flight, Sat Aug 
24, 7–10 pm, $30–$65

National & State Park 
Free Days
Various locations, Sun Aug 
25, free

Nudestock
Tiger Mountain Nudist 
Park, Sat Aug 24, 11 am–
6 pm, $17

Pacifi c NW Chalk Fest
Redmond Town Center, 
Aug 16–18, 10 am–6 pm, 
free

Snoqualmie Railroad 
Days
Northwest Railway 
Museum, Aug 17–18, 
10 am–4 pm, free

Tibet Fest
Seattle Center, Aug 
24–25, free

Washington Midsummer 
Renaissance Faire
The Kelley Farm, Sat–Sun, 
10 am–7 pm, $19–$99, 
through Aug 18

Washington State Inter-
national Kite Festival
Long Beach, Aug 19–25, 
free

WildNights
Woodland Park Zoo, Fri, 
6–8:30 pm, $23, through 
Aug 30

Early Warnings
BUMBERSHOOT 2019 Seattle Center, Aug 30–Sept 1,
$109–$795

PAX WEST Washington State Convention & Trade 
Center, Aug 30–Sept 2, $57–$222

Short 
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THE BIG & THE OBVIOUS
PHOTO BY ROCKY GRIMES / COURTESY OF HEMPFEST

Hempfest
Aug 16–18

MORE
EVENTS
— AT—

STRANGER THINGS TO DO DOT COM

AUG 15
AUG 28
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DAN SAVAGE’S

2019 FILM FESTIVAL

TICKETS ON 
SALE NOW!

ALL NEW 
FILMS!

Nov 6-10, 13-17, 20-24 
ON THE BOARDS

THESTRANGER.COM/HUMP

http://www.thestranger.com/hump
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Art

T
o understand exactly what makes the 
artists of 19th-century Britain, the 
age of Queen Victoria, radical, one 
must not fi rst point at the art of that 
period but its economy. 

What few people understand is that in-
dustrial production was completely new to 
the world. That’s important for two reasons. 

One, it transformed 
the structure of time. 
Under the agrarian or-
der, time was attached 
to the seasons. Under 
the industrial order, it 
was tied to the work-
ing (or factory) hours, 

which remained the same in spring, summer, 
fall, and winter. 

The other impact was the mass production 
of luxuries. In the past, sugar, for example, 
was only for the rich; in the industrial 
period, this changed. It became available to 
all classes. 

The artist under these unprecedented con-
ditions had to conform their work, and the 
materials they worked with, to this new tem-
porality and class organization. This is what 
radical means in Seattle Art Museum’s Vic-
torian Radicals exhibit, which has 150 paint-
ings, stained glass, sculptures, and what have 
you, from some of the leading art movements 
of the period. The artists represented in the 
show (Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Ford Madox

Brown, Kate Elizabeth Bunce, and so on) were 
responding to an economic reality that was 
historically unique and specifi c. 

This is why an adequate appreciation 

of the exhibit requires that one keep in 
mind—as they examine this sculpture 
(Monstrance by John Francis Bentley) or 
that stained glass (Saint Mark by Edward 

Burne-Jones)—that the cultural structure 
from which the works emerged did not exist 
before the 18th century. 

Also, the defi ning ideology of the Victorian 
age, progress, had never been known or expe-
rienced until that time. The idea that world 
history moved in one direction (from primi-
tive to advanced) is only about 300 years old. 
We see it as normal (check out our smart-
phones); they, the Victorians, saw perpetual 
progress for the fi rst time in human history. 
If you miss the radical newness of this kind 
of society, then these works will not impress 
you. Indeed, they may even bore you. 

And this is exactly what happened to the 
Seattle Times’ art critic Gary Faigin. He 
walked into the exhibit with the wrong kind 
of mind and yawned at what a properly pre-
pared mind would easily see as violent cul-
tural shocks all around. For example, he de-
scribed one of the exhibit’s exquisite objects, 
Chamberlain Casket, as “a painfully kitschy... 
hodgepodge of metal boats, fi gurines and me-
dallions [that] are meant to evoke medieval 
reliquaries…” This is tantamount to saying 
that one does not like reading Shakespeare 
because it’s full of clichés. 

The humans of our times are so used to 
kitsch. But for the Victorians, it was complete-
ly new. It was radical. This is the mind-set the 
exhibit wants us to enter; one that had no past, 
only the future. The Victorian age is the cradle 
of our post-post-postmodern times. n

VICTORIAN RADICALS: 
FROM THE PRE-
RAPHAELITES TO 
THE ARTS & CRAFTS 
MOVEMENT
Seattle Art Museum
June 13–Sept 8
$30

The Chamberlain Casket that Seattle Times stupidly called “painfully kitschy.”
COURTESY OF SEATTLE ART MUSEUM

Victorians Are the Cradle of Our Times
If you go to SAM’s Victorian Radicals with the wrong

mind-set, you will not be amazed by it.
BY CHARLES MUDEDE

Top Picks
AUG 24–OCT 5

Amanda Manitach: ‘Mirrors’
Seattle artist and Stranger Genius Award nominee 
Amanda Manitach spends hours creating delicate 
graphite drawings, from which white capital 
letters call out at you against a smoky, sketched 
Victorian wallpaper background. “YOU ARE A 
MOTHERFUCKING STAR,” “XANAX HELPS,” and 
“CALM THE FUCK DOWN” are a few of the phrases 
you’ll fi nd in Manitach’s work. For this show, the 
artist will be debuting new work in the same vein, 
but on mirrors. (Winston Wachter Fine Art, Mon–
Sat, 10 am–5 pm, free.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

CLOSING SAT SEPT 21

‘Girlfriends of the Guerrilla Girls’
This show at CoCA brings together Seattle artists 
who identify themselves as feminist and also do 
not have gallery representation. The lineup includes 

ceramicist Hanako O’Leary, who creates vagina 
vessels and Japanese Hannya-inspired masks that 
replace faces with labias. It’s pretty metal. Ann 
Leda Shapiro’s sexually explicit Anger—which the 
Whitney Museum of Art refused to hang in her one-
person show in 1973—will also make an appearance. 
Stranger Genius Award winner C. Davida Ingram, 
as well as Sheila Klein, Alice Dubiel, Deborah Faye 
Lawrence, Cecilia Concepción Alvarez, Dawn Cerny, 
E.T. Russian, and the Guerrilla Girls themselves, 
round out the show. (Center on Contemporary Art 
[CoCA], daily, 11 am–6 pm, free.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

CLOSING SAT SEPT 28

Robert Pruitt: ‘The Majesty of 
Kings Long Dead’
New York-based artist Robert Pruitt will debut 
new pieces along with old work at his KDR show. 
A skilled draftsman, Pruitt combines elements 
of Afro-futurism, black power, and pop culture to 
create tender portraits of black people. In his newer 
portraits, the subjects are rendered in charcoal, 
sometimes adorned with gold leaf and color, while 

the white space surrounding the subject is fi lled in 
with coffee stains. The coffee gives his subjects a 
hazy sort of glow, an aura that smells like breakfast, 
and it ages the paper in such a way that it’s almost 
as if you’ve stumbled upon an artifact. (Koplin Del 
Rio Gallery, Tues–Sat, free.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

CLOSING SAT OCT 26

‘Northwest Infl uencers’
The Housewright Gallery is a new art space in 
Georgetown run by Tim Pfeiffer and Steve Hoede-
maker. Their inaugural exhibition is Northwest Infl u-
encers, a show that’s not about the most followed 
Washingtonian on Instagram but about a collection 
of artists from the infl uential Northwest School. 
Featuring paintings, works on paper, and sculpture, 
and spanning both pre- and post-World War II, the 
exhibit focuses on the infl uence these artists had 
on West Coast Modernism and that reverberated 
throughout the art world. Among the artists included
in the show are Mark Tobey, Peter Camfferman, 
Paul Horiuchi, Margaret Tomkins, Glen Alps, James 

Fitzgerald, and Ngaire Hixon. (Housewright Gallery, 
Wed–Sat, free.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

MUSEUMS
Edwin T. Pratt: 
A Living Legacy
Northwest African 
American Museum, Wed–
Sun, $7, through Aug 28

Emerge/Evolve 2018: 
Rising Talents in 
Kiln-Glass
Bellevue Arts Museum, 
Aug 23–Jan 12, Wed–Sun, 
$15

Studio 54 and Beyond: 
The Photography of 
Hasse Persson
Nordic Museum, Tues–
Sun, $15, through Aug 25

GALLERIES

20/20: A 20th 
Anniversary Survey
James Harris Gallery, 
Wed–Sat, free, through 
Aug 17

Casey McGlynn: 117.5 
Ideas for Tattoos
Foster/White Gallery, 
Tues–Sat, free, through 
Aug 24

Claudia Fitch: Raincoat
Greg Kucera Gallery, Tues–
Sat, free, through Aug 24

Forward—Part 3
Glass Box Gallery, Thurs–
Sat, 12–5 pm, free, through 
Aug 17

Short 
List
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Performance

L istening to a manic PhD student and a 
human man-bun argue about wheth-
er they should bring a child into this 
hell world might not sound like a good 

way to spend part of your evening, but after 
watching Really Really 
Theatre Group’s produc-
tion of Duncan Macmil-
lan’s 2011 chamber play 

Lungs, I can comfortably say I recommend it.
On a bright, bare set designed by Lex 

Marcos—tiled with huge pieces of extreme-
ly well-sanded plywood, so it almost looks 
like the white room in The Matrix—at 12th 
Avenue Arts, where Lungs runs through Au-
gust 31, the man, played with warmth and a 
deceptively lulling calmness by Arjun Pande, 
announces his desire to help produce a child. 
This statement unleashes a torrent of hopes, 
joys, fears, and misgivings from within his 
partner (Erika Vetter, who plays her role with 
incredible skill and dynamism). What fol-
lows is nearly 100 minutes of smart, charm-
ing, rapid-fire dialogue about a deal-breaker 
issue for many: Should we have a baby?

Watching these two actors sweep out 
the corners of this argument is fascinating. 
They run through all the ancient and con-
temporary anxieties: Are we ready? Won’t 
this disrupt our life? Isn’t this the purpose 
of our life? But isn’t it morally wrong to have 
a child, especially considering its potential 
carbon footprint? The Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change report shows that 
the next generation will inherit a melted 
slushy with an intractable refugee crisis, 
why would we want to contribute to that? 
Isn’t the world overpopulated? Should we 
adopt? But don’t we need more “good people” 
having kids? And what about “the biological 
imperative” and the thousands of years of 

foundational cultural materials directing 
people to be fruitful and multiply? And don’t 
you just kinda want one?

Macmillan’s language sparks with enough 
wit and intelligence to hold your interest, 
and he uses associative leaps to jump for-
ward in time, which keeps the plot moving 
along. Plus, the characters don’t answer this 
big question in the abstract. They answer it 
over the course of their delightfully messy, 
unpredictable relationship, which is fun to 
watch explode and come back together and 
explode again.

The quality of the acting keeps your eyes 
glued to the stage. Vetter and Pande turn in 
markedly different but complementary per-
formances. Pande’s steady, predictable sine 
wave of human emotion contrasts well with 
Vetter’s more drastic peaks and valleys. But 
Vetter never overdoes it, which is incred-
ibly impressive in a rom-com-dram that 
has her cracking jokes, breaking down, and 
trembling with anxiety—all while speaking 
a million miles an hour.

Director Henry Nettleton and lighting 
designer Aaron Tacy correctly emphasize 
the play’s bleak thesis, which is that, more 
or less, our desire to create will ultimately 
lead to our destruction. Though our ability to 
reason allowed us to conquer the planet, we 
haven’t yet found a way to use it to tame our 
desire to answer the biological imperative.

Although as I left the theater, I thought: 
We could have it both ways. After all, over-
population isn’t really the issue. Inadequate 
distribution of resources is. We can have all 
the babies we want, so long as we reduce our 
consumption to a reasonable level. Advo-
cating for women all over the world to have 
control over when they get pregnant would 
help a lot, too. But, you know, baby steps. n

Is Having a Baby Bad 
for the Planet?

Two talented actors hash it out in Lungs.
BY RICH SMITH

The quality of the acting—by Arjun Pande and Erika Vetter—keeps your eyes 
glued to the stage.

ZOË BURCHARD

LUNGS
12th Avenue Arts
Through Aug 31
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Some of Seattle’s history and culture is threat-
ened with extinction. Seattle is changing 
before our eyes as giant tech companies move 
in bringing jobs, commerce, and along with  

it all, gentrification. And some of the things that are  
causing these changes are also threatening Hempfest. 
The last year has been one struggle after another with 
Hempfest defending against efforts to limit the free 
speech of state licensed cannabis businesses, city en-
croachments on its membership program, and corporate 
efforts to block its 25 year event load-in access. 

What has not changed is the reality that millions of 
Americans are still being jailed and imprisoned over 
cannabis offenses. In fact, national cannabis arrests are 
still going up each year despite the reforms that have 
been taking place.

 As we speak flower to power this year, we offer you 
from our stages Seattle’s renowned Sky Cries Mary, 
NWA’s original gangsta DJ Yella, and speaker Caro-
line “Mountain Girl” Garcia, and more. There will be 
attorneys on the Hemposium Stage tent to help you ex-
punge cannabis records, and we welcome the DOPE Cup 
Awards once again as we rage against the prohibition 
machine. 

Executive Director, Seattle Hempfest

17517 15TH AVE NE • SHORELINE, WA // 206.557.7778

365RECREATIONAL.COM
LOUDEST DEALS, EVERYDAY
OPEN FRI & SAT 9AM-10PM // OPEN SUN - THUR 9AM-9PM

DAILY HAPPY HOUR BOHO 25% OFF // 9-10 & 3PM-4PM 
20% sale for the whole store in the month of August

Huge Hempfest sale August 16-18
AUGUST 18 SPECIAL HOURS 9AM-8PM

Warning: This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks 
associated with the consumption of this product. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children. Marijuana products may be purchased or possessed only by persons twenty-one years of age or older.

http://recreational.com/
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Share Parker  
Main Stage
Noon Sacred Water Opening 

Ceremony
12:35pm Seth Cunnigan
12:40pm Jeanne Black
12:45pm Dave Seber
12:50pm Jerry Whiting
1:00pm Gifted Youngstaz
1:35pm Jessamyn Way
1:40pm Laura Day
1:45pm Sabrina Fendrick
2:00pm Girls Love Rockets
2:35pm Lynnette Shaw
2:40pm Danielle Muggli
2:45pm Sunil Aggarwal
2:50pm Colt DeMorris
3:00pm Retrojade
3:35pm Paul Stanford
3:40pm The Dagga Couple Myrtle 

Clarke and Jules Stobbs
3:50pm Announcements
4:00pm Cryptamnesia
4:40pm Ngaio Belum
4:45pm Roz McCarthy
4:50pm Lara Kaminsky
5:00pm Mercy Parker
5:35pm Katrina Haffner
5:40pm Beth Schechter
5:45pm Amanda Chicago Lewis
5:50pm Announcements
6:00pm Wild Planes
6:35pm Carolyn Garcia
6:40pm Paul Kirschberg
6:45pm Susan Squibb
6:50pm Bailey Hirschberg
7:00pm Dj jimnicricket

Seeley Black  
Stage
12:35pm Lisa Buchanan
12:45pm Lee Berger
12:50pm Mss Oregon
1:00pm End Status
1:35pm Katrina Haffner
1:40pm Ingrid Walker
1:45pm Cat Jeter
2:00pm Nowsterday
2:35pm Amanda Mac
2:45pm Dave Seber
2:50pm Kari Boiter
3:00pm The Kaeli Earle Trio
3:40pm Sage Amdahl
3:45pm Coltyn Turner

3:50pm Rachel Kurtz
4:00pm Speakeasy
4:35pm John Conroy
4:40pm Rae Burruss
4:45pm Danny Danko
5:00pm One Sultry Day
5:35pm Jeff Church
5:40pm The Dagga Couple Myrtle 

Clarke and Jules Stobbs
6:00pm Rare Americans
6:35pm Omar Figueroa
6:40pm Mac McGregor
6:45pm John Kingsbury
6:50pm Kevin Oliver
7:00pm Quigzy Stick

Ric Smith  
Hemposium Stage
Moderator: Danica Noble
12:45pm  Reforming 502: What 
When How? Brian Blake, Greg Foster, 
Crystal Oliver, Bailey Hirschberg, Rev. 
Jeff Church, Jim MacRae
1:35pm  Veterans: Downrange and 
Back. Healing Wounds with Canna-
bis. Michael Krawitz, Patrick Seifert, 
Paul Kirchberg, Ellen Brown, Dr. 
Alison Draisin PsyD
2:25pm  @TheRealWomenOfWeed 
- OG’s of WOW. Ah Warner, Joy 
Beckerman, Allison Bigelow, Susan 
Squibb, Lara Kaminsky
3:20pm  Dr.s, Patients and Activists. 
A symbiotic relationship. Dr. Jade 
Stefano, Dr. Karyemaitre Aliffe, Liz 
Blaz, Brian Stone, Madeline Martinez
7:00pm  Speakers Social
8:00pm-12:00am  VIP Members 
Social

Friday, August 16 Park Hours: Noon–8pm

PHOTO BY ROCKY GRIMES, COURTESY OF HEMPFEST
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SHARE PARKER
MAIN STAGE

SOUTH ENTRANCE

NORTHERN 
VEHICLE

ENTRANCE

MUNCHIE MARKET

BUD BEACH

KEY

i$

ELVIS GROVE

SEELEY BLACK
MEMORIAL STAGE

CANNABIS COVE ROSE GARDEN

GANJA GARDENS

HEMPSTERDAM HEMPFEST
GENERAL

STORE

PORT OF SEATTLE
GRAIN TERMINAL

NORTH CHUTES

FISH-0N BAIT SHOP
& FISHING PIER

ATM
Information
First Aid
Restrooms
Water
Ice Truck
Shopping

LIBERTY LIGHTHOUSE

TOKELIFE

STONE VILLAGE$ $

$

$

$

i

RAFFLE TICKETS

BLUEBERRY HILL

RIC SMITH 
HEMPOSIUM STAGE

420
STORE

BUD OF
SEATTLE

INFO &
MERCHANDISE

INFO &
MERCHANDISE

THOMAS ST. 
FOOTBRIDGE & OVERPASS

420 POW AREA

SILO CHUTES

HOLY 
SMOKE

Glass Art
SAVE

Huge selection of All-Natural Kratom

1556 E Olive Way Seattle, WA 
(206) 323-HOLY Glass by Aron Siverson This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this 

drug. There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children. Marijuana products may be purchased or 
possessed only by persons 21 years of age or older.

bbbfarms.com | bbbfarmsin

BOBBY’S BODACIOUS BUDSBOBBY’S BODACIOUS BUDS

C

eleb
ratin

g 6 years in business!

Unique 
Small 
Batch 
Craft 

Cannabis 
Products 

Look for our 
INFUSED 

iJoint.75 Dab Oil 
Infused Joints 

in your 
 fave rec store.  

Available in 
14 flavors! 

Unique 
Small 
Batch 
Craft 

Cannabis 
Products

http://bbbfarms.com/
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First Aid
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Ice Truck
Shopping

LIBERTY LIGHTHOUSE
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SEATTLE
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INFO &
MERCHANDISE

THOMAS ST. 
FOOTBRIDGE & OVERPASS

420 POW AREA

SILO CHUTES

NEW LOCATION
Ocean Greens| NOW OPEN

OCEANGREENS420.COM

World’s Largest Selection

10526 Aurora Ave, N. Seattle, WA 98133
spacious parking available

DISCLAIMER: This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit-forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the infl uence of this drug. Smoking can kill you.
 There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product. For use by adults twenty-one or older. Keep out of the reach of children.

http://oceangreens420.com/
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Share Parker  
Main Stage
12:00pm Fynnie’s Basement

12:35pm Madeline Martinez

12:40pm Elvi Musikka

12:45pm John Conroy

12:50pm AC Braddock

1:00pm Observer Effect

1:35pm Jade Stefano

1:40pm Lee Berger

1:45pm Coltyn Turner

1:50pm Brian Stone

2:00pm Limberlost

2:35pm Kevin Oliver

2:40pm Crystal Oliver

2:45pm Kyle Kushman

2:50pm Nick Licata

3:00pm Wild Ire

3:35pm Danica Noble

3:40pm Carolyn Garcia

3:45pm Bonnie Fong

3:50pm Announcements

4:00pm DJ Yella

4:40pm Danny Danko

4:45pm Rachel Kurtz

4:50pm AC Braddock

5:00pm 3n’1

5:35pm Serra Frank

5:40pm Don Wirtshafter

5:45pm Jesce Horton

5:50pm Dr. Sunil Aggarwal

6:00pm Redwoods

6:35pm 22 too many

7:00pm The Cool Moonmist  
Mountain Band

Seeley Black Stage
11:00am Tribal Voices

12:00pm Beats to the Rhyme

12:45pm Kristin Flor

12:50pm Gregory Foster

1:00pm Cristos and Co.

1:35pm Jeremy Cooper

1:40pm Douglas Fir

1:45pm Jessamyn Way

1:50pm Bailey Hirschberg

2:00pm Chris Crayzie with Dabby 
Granny

2:35pm 22 too many

3:00pm Cashing in Karma

3:35pm Seth Cunnigan

3:40pm Neil Lequia

3:50pm Dr. Sunil Aggarwal

4:00pm Sick Logic

4:35pm Jesce Horton

4:40pm Lynette Shaw

4:45pm Colt DeMorris

5:00pm Hunting Giants

5:35pm Jerry Whiting

5:40pm Kevin Oliver

5:45pm Bo Money

5:50pm Bonnie Fong

6:00pm Queen Bee

6:35pm Tea Lopez

6:40pm Sabrina Fendrick

6:45pm Amanda Chicago Lewis

6:50pm Magic Black

7:00pm Pink Farm

Ric Smith  
Hemposium Stage
Moderator: Dominic Corva
10:30am  Local Action-National 
Results: Change Begins with You. Kari 
Boiter, Nick Licata, Ben Livingston, 
Gary Cook, Danica Noble

11:15am  Growers, Processors and 
Labs: From Seed to Your Stash. 
Stinkbud, Danny Danko, Alex Cooley, 
Nick Mosley, Gianna Lampreda, Kyle 
Kushman

12:15am  Cannabis Media: Informa-
tion, Transparency and Marketing. 
Amanda Chicago Lewis, Angela 
Bacca, Beth Schechter, Amanda Mac, 
Julie Chiariello

1:20pm  Equity, Inclusion, Diversity 
and Privilege: Seeking Social Justice 
in a New Industry. Omar Figuroa, 
Jesce Horton, Mac McGregor, Rae 
Burruss, Roz McCarthy, Miss Oregon.

2:25pm  Opioid Crisis: Better Strate-
gies for Pain Management. Dr. Jake 
Felice, Amanda Chicago Lewis, 
Monte Levine, Dr. Dave Bearman, 
Adie Wilson-Poe

3:30pm  Keynote Speakers: The 
Dagga Couple “Cannabis Reform in 
Mzansi.” Myrtle Clarke, Jules Stobbs

4:20pm Cooking Demo, Unika Noiel

5:00pm Blackstone

7:00pm Swisher Sleep

Saturday, August 17 Park Hours: 10am–8pm
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This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and 
judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the infl uence of this drug. There may be health risks associated 
with the consumption of this product. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children. 
Marijuana products may be purchased or possessed only by persons twenty-one years of age or older.

Conveniently Located Near I-90, Exit 3B

828 RAINIER AVE. S. SEATTLE, WA 98144

MON-SAT: 8am-10pm SAT: 10am-10pm SUN:  10am-8pm

www.thegreendoorseattle.com  206.618.7133

ONLINE ORDERING - AMPLE PARKING 

DOUBLE 
DELICIOUS 

- YOUR RECIPE FOR THE BEST

CLEAR CAPSULES

PURE CO2 VAPE OIL

THC FLAVORED & STRAIN SPECIFIC 

DISTILLATE CARTRIDGES 

THC DISTILLATE TANKERS

INFUSIONZ

RSO OIL

SOOTHING GELS & CREAMS

COMING SOON DOUBLE DELIGHTS 
HYDRATION DRINK MIX PACKETS!

For other locations WA-statewide & more info about our products:

doubledelicious.net

Find us in Seattle at: A Greener Today, American 
Mary, Cann West Seattle, Cannabis City, Diego 

Pellicer, Freedom Cannabis, Green & Glass!, 
Green Fire, Greenside Recreational Seattle, 

Greenworks, Herban Legends, Herbn Elements, 
Herb’s House, Ill King Company, Kush 21, Mary’s, 

Ocean Greens, Ruckus, Seatle Cannabis Co., 
Uncle Ike’s, West Seattle Cannabis Company, 

Western Bud

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, 
and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks as-
sociated with the consumption of this product. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach 
of children. Marijuana products may be purchased or possessed only by persons twenty-one years of age or older.

HIGH QUALITY THC & CBD PRODUCTS FROM 
THE EXPERTS IN CANNABIS EXTRACTIONS

100% 
PESTICIDE 

FREE!

RATED IN THE 
TOP 5 FOR 

CAPSULES IN 
WASHINGTON

http://www.thegreendoorseattle.com/
http://doubledelicious.net/
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Share Parker  
Main Stage
12:00pm Roksta
12:40pm Jake Felice
12:45pm Mac McGregor
12:50pm Neil Lequia
1:00pm Waking Maya
1:35pm Amanda Mac
1:40pm Stacy Bloch
1:45pm Rae Burruss
1:50pm Adie Wilson-Poe
2:00pm VeRich
2:35pm Mss Oregon
2:45pm Joy Beckerman
2:50pm Ingrid Walker
3:00pm Freako Bandeedo
3:35pm Bitsy Bates
3:40pm Douglas Fir
3:45pm Gary Cook
3:50pm Announcements
4:00pm Sky Cries Mary
4:40pm Bo Money
4:45pm Ben Livingston
5:00pm High Pulp
5:35pm Roger Goodman

6:00pm Deadly D
6:35pm Liz Blaz
6:40pm Cat Jeter
6:45pm Sharon Whitson
6:50pm Kristin Flor
7:00pm Plurthlings
7:45pm Sacred Water Closing 

Ceremony

Seeley Black Stage
11:00am Tribal Voices
12:00pm Brianna Sky and the Dark 

Clouds
12:35pm Elvy Musikka
12:40pm Monte Levine
12:45pm Beth Schechter
12:50pm Gina Lampreda
1:00pm Conduit of Humanity
1:35pm Roz McCarthy
1:40pm Brian Stone
1:45pm Madeline Martinez
1:50pm Kyle Kushman
2:00pm Paula Boggs Band
2:40pm AC Braddock
2:50pm Dr. Alison Draisin PsyD
3:00pm Sun Mother

Sunday, August 18 Park Hours: 10am–8pm

PHOTO BY MARK GLADDING, COURTESY OF HEMPFEST

SEATTLE ORGANICS 

KRATOM SHOP
DISCOUNT KRATOM. 

GREEN, RED, WHITE, YELLOW & GOLD STRAINS. 
POWDER AND CAPSULES IN STOCK.

13754 AURORA AVE N # A SEATTLE WA 98133   206-880-5910   OPEN MONDAY–SATURDAY 10AM–8PM
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3:35pm Carolyn Garcia
3:40pm Lynnette Shaw
3:45pm Ngaio Belum
3:50pm Liz Blaz
4:00pm Mister Blank
4:40pm Stinkbud
4:45pm Jade Stefano
5:00pm Royce Castro
5:35pm Alison Bigelow
5:40pm Susan Squibb
5:45pm Joy Beckerman
5:50pm Ah Warner
6:00pm HIGH TIMES CANNABIS 

CUP AWARDS SHOW

Ric Smith  
Hemposium Stage
Moderator: Rachel Kurtz-McLaine
10:30am  Been There, Done 
That: Listening to the Elders. Don 
Wirtschafter, Lee Berger, Carolyn 
Garcia, Lynnette Shaw, Douglas Fir, 
Paul Stanford
11:25am  Maintaining Cannabis for 
Wellness in the “Recreational”  
Marketplace. Allison Bigelow, Sage 
Amdahl, Jerry Whiting, John Kings-
bury, Stacy Bloch
12:10am  Cooking/Infusions/
Edibles: Eatin’ it Up. Jeremy Cooper, 
Eric Rivera, Bitsy Bates, Unika Noiel, 
Eric Tanaka
1:00pm  Terpenes, CBD?…CBN?…
CBG? New Science for Healthy 
Consumption. Alfa Lashay, Jade 
Stefano, Stinkbud, AC Braddock, 
Don Wirtshafter, Joy Beckerman
1:45pm  Children Using Medical  
Cannabis. Serra Frank, Coltyn 
Turner, Cat Jeter, Jerry Whiting, Dr. 
Sunil Aggarwal
2:30pm  Cannabis and Beyond: 
Alternative Therapies vs. Tradi-
tional Methods. Dr. Sunil Aggarwal, 
Dr. Karymaitre Aliffe, Dr. David 
Bearman, Megan McKenzie, Lisa 
Buchanan, Danielle Muggli
3:25pm  State of the States: Where’s 
the Feds? Roger Goodman, Dominic 
Corva, Sabrina Fendrick, Omar  
Figuroa, Rachel Kurtz McAlaine
4:00pm Cooking Demo, Bitsy Bates
5:00pm Deify
6:00pm Neal Storme
7:00pm The Dog Walkers

Sunday,  
August 18, 

THINGS
TO

DO
WEED EVENTS

ARTS

FILM

FOOD EVENTS

MUSIC

Your guide to everything happening in Seattle.    StrangerThingsToDo.com

Warning: This product has intoxicating effects and may 
be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, 
coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle 
or machinery under the influence of this drug. There 
may be health risks assadults twenty-one and older.  
Keep out of the reach of children."

Available at 
both locations!

$6 5 pack Gram Pre-Rolls

$10 gram concentrates 
multiple strains!

 
$2 Gram Pre-Rolls

 
$2 edibles THC or 1:1

30% OFF O’lala Soda All 
Month Long!

Ballard
417 NW 65th St  

98117  
206-402-5697 
8am-11:15pm

Capitol hill
1463 E. Republican ST 

98112 
206-257-4805
8am-11:45pm
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Performance

Top Picks
FRI AUG 16

Fake and Gay Seattle!
Adam Kraft throws great parties. The San 
Francisco–based promoter flew through Seattle 
earlier this year with an inaugural Seattle edition 
of Fake and Gay, bringing performers Dorian 
Electra and Grace Towers up to the Timbre Room. 
The night alternated between hyper-pop DJ sets 
and expertly curated performers, including local 
drag legend Amoania. This go-around, Florida 
Man, a Miami-based drag queen who achieved 
unexpected international fame after performing a 
number as a sexy Voldemort, will bring her sexy 
Voldemort performance to the gig. Pearl, a former 
RuPaul’s Drag Race finalist, will perform as ROX-
ANNE, and rounding out the evening’s festivities 
will be local queens Irene Dubois and Beau Degas. 
Adam Kraft and Arson Nicki will DJ. (Timbre 
Room, 10 pm, $10–$20.) CHASE BURNS

AUG 16–17

Drew Barth
A local comedian 
who’s become 
popular nationwide, 
Drew Barth was 
hit by a vehicle in 
2018 and suffered 
a broken knee and 
shoulder in addition 
to undergoing emergency surgery to treat a blood 
clot in his brain. He’s made a recovery from that 
trauma and surely has siphoned some humor from 
its pain. But Barth’s bread and butter are relatable, 
G-rated jokes delivered in a perfectly modulated 
radio/TV announcer voice. Like a Northwestern 
Jerry Seinfeld, Barth offers precision-tooled, 
self-deprecating stories that hit way more than 
they miss. His is not the spiciest act, but to extract 
laughs from such utterly well-worn premises 
(relationships, shopping, grooming, watching TV, 
etc.) is a challenge that Barth meets with good-
natured wit. (Laughs Comedy Club, 8 and 10 pm, 
$15/$20.) DAVE SEGAL

AUG 16–18

Michael Che’s Liberal but 
Gangsta Tour
“Sometimes I say horrible shit. I don’t even care,” 
Michael Che admitted in one stand-up set, and 
that’s mainly what gives his material its punch. 
While he acts as coanchor on Saturday Night 
Live’s “Weekend Update” and also writes for the 
show, Che confesses that he doesn’t follow poli-
tics. Before the 2016 election, he thought Hillary 
Clinton would win, because white women always 
get what they want. Oof. Che says Caucasian la-
dies usurped the toughest areas of Brooklyn, they 
rescue pit bulls for fun, and, he surmised, they 
even killed Biggie. Che’s thoughts on race and 
homophobia are similarly skewed and hilarious—
as is his telling of the world’s oldest sexting joke. 
(Triple Door, $40/$45.) DAVE SEGAL

WED AUG 21

Candidate Survivor 2019
Since all politics is theater anyway, The Stranger 
is teaming up with Washington Bus—a group of 
organizers dedicated to turning out the youth vote, 
which we need need need to show up in all elec-
tions forever—to put on the best goddamn show 
you’ve ever seen. Seattle drag legend Cookie Cou-
ture will host the Seattle City Council candidates 
who made it to the general election. After the 
candidates pitch their policies, they’ll face off in a 
talent show in an effort to be crowned the winner. 
The talent show will likely get wild. Remember 
last time, when state senator Bob Hasegawa 
played a vape flute? And when Nikkita Oliver 
rapped? And when Jenny Durkan threw tequila 
into an all-ages crowd? Expect a lot of that, except 
maybe not so much that last one. “Think a CNN 
town hall mixed with a vogue battle on Pose,” 
says The Stranger’s Chase Burns. (Neumos, 6 pm, 
free, all ages.) RICH SMITH

CLOSING SUN AUG 25

The Bar Plays
For this double feature, Ryan Guzzo Purcell and his 
Williams Project will transform Washington Hall 
into a real live working bar. Audience members 
will come in, sit down, knock back a beer, maybe 
throw some dice, and watch a fine production 
of Tennessee Williams’s Small Craft Warnings 
paired with William Saroyan’s comedy The Time 
of Your Life. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, and you’ll leave 
with a lilt that will annoy your friends all night. As 
for his choice of non-overtly political material, in 
a press release Purcell says, “In these plays there 
are homeless folks, addicts, alcoholics, and folks 
struggling to make a living. But instead of making 
these people ‘problems’ or ‘issues,’ these plays do 
the more remarkable thing of allowing them their 
full humanity as our neighbors, friends, lovers, 
and family.” Not a bad tack in this market, I’d say. 
(Washington Hall, pwyc/$30/$50.) RICH SMITH

14/48: The World’s 
Quickest Theater Festival
Raisbeck Performance 
Hall, Aug 23–31, Fri–Sat, 
8 pm, 10:30 pm, $14/$18

Bulrusher
Jones Playhouse, Aug 
22–Sept 14, $15–$150

Bumping Mics with Jeff 
Ross and Dave Attell
Skagit Valley Casino Resort, 
Sat Aug 24, 8 pm,$70

Glory Hole: Bonfire:  
a drag / art show
Studio Current, Fri Aug 16, 
8 pm, $15 suggested

Indy Jones and the 
Raiders of the Lost  
Temple of the Doomed Ark
Seattle Public Theater, 
Aug 15–Sept 15, Thurs–
Sun, $26/$32

JB Smoove
Moore Theatre, Fri Aug 23, 
8 pm, $27–$37

The Neverborn
Annex Theatre, Aug 15–31, 
Mon, Thurs–Sat, 7:30 pm, 
$10–$40

Nights at the Neptune: 
A People’s Theatre 
Joint
Neptune Theatre, Thurs,  
8 pm, free, through Aug 15

Pressure Cooker:  
O Succulent!
Cafe Nordo, Aug 22–26, 
$65

Rigoletto
McCaw Hall, $35–$299, 
through Aug 28

Scott Shoemaker’s 
:Probed!
Re-bar, Aug 23–24, 7 pm, 
9 pm, $25–$30

Short 
List

COURTESY OF DREW BARTH
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JUST ANNOUNCED!

OREGON SENATOR

JEFF MERKLEY

America Is 
Better Than This

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27 at 7PM
Pre-order your copy at ThirdPlaceBooks.com

Lake Forest Park • 17171 Bothell Way NE • (206) 366-3333
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Books & Talks

C
havisa Woods’s 100 Times: A Mem-
oir of Sexism chronicles 100 in-
stances of sexual assault, harass-
ment, rape, and attempted rape 
perpetrated on the author from age 

14 to her mid-30s. 
There were men who groped her breasts 

after she told them not to touch her, who 
kissed her after she rejected them (often 
several times), or who otherwise did some 
sexist shit. 

They included classmates, teachers, 
bosses, landlords, mentors, boyfriends, ex-
boyfriends, close friends, friends of friends, 
friends she’s still friends with, strangers, 
strange groups of men, groups of boys (with 
bats!), roommates, bodega men, straight 
couples cruising lesbian bars for a third, 
and dancers on a dance floor. 

These things happened in parks and 
bars, in classrooms and subways, in Seattle 
and Missouri and New York City, at the 
workplace and at the Occupy Wall Street 
camp, on the street and in her own damn 
apartment. 

The fascinating, horrific but also some-
times hilarious story that emerges from the 
list is of a pacifist queer from rural Missouri 
transforming into “an extremely assaultive 

‘feminazi’” and then transforming again 
into a slightly less assaultive 
feminazi. 

Woods starts go-
ing on the offensive 
in response to sex-
ual assaults in her 
20s. When men pull 
some shit, she bonks 
them over the head 
with a trusty plastic 
bottle, yells at them, or 
otherwise just beats 
their asses. This hero’s 
journey—told in straight-
forward, unadorned 
prose—struck a 
thrilling revenge 
chord within me.

Though Woods 
details some re-
pugnant stuff, one 
of the more infu-
riating aspects of 
the book is her need to 
demonstrate that she understands what 
normal behavior is. She contextualizes al-
most every story by saying something like, 
“Look, there’s nothing wrong with crushes,” 

or “Look, I’m really not offended by dirty 
jokes” before showing how 

one or another instance 
crossed the line. 

She knows she 
must hedge in this way 
to gain credibility in a 
culture where people 
will automatically write 

her off as “overly sensi-
tive.” A culture where 
people accuse women of 
not seeing “gray areas.” A 
culture where, madden-

ingly enough, people accuse 
women of not knowing 

the difference be-
tween Harvey 
Weinstein and 
Louis C.K. and 
Al Franken and 
Mario Batali 
and Aziz Ansari 

and R. Kelly and 
Les Moonves and 

Matt Lauer and Charlie Rose and Brett Ka-
vanaugh and Roy Moore and Donald Trump 
and and and—as if every public discussion 
of sexual harassment wasn’t an invitation 

to find some justice in a system that offers 
virtually none in these situations, but rather 
a direct demand to hang the accused.

Woods describes the problem better than 
I can: “That’s the double-edged sword of sex-
ism,” she writes. “If I respond to this sort of 
repeated behavior and draw a line, I am seen 
as making a big deal out of nothing. If I don’t 
respond to it and something worse happens 
to me, I should’ve known better.”

She uses pseudonyms in all cases because 
her point isn’t to call out the particular 
men she’s met, but to show how common 
and widespread her experiences are. She 
hopes to find solidarity with other women 
who have similar lists, and hopes men 
“come away with a greater understanding 
of how sexism shapes women.” She certainly 
achieves that goal, times 10. n

One Hundred Times
Chavisa Woods’s memoir details her own experiences 

with sexual assault, harassment, and rape.
BY RICH SMITH

Top Picks
FRI AUG 16

Erik Davis: ‘Drugs, Weirdness, 
and Visionary Experience in the 
Seventies’
From the late ’70s onward, I’ve avidly read Erik Da-
vis’s perceptive music criticism, which drew upon 
his vast knowledge of esoteric belief systems 
in addition to his lusty appetite for psychedelic 
sounds of many varieties. In 2005, he transmuted 
his interest in music and the occult into a 33 1/3 
book on Led Zeppelin IV, and before that published 
1998’s Techgnosis: Myth, Magic and Mysticism in 
the Age of Information. So it’s no surprise to see 
Davis touring behind a book titled High Weirdness, 
which examines how literary subversives Philip 
K. Dick, Terence McKenna, and Robert Anton 
Wilson’s psychedelically spiritual writings from 
the ’70s have altered America’s cultural landscape. 
(Town Hall, 7:30 pm, $5.) DAVE SEGAL

MON AUG 19

Téa Obreht: ‘Inland’
In the mid-1850s, the United States Army tried and 
failed to import camels to the American Southwest 
for use in delivering the mail, and also for various 

military purposes. They dropped the project be-
cause people really only knew how to ride horses, 
but also because the project was beloved by 
Jefferson Davis, who was a traitor and a slaver. The 
author of celebrated novel The Tiger’s Wife mines 
this bit of obscure history for one of two intertwined 
narratives in her lightly and darkly surreal ghost 
story about the American West. Obreht’s gambit 
picked up the coveted “starred” review in Publishers 
Weekly, with the critic saying she “knocks it out 
of the park” with her “mesmerizing” second novel. 
(Elliott Bay Book Company, 7 pm, free.) RICH SMITH

TUES AUG 20

Lucy Tan: ‘What We Were Promised’
Feeling like a stranger in the place where you were 
raised is deeply unsettling. Though you feel as if 
you’ve left some core part yourself in the walls and 
bars and grocery stores of your hometown, you 
come to discover that your hometown very much 
moved along without you. You’re no longer there, 
really—because of course you’re not. You have now 
become something different, a person from many 
places, not merely from one. Lucy Tan explores 
the complexities of that ex-pat feeling and many 
others in her debut novel (now in paperback!) about 
a family who immigrated to America from Shanghai 
and has now immigrated back to China. In doing so, 
according to a nice review in Kirkus, “Tan brings us 
a microcosm of the conflicts among China’s larger 

populations: residents versus expatriates, wealthy 
versus poor, urban and commercial versus rural and 
agrarian.” (Elliott Bay Book Company, 7 pm, free.) 
RICH SMITH

WED AUG 21

Jeff Robinson: ‘Who We Are: A 
Chronicle of Racism in America’
Our Democratic Republic was built on the backs of 
slaves and bathed in the blood of the indigenous, 
and the logic of white supremacy continues to 
warp the brains of the majority of the population. If 
somehow you don’t know all that yet, ACLU Deputy 
Legal Director Jeffery Robinson will point you to the 
third verse of the national anthem, which glorifies 
the capture and murder of slaves. In this stirring 
and illuminating talk—one that really feels more like 
a winning drama—Robinson, “one of the original 
members of the John Adams Project who worked 
on behalf of one of five men held at Guantanamo 
Bay charged with carrying out the 9/11 attacks,” will 
discuss the legacy of slavery and the impacts of US 
imperialism. (Town Hall, 4 pm, $5.) RICH SMITH

THROUGH THURS SEPT 12

Thursdays with KUOW
American news consumers do not trust the media. 
And can you really blame them? On the one side, 
you have Fox News railing about HER E-MAILS, on 

the other side, you have Rachel Maddow shouting 
that THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING, and in the mid-
dle, you have sources like NPR, which most people 
think of as a good soporific if you can’t sleep. So, 
how do news stories actually get made? KUOW is 
going to bare all (or at least some) during a series of 
weekly talks and presentations by KUOW reporters. 
And like the press should be, it’s free. Coming up 
over the next few weeks: “Youth and Guns” with 
KUOW public health and justice reporter Patricia 
Murphy (August 15) and “Reporting on Homeless-
ness in Seattle/King County” with KUOW homeless-
ness reporter Kate Walters (August 22). (University 
Book Store, Thurs, 6:30 pm, free.) KATIE HERZOG

Jennifer Dumpert: 
Liminal Dreaming
Third Place Books 
Ravenna, Thurs Aug 15,  
7 pm, free

Lynda Mapes and David 
Williams
Central Library, Thurs  
Aug 22, 7 pm, free

Nisi Shawl and 
Jack Skillingstead: 
Wastelands
University Book Store, 
Tues Aug 27, 6:30 pm, free

Seattle Walk Report
Third Place Books 
Ravenna, Thurs Aug 22,  
7 pm, free

The Seed of Con-
troversy: GM Crops, 
Seed-saving and the 
Future of Food
Ada’s Technical Books, 
Fri Aug 16, 7 pm, $10

Short 
List

ERIKA SJULE

These things hap-
pened in parks, bars, 

classrooms, subways, 
and the workplace.
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SHOWBOXPRESENTS.COM

DEMONS & 
WIZARDS

WITH LIZZY BORDEN, TYR

STEPHEN 
MARLEY

WITH DJ SHACIA PAYNE

SUNN O))
WITH PAPA M

YUNGBLUD
WITH MISSIO

AUGUST 20 – 7:30PM AUGUST 29 | 8:30PM SEPTEMBER 11  | 8:30PM SEPTEMBER 12 – 8:30PM

JOSEPH
WITH DEEP SEA DIVER

KATCHAFIRE
WITH EARTHKRY

BILLY 
STRINGS

SABRINA 
CLAUDIO

SEPTEMBER 13 |  9:00PM SEPTEMBER 14 | 8:00PM SEPTEMBER 28  | 9:00PM OCTOBER 3 | 8:00PM

THE 
GROWLERS

SCOTTY SIRE
WITH TODDY SMITH 

feat. BRUCE WIEGNER 
& CHRIS BLOOM

STIFF LITTLE 
FINGERS

WITH THE AVENGERS

GUS  
DAPPERTON

OCTOBER 5 + 6 – 9:00PM/8:00PM OCTOBER 7 |  8:00PM OCTOBER 8 | 8:00PM OCTOBER 9 – 8:30PM

GRANDSON JADE BIRD
WITH FLYTE

DINOSAUR JR 
WITH STEVE GUNN CAAMP

OCTOBER 13  |  8:00PM OCTOBER 18  | 9:00PM OCTOBER  23  | 8:30PM OCTOBER 24  | 8:30PM

SKILLET &  
SEVENDUST

WITH POP EVIL, DEVOUR THE DAY

BANKS
WITH KEVIN GARRETT

RIOT TEN
WITH GG MAGREE, VAMPA, 

WALTER WILDE, SHARPS, CIDI
SOFI TUKKER
WITH HAIKU HANDS, LP GIOBBI

AUGUST 28 | 7:00PM SEPTEMBER 25  | 9:00PM OCTOBER 4 – 8:15PM OCTOBER 7 | 8:00PM

HOBO JOHNSON & 
THE LOVEMAKERS YELAWOLF GWAR

WITH SACRED REICH,  
TOXIC HOLOCAUST,  
AGAINST THE GRAIN

MATT AND KIM
WITH SWMRS

OCTOBER 9 – 8:00PM OCTOBER 16 – 8:00PM OCTOBER 21 – 7:30PM NOVEMBER 2 – 8:00PM

HERBIE HANCOCK & 
KAMASI WASHINGTON JOJO SIWA

WITH THE BELLES

CAKE & 
BEN FOLDS
WITH TALL HEIGHTS

DEATH CAB 
FOR CUTIE

WITH CAR SEAT HEADREST

AUGUST 16  | MARYMOOR PARK AUGUST 18  | MARYMOOR PARK SEPTEMBER 6 – MARYMOOR PARK SEPTEMBER 8 - MARYMOOR PARK

MAGGIE 
ROGERS

WITH NOW, NOW

ERIC ANDRE
DROPKICK MURPHYS 

+ CLUTCH
WITH HATEBREED, RUSS 

RANKIN OF GOOD RIDDANCE

BABYMETAL
WITH THE HU

SEPTEMBER 14  | WAMU THEATER SEPTEMBER 21 | MOORE THEATRE OCTOBER 15 | WAMU THEATER OCTOBER 16 – PARAMOUNT THEATRE

THE

SCOTTY SIRE
WITH TODDY SMITH 

feat. BRUCE WIEGNER 
& CHRIS BLOOM

http://showboxpresents.com/
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“E
verything. Everything is about 
mental health issues and 
systemic injustice,” said Aya 
Mara, lead singer and primary 
lyricist of Seattle band 

Razor Clam, describing the inspiration 
behind their songs. “A lot of it is coping 
with depression, having friends who are 
suicidal. Dealing with racism. Whatever’s 
on my mind.”

The five self-identified femmes of Razor 
Clam—who recently chatted with me in 

their shared Cryba-
by Studios practice 
space—also draw on 
their personal expe-
riences with trauma 

and social justice work, channeling their 
energies into making music reminiscent of 
New Order and Siouxsie and the Banshees.

Since forming in early 2017, the group has 
released Vicious Sea Cows, an otherworldly, 
six-song EP mixed by Jason Shao. The bops 
haunt with trenchant trysts and caustic pomp.

“We’ve all been to therapy; we all have 
ADHD that manifests itself differently,” said 
keyboardist and vocalist Natasha Lumba, 
calling their collective “goth-creepy.”“It’s 
basically like if you get your support group 
together to play instruments,” guitarist and 
vocalist Jeff Tapia explained. “I think that’s a 
big cornerstone of it—understanding every-
one’s damage really, really helps.”

This unflinching transparency has been 
embraced by Razor Clam’s audiences. As 
they actively treat one another with care, 
listeners often respond in kind.“It seems 
like with the people who come to our shows, 
there’s mutual inspiration,” Mara said. “Hav-
ing that space for people who are LGBTQ is 
really important.”

“Presenting as femme, reclaiming that and 

just being ourselves is really cool,” said bassist 
Ana Vonhuben. “Doing it in a way where you’re 
taking control can inspire other people to do 
that for themselves, too.”

Their commitment to serving marginal-
ized people helps draw in diverse crowds, 
while empowering costumes amp up un-
forgettable sets. Vonhuben often catego-
rizes her outfits—“Lounge Witch,” “Gay  
Magician”—while Lumba’s look is a mix be-
tween Bratz dolls and Louise Belcher. From 
Tapia’s trademark glitter-beard to Mara’s 
array of handmade merkins, the musicians 
unapologetically celebrate queerness.“I don’t 
want people to make assumptions about my 
gender at all,” said Tapia, describing their self- 

presentation and chosen name. “[People] 
will ask me, like, ‘What are you?’ And I’m like, 
‘You’ll never know!’” they laughed. “Because 
it’s my business; stay out of it!”

“This is the only place where I feel at all 
welcome,” said Lumba, who has lived in a 
handful of different cities. “The people I know 
here are a lot more accepting and weird.”

“There’s actual community here, where 
people will come through,” Vonhuben add-
ed. “I think we’ve all been in that place, both 
giving and receiving community kindness.”

To bolster this counterculture, the band in-
vests in local art and LGBTQIA organizations. 
They frequently volunteer at Planned Parent-
hood and Rain City Rock Camp for Girls, and 

proceeds from their shows have gone to Gay 
City and Northwest Immigrant Rights.

This fall, Razor Clam will be recording with 
Ben Jenkins at Killroom Studios, creating 
more “angular, garbage-people” music, per 
Tapia. They also have upcoming appearances 
at Sunset Tavern and Freakout Festival. Even 
with their self-described anxieties, the quintet 
has no qualms about the work ahead.

“We know our idiosyncrasies; we know 
how we’re all kinda fucked up,” said drum-
mer Jess Bierhaus. “I feel like we all really 
respect and, like, genuinely love each other 
for who we really are.”

According to Tapia, “We save the ego for 
the stage.” n

Top Picks
THURS AUG 15

Secret Superpower, Mamalarky, 
Black Ends
  ROCK/POP   Like their similarly named buds the 
Black Tones, Seattle’s Black Ends are poised to 
transcend local-hero status and bust into national 
consciousness. It’s only a matter of time. Guitarist/
vocalist Nicolle Swims is too much a distinctive 
force of nature not to make waves in the under-
ground-rock system. Black Ends’ 2019 Sellout EP is 
anything but. Rather, its four songs carve fabulously 
weird shapes into your mind, bolstered by Swims’s 
muted, Chrissie Hynde-esque voice, radically 

strange guitar tones, and surprise-laden song 
structures that recall early Throwing Muses. Seattle 
trio Secret Superpower create charming, off-kilter 
indie-pop with understated vocals by guitarist Paige 
and bassist Kira. If you’re into the low-budget,  
scrappy-yet-dignified rock approach that K Records 
and Simple Machines propagated in the ’80s and ’90s, 
you’ll embrace Secret Superpower’s self-described 
“post wave ice cream pop” songs. (Vera Project, 7 pm, 
all ages, $5/$8.) DAVE SEGAL

FRI AUG 16

Gail Pettis Quartet
  JAZZ   Vocalist Gail Pettis has been boosting Seattle’s 
jazz communities for over two decades. Once the 
owner of her own successful orthodontist practice, 
she sold the business in 2006 to focus on her burgeon-

ing musical craft. Since then, the Harvard grad has 
both toured internationally and invested deeply in the 
Pacific Northwest’s jazz scenes; she’s distinctive for 
her interactive performances and satiny song delivery. 
As Tula’s is set to close at the end of September, this 
show will likely be your last chance to luxuriate in 
Pettis’s rich alto and the quartet’s nimble instrumenta-
tion amid the intimate confines of the Belltown staple. 
(Tula’s, 7:30 pm, all ages, $22.) AJ DENT

Herbie Hancock & Kamasi 
Washington
  JAZZ   Few people look to outdoor summer 
concerts for their adventurous-music fixes, and it’s 
especially surprising to see 79-year-old jazz legend 
Herbie Hancock with rising fusion saxophonist Ka-
masi Washington at the 5,000-capacity Marymoor 
Park, a Redmond venue that usually skews to more 

Social Justice and Glamour
Seattle goth-pop band Razor Clam celebrates queerness and  

weirdness, and embraces all audiences.
BY AJ DENT

Razor Clam, rocking their “goth-creepy” pop sounds on the Cha Cha stage at Capitol Hill Block Party last month. 
SOPHIA BARKALAKIS

RAZOR CLAM
w/ The Gods Themselves, 
Trick Candles 
Sunset Tavern, Fri Aug 16,  
9 pm 21+ $10
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THE TIN TABLE LOCAL, SUSTAINABLE FOOD 
AWARD-WINNING COCKTAILS
www.THETINTABLE.com

PLUS, JOIN US ACROSS THE HALL AT CENTURY BALLROOM FOR A NIGHT OF DANCING

  ◆ LIVE Salsa every 2nd Saturday and 4th Thursday ◆
MONDAYS •  8pm Social

THURSDAYS •  9pm Intro Lesson • 9:30 Dance
LIVE MUSIC with BUENA VIBRA • THURSDAY 8/22

FRIDAYS  • 8:30pm Intro Lesson • 9:30pm Dance
SATURDAYS •  8:30pm Intro Lesson •  9:30pm Dance

LIVE MUSIC with 
BUENA VIBRA
THURSDAY 8/22

SALSA
AT CENTURY BALLROOM 

Dance every night! Swing ◆ Salsa ◆ Tango ◆ Waltz ◆ Kizomba ◆ Bachata 
CENTURY BALLROOM - 915 E PINE ST - CENTURYBALLROOM.COM

HOT DAY?
ENJOY A 
COOL DRINK at

http://www.thetintable.com/
http://centuryballroom.com/
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mainstream and innocuous sounds. This pairing 
spotlights jazz’s storied recent past and its resur-
gent present, and should provide exceptional sonic 
fi reworks, with Washington on the ascendant and 
the nearly octogenarian Hancock showing only 
minor signs of decline. Think of it as an interesting, 
intergenerational clash—that of a young gun vitally 
reviving some of jazz’s most powerful tropes and 
an eclectic legend fl aunting a stunning panoply of 
game-changing styles. (Marymoor Park, Redmond, 
6:45 pm, all ages, $50–$90.) DAVE SEGAL

Homeshake, KeithCharles
  ROCK/POP   Does anyone else fi nd themselves 
tuning into the “lo-fi  hip-hop study beats” tracks on 
YouTube? You know, just to calm down and write, or 
whatever? These tracks are good because they don’t 
demand active listening and aren’t distracting. Home-
shake has the same sort of vibe. This is a compliment, 
by the way. Montreal-based Peter Sagar’s music is 
defi nitely more specifi c, but still very stoned, very 
noncommittal, very bedroom. That’s honestly sexy to 
me. The sounds are synthy, the beats kind of funky, 
and Sagar’s voice mopey. Listen to “Just Like My” off 
his most recent release, Helium, when you feel lightly 
high and horny, but don’t want to leave your couch. 
(Neumos, 8 pm, all ages, $20.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

Space Daze, the Very Most, 
Charles & Ethan from Math and 
Physics Club, Revel
  ROCK/POP   Seattle’s Space Daze (aka Danny 
Rowland) makes hushed, intimate folk-pop reveries 
that achieve the diffi cult feat of triggering pleasant 
thoughts and twinges of melancholy. Rowland’s 
working within narrow parameters, but in them he 
generates a frosty warmth with his ASMR-inducing 
croons and delicately spangling guitar. The 2019 
album Too Mystical opens a portal into his 
misty-morning, pastel-hued songcraft. (Hollow Earth 
Radio, 8:30 pm, all ages, $7–$15 donation.)
 DAVE SEGAL

AUG 16–17

“Weird Al” Yankovic
  ROCK/POP   Because of Weird Al, I’ll never know 
the words to Don McLean’s “American Pie.” The 
fi rst time I heard that melody was in Weird Al’s 
parody of the song, “The Saga Begins,” which 
focused on the Star Wars: Episode I—The Phantom 
Menace plot line instead of “the day the music 
died.” “My my, this here Anakin guy / may be Vader 
someday later, now he’s just a small fry” plays on a 
continuous loop in my brain. In the earlyish days of 

YouTube, my mom would cry-laugh while watching 
“White & Nerdy”—a spoof on “Ridin’ Dirty.” There’s 
not a lot of space afforded to parody music these 
days, but Weird Al is important—he’s been doing 
this for more than four decades! (Paramount The-
atre, all ages, $37–$77 [sold out].) JASMYNE KEIMIG

SAT AUG 17

THIS! 12 Hour with Osunlade
  DJ   Plenty of superfans gush that music is a 
spiritual thing. For New York–based DJ/producer 
Osunlade, it literally is: He is a priest of the West 
African religion Ifá and named his record label 
Yoruba after the ethnic group that practices the 
faith. But dancers looking for an all-night summer-
time fi x shouldn’t just put their faith in the fact 
that Osunlade answers to a higher power. With a 
roster of production and remix work for the likes 
of Roy Ayers, Patti LaBelle, Freddie Jackson, and 
Masters at Work, this soulful selector has two de-
cades of chops. Not bad for someone who started 
his music career with Sesame Street. (Monkey 
Loft, 10 pm–10 am, $15/$20.) GREGORY SCRUGGS

Tuxedo, dj100proof
  ELECTRONIC   Mayer Hawthorne is the LA-based 
singer, songwriter, producer, arranger, and multi-
instrumentalist behind a mix of some of the creami-
est blue-eyed and most fi nely wrought vintage-hued 
soul, funk, and R&B you’ve ever damn heard—see 
“Just Ain’t Gonna Work Out” and brand-new cut 
“The Game”—and enjoyed his rise during the soul 
revival that bubbled up a decade ago. Jake One is 
Seattle’s own forward-thinking hip-hop producer and 
songwriter, a Rhymesayers artist with a vast résumé 
that includes work with Danny Brown (“Evil Friends” 
with Brown and Portugal. The Man is the fi re), MF 
Doom, Brother Ali, 50 Cent, Wale, and Future, among 
so many others. Together, they’re Tuxedo, pushing 
dance-fl oor-ready, ’80s-vibing electro-funk, R&B, 
neo-disco, boogie, and soul. This show celebrates 
the release of third LP Tuxedo III, preceded by singles 
like party-starting “The Tuxedo Way” and sexy slow 
jam “Toast 2 Us” with Benny Sings. (The Showbox, 
9 pm, all ages, $23/$25.) LEILANI POLK

AUG 17–18

Daniel Caesar, Ko� ee
  SOUL/R&B   When Canadian crooner Daniel Caesar 
dropped his velvety, luscious, I-think-I’m-literally- 
pregnant-listening-to-this slow jam “Get You” in 
2016, he seemed poised for a total takeover. Its 
B-side, “Japanese Denim,” is more understated but 
equally sexy. His subsequent soulful R&B album, 

“Weird Al” Yankovic
Fri Aug 16 at Paramount Theatre

COURTESY OF STG

HAPPY HOUR 4-7PM DAILY • CHICKEN WINGS • $6 WELL SHOT + TALL BOY PBR

18 TAPS FEAT LOCAL BEER & WINE • CRAFT COCKTAILS • HOT TRACKS 
CORNER OF 1OTH & PIKE | 1425 10TH AVE. CAPITOL HILL

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT NEUMOS.COM & THEBARBOZA.COM
NEUMOS.COM | THEBARBOZA.COM | THERUNAWAYSEATTLE.COM | 925 E PIKE STREET, SEATTLE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT NEUMOS.COM & THEBARBOZA.COM
NEUMOS.COM | THEBARBOZA.COM | THERUNAWAYSEATTLE.COM | 925 E PIKE STREET, SEATTLE

SATURDAY 8/17

REMEMBERING AVICII
TIM EDITION

FRIDAY 8/16

HOMESHAKE
KEITHCHARLES

FRIDAY 8/23

BYE BYE BYE
A BOY BANDS ONLY DANCE PARTY

SATURDAY 8/24

CAFE DISCO
A DANCE PARTY FOR 
FANS OF THE OFFICE

MONDAY 8/26

DRAB MAJESTY
XENO & OAKLANDER + BODY OF LIGHT

THURSDAY 8/29

MARTYPARTY

SATURDAY 9/7

PEDRO THE LION
SPIRIT AWARD

THURSDAY 9/12

BAKERMAT
SUNDAY 9/15

WHY?
BARRIE

MONDAY 9/16

RUSSIAN CIRCLES
FACS

TUESDAY 9/17

MUNA
CHELSEA JADE

WEDNESDAY 9/18

JAY SOM
BOY SCOUTS + AFFECTIONATELY

FRIDAY 9/20

MILLENCOLIN
SUNDAY 9/22

FONTAINES DC
POTTERY

MONDAY 9/23

BORIS
UNIFORM

SATURDAY 9/28

QUIX
SUNDAY 9/29

CRUMB
DIVINO NIÑO + SHORMEY

TUESDAY 10/1

BAND OF SKULLS
DEMOB HAPPY

FRIDAY 10/4

CROOKED COLOURS
SATURDAY 10/5 & SUNDAY 10/6

OH SEES
PRETTIEST EYES

TUESDAY 10/8

YOKE LORE

THURSDAY 8/15

EASTERN SOUVENIRS
LA FILLE + STEPHANIE MAE

FRIDAY 8/16

KATE DINSMORE
JONAS MYERS + LEAH T

SATURDAY 8/17

RAMONA
ELWAY + SAM RUSSO

SUNDAY 8/18
MELODIME 

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

SATURDAY 8/24
THE COURTNEYS  

+ IAN SWEET
VERSING

SUNDAY 8/25

THE MONDEGREENS
THE HIGH DIVERS + STAY PRIX

TUESDAY 8/27

TYLER LYLE
JAKE ETHERIDGE

WEDNESDAY 8/28
VALLEY QUEEN
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

THURSDAY 8/29
AARON COHEN
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

   FRIDAY 8/30
CAVALERIE
PAYTEN REDWOOD  

+ SPONTANEOUS REX

SATURDAY 8/31

DEVILWOOD
DEAD MAN + COLLIN CURRY

TUESDAY 9/3

TROPICAL FUCK STORM
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

FRIDAY 9/6

DREAMCATCHR
ROBOT & RAVIDAT

http://neumos.com/
http://thebarboza.com/
http://neumos.com/
http://thebarboza.com/
http://therunawayseattle.com/
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CENTRALSALOON.COM
207 1ST AVE S 

 WED 8/14 

HILLSIDE ‘77 • SMOKER DAD • 
HI WASTED • [B R A C K E T S]

 FRI 8/16 

RATHER ORDINARY DUDES • 
DUSTY CUBBY • SPECIAL GUESTS

 SAT 8/17 

TANG • PEDESTRIA • 
KOWARI • DYSFUNKSHUN

 WED 8/21

SPARK THE FOREST • 
PROUD DAD • UGLIEST MAN ALIVE

 THU 8/22 

DEAD SONICS • OF THE HEAVY SUN • 
HOWLING WEST • THE MOON IS FLAT

 FRI 8/23 

HYWAYS , LCFB, LO-LINER 
AT THE CENTRAL SALOON

 SAT 8/24 

THE EMILYS • DIRTY RUGS • 
DOGSTRUM • HI WASTED

 SUN 8/25 

THE KARAOKE UNDERGROUND

16708 Aurora Ave N, 
Shoreline, WA 98133

(206) 629-5744 · borealisonaurora.com

 @borealisonaurora 
Sun - Thur 6am - 11pm,  

Fri - Sat 6am - 1am

8/14 . . . . . . . . . . . Comedy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8:30-10p: FREE
8/15 . . . . . . . . . . . Songwriter Showcase  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .FREE
8/16 . . . . . . . . . . . Mojo Canon (Rhythm & Blues) . . . . . . . . . 9p-12a: $10
8/17.....The Clinton Ellison Experience (Blues)....9p-12: $12 adv; $15 door
8/18 . . . . . . . . . . . SEA v MN Vikings  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-8p: FREE
8/21 . . . . . . . . . . . Comedy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8:30-10p: FREE
8/22......Peter Richards w/ Monster Watch......8-11pm: $10 adv; $12 door
8/23 . . . . . . . . . . . Harmonious Funk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:30-11:30p: $10
8/24 . . . . . . . . . . . SEA v LA Chargers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7-10p: FREE
8/28 . . . . . . . . . . . Comedy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8:30-10p: FREE
8/29 . . . . . . . . . . . SEA v OAK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7-10p: FREE
8/31 . . . . . . . . . . . Scratch Daddy (Blues, Motown) . . . . . . . . 8-11p: FREE

 
NECTAR LOUNGE
412 N 36th St
206.632.2020
www.nectarlounge.com

8.31 Saturday (Electronic)
QUANTIC
Ft. Special Guests

9.5 Thursday (Bluegrass/Folk)
DELLA MAE
Early Show, Doors at 7pm

9.6 Friday (Reggae)
MORGAN HERITAGE 
Jamie Morgan & Two Story Zori

9.11 Wednesday (Experimental)
ARISAWKADORIA
Plus KJ SAWKA feat Christa 
Wells & Kent Halvorsen

9.12 Thursday (R&B)
BILAL
Guayaba & DJ SolidSound

8.16 Friday (Bhangra/Dance)
JAI HO! 
BOLLYWOOD PARTY
India & Pakistan 
Independence Day Prashant

8.17 Saturday (Electronic)
ILL.GATES
Pressha, Pilz Beats, Torbjørn, 
Luke Rain

8.22 Thursday (Tribute)
LAYNE STALEY TRIBUTE 
(ACOUSTIC - UNPLUGGED)
Jar of Flies (Alice In Chains Tribute), 
Outshined (Chris Cornell Tribute), 
Washed in Black (Pearl Jam Tribute)

8.23 Friday & 8.24 Saturday 
(Grateful Dead Tribute)
THE JERRY GARCIA 
CELEBRATION with 
ANDY COE BAND 
(2 NIGHTS!) Special Guest Rob Barraco

8.21 ELLIS DYSON & THE SHAMBLES 8.25 JAY ELECTRONICA 8.29 THE SKY COLONY 8.30 SADE VS BADU 9.7 TRL FT. RYAN CABRERA 9.8 
HARTYGA 9.13 TUBALUBA 9.13 THE HIP ABDUCTION AT HIGH DIVE 9.14 BLACKALICIOUS 9.15 WITT LOWRY 9.18 THE CUMBIEROS 9.19 THE 
PHONY PPL 9.20 SCOTT PEMBERTON BAND + SWINDLER 9.21 CLINTON FEARON 9.22 SHIGETO 9.23 BJ THE CHICAGO KID 9.24 47SOUL 9.25 
NIGHTMARES ON WAX 9.26 FIDEL NADAL 9.27 WAX TAILOR 9.27 THE COMMONHEART AT HIGH DIVE 9.28 HUUN HUUR TU 9.29 FATHER 
10.1 MOVITS! 10.2 MOLLY TUTTLE 10.5 NORTH MISSISSIPPI ALLSTARS 10.5 ZACH DEPUTY AT HIGH DIVE 10.9 KNEEBODY 10.10 FUTURISTIC 
10.11 TUBBY LOVE AT HIGH DIVE 10.12 ELDRIDGE GRAVY 10.13 GEOFF TATE’S OPERATION MINDCRIME 10.17 THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE 
10.18 LUSINE 10.19 THE FUNK HUNTERS 10.25 THROUGH THE ROOTS 10.26 90S PROM PARTY 10.31 DOOM FUNK HALLOWEEN 11.1 
“UNDER PRESSURE” 11.2 KALYA SCINTILLA 11.4 THE MIDNIGHT HOUR 11.7 CYTRUS/THE FUNKY KNUCKLES 11.8 NOVALIMA 11.9 KUINKA 
11.10 JACOB JOLLIFF 11.14 SODOWN 11.16 CONSIDER THE SOURCE AT HIGH DIVE 11.21 JENNY & THE MEXICATS 11.22 & 11.23 TAUK AND 
JAZZ IS PHISH 11.24 EVE 6 12.5 BLOCKHEAD 12.7 CLINTON FEARON 12.12 & 12.13 MOON HOOCH (2 NIGHTS!) 12.14 HOT BUTTERED RUM

10.3 Thursday & 10.4 Friday
(Funk/Soul)
NEW MASTERSOUNDS 
(2 NIGHTS!) Unsinkable Heavies

FEATURED EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

http://www.nectarlounge.com/
http://centralsaloon.com/
http://borealisonaurora.com/
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2017’s Freudian, was a revelation, and Caesar’s 
duet with H.E.R., “Best Part,” was another baby- 
making masterpiece. But after getting thoroughly 
skewered by Black Twitter for defending “culture 
vulture” YesJulz and retweeting black conservative 
commentator Candace Owens, there’s a bit of a 
damper on this singer’s come-up. That said… “Get 
You” still gets me. (Showbox Sodo, 8 pm, all ages, 
$40–$45 [sold out].) JASMYNE KEIMIG

SUN AUG 18

The Field
  ELECTRONIC   Conversation around the Field usually 
begins with From Here We Go Sublime. Axel Will-
ner’s 2007 debut still holds up, and it’s some-
thing of a high-water mark for minimal techno’s 
mainstream appeal—a balmy, slyly melodic spin on 
what’s often standoffish music, it garnered festival 
slots and praise from the music press and the world 
overall. The Swedish producer’s recent music is 
more aggressive and less immediate, drawing from 
his background in punk and drone by delving into 
darker sounds and live-band arrangements. Last 
year’s Infinite Moment is among his best work. 
(Crocodile, 8 pm, $16/$18.) ANDREW GOSPE

King Gizzard & the Lizard Wizard
  ROCK/POP   Melbourne, Australia’s King Gizzard & the 
Lizard Wizard are always a chameleon-stunning sight 
and crowned sound to behold. For proof, just this 
year, you can hear and watch the psych rockers in 
an experimentally colorful form coasting along with 
some new ZZ Top–channeling boogie rock off their 
Fishing for Fishies LP, which was released in April. 
Plus, in true King Gizzard fashion, we’re all waiting 
with bated breath to hear more of their summoning 
of the darker lords on upcoming metal-cloaked out-
ing, Infest the Rats’ Nest, which will drop two days 
before they bring their pandemonium to Seattle. 

Molt and melt yourself in glory. (Paramount Theatre, 
8 pm, all ages, $31/$34.) ZACH FRIMMEL

MON AUG 19

Ancient Forest, Graduation, 
Darksoft, Sanguine Knight
  ROCK/POP   There’s a fine line between mellow 
gold and tepid tin in the rock realm, and thankfully, 
Missoula, Montana, five-piece Ancient Forest 
align with the former. For every group in the Nick 
Drake/Pearls Before Swine vein of folky rock, there 
are dozens of dullards who mistake lassitude for 
gravitas. On their most recent full-length, 2017’s 
Richard’s Selections, Ancient Forest master an 
introspective strain of burbling songcraft that eases 
tensions and evokes the green sanctuary their 
name suggests. It’s full of deep, lo-fidelity pleasures. 
(Belltown Yacht Club, 8:30 pm, $10.) DAVE SEGAL

TUES AUG 20

Dreamdecay, Gen Pop, 
Puzzlehead, Casual Hex
  ROCK/POP   This is, without a doubt, a Cascadia-rife 
bill that’ll sink you into dissonantly drowned-out 
oblivion. Having opened for living legends My 
Bloody Valentine and toured extensively with the 
psych overlords in Wand, the Seattle pariahs of 
Dreamdecay bestow droning lullaby after ominous 
lullaby through their dance-thrusting darkcore 
and cascadingly aggressive graininess. Olympia’s 
hard-and-fast punks Gen Pop and Vancouver BC’s 
chiller dissenters of Puzzlehead will bring some 
much-loved racket. Also, Seattle-born Casual Hex 
are back in town for their first show since recently 
becoming a bicoastal band. Enjoy a slice of nightlife 
littered with discord and dreams. (Belltown Yacht 
Club, 8:30 pm, $10/$12.) ZACH FRIMMEL

Lionel Richie
  ROCK/POP   Before he became a very successful 
schlockmeister with several vacuously effusive 
hits and maudlin ballads in the ’80s (“All Night Long 
[All Night]),” “Running with the Night,” “Endless 
Love,” “Truly,” etc.), Lionel Richie was a vital cog 
in the Commodores. With that Motown group, 
Richie helped to promulgate a flashy and gritty 
species of funk that became sample fodder for 
many hip-hop tracks, while also dwelling in the 
charts; “Brick House,” anyone? Check out scorching, 
mid-’70s Commodores albums such as Machine 
Gun, Caught in the Act, and Movin’ On for proof that 
Richie had some street toughness in his songwriting 
and vocal delivery. If he dips into Commodores’ 
catalog beyond “Easy” and “Three Times a Lady,” 

King Gizzard & the Lizard Wizard
Sun Aug 18 at Paramount Theatre

SONIA ALVAREZ

COURTESY OF CARRY ON PRESS

2200 2ND AVE H CORNER OF 2ND & BLANCHARD 
TICKETS @ THECROCODILE.COM & THE CROCODILE BOX OFFICE
H MORE INFO AT WWW.THECROCODILE.COM H

The Crocodile Presents:

The Hold Steady
Constructive Summer 2019    All Ages

8/16
FRIDAY

The Crocodile Presents:

Of Good Nature @ The Timbre Room
Perfect By Tomorrow    21 & Over

8/17
SATURDAY

The Crocodile Presents:

The Appleseed Cast @ High Dive
Muscle Worship and X Suns   21 & Over

8/17
SATURDAY

The Crocodile Presents:

Gareth Reynolds @ Fremont Abbey
2 Shows    All Ages

8/18
SUNDAY

The Crocodile Presents:

The Field (Live, Kompakt Records)
Jaderade and Samaha    21 & Over

8/19
MONDAY

The Crocodile, Metalsucks & Tone Def Touring Present:

Hank Von Hell
Spiders
21 & Over

8/20 GOATWHORE 8/23 MARSALIS 8/24 LAYNE STALEY TRIBUTE 2019 8/27 BALLYHOO! /
PASSAFIRE 8/28 GENERATIONALS 8/29 VERSUS 8/30 WILL JORDAN 8/31 SPONGE 9/1 APATHY 
& CELPH TITLED 9/3 DANNY DUNCAN @ NEUMOS 9/5 COMMON MARKET / KNOWMADS 9/6 
BOWIEVISION 9/7 STEVEN PAGE BAND 9/8 SCARLXRD 9/9 SLOWTAI 9/10 IYA TERRA 9/11 ZIGGY 
ALBERTS 9/12 BLACK MOUNTAIN 9/13 ELDER ISLAND 9/14 TWRP 9/15 EMOTIONAL ORANGES

FE
AT

UR
ED Sat 3/21 

THE TESKEY 
BROTHERS

Tue 12/10 
DIIV

Wed 11/13 
PINBACK

8/15
-

8/17

WED/AUG 14 • 7:30PM 

shawn mullins 
w/ jill cohn
THU/AUGUST 15 • 7:30PM 
QURB LIVE PRESENTS 

miz cracker in 
“american woman”
FRI/AUGUST 16 -  
SUN AUGUST 18 • TIMES VARY
SHOWBOX PRESENTS 

michael che’s liberal 
but gangsta tour 
featuring cipha sounds
MON/AUGUST 19 & TUE/AUG 20 • 7:30PM 

max weinberg’s 
jukebox
WED/AUGUST 21 • 7:30PM 

robbie fulks w/ anna tivel

THU/AUGUST 22 • 7:30PM 

marialy pacheco - solo
FRI/AUGUST 23 • 8PM 

gina chavez
SAT/AUGUST 24 • 8PM 

jr cadillac
SUN/AUGUST 25 • 7:30PM 

tony lewis from the outfield

MON/AUGUST 26 • 7:30PM 
AN EVENING WITH 

bill champlin and special 
guest tamara champlin
TUE/AUGUST 27 • 7:30PM 

scott stapp w/ messer 
and sunflower dead

next • 8/28 john kay (of steppenwolf) • 8/30 too slim & the taildraggers • 8/31 jeff denson trio w/ 
brian blade & romain pilon • 9/1 sunny war w/ paula boggs band • 9/3 the everly set • 9/4 lucky 
peterson w/ john “greyhound” maxwell • 9/5 crème tangerine “abbey road at 50” • 9/6 - 8 sweet 
dreams, the music of patsy cline • 9/9 the carpeters: uncomfortably close to you • 9/11 sver w/ eli west 

thetripledoor.com 
216 union street - seattle • 206.838.4333

live music
dinner
drinks

http://thecrocodile.com/
http://www.thecrocodile.com/
http://thetripledoor.com/
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www.highlineseattle.com
210 Broadway Ave E • 21+

Dinner service everyday 5-11pm

WEEKLY ON 

MONDAYS: 
FUCK YEAH BINGO 

7-9PM

Saturday, August 17
ACE OF BABES,
MOTORHEAD 
BURLESQUE

10PM $15

Tuesday, August 20
LUCIFER

Spell, Sterling Serpent
8PM $17-$20

Saturday, August 24
MAGGOT HEART

Year of the Cobra
The Sky Giants

9PM $12-$15

Thursday, August 29
THE VARUKERS

Generation Decline
Open Veins, Night Feeder

8PM $12-$14

Friday, August 30
PONTIAK
Joanna Warren

Saturday, September 7
PESTE UMBRARUM
Putrid Temple, Befoulment

9PM $10-$13

Sunday, September 15
TORCHE

Pinkish Black, SRSQ
8PM $15-$20

Tuesday, September 17
GIUDA

Bad Sex, Die Nasty
8PM $13-$15

Wednesday, September 18
NEBULA
Sasquatch,  

deathCAVE, Medicine Head
8PM $13-$16

Friday, September 20
NECROT
Cystic, Foul
9PM $12-$15

Saturday, September 21
ACID KING

Wizard Rifle, Warish
9PM $15-$20

Monday, September 23
HELL

Mizmor, Bedlamite
8PM $13-$15

Saturday, September 28
UN

Ails, Eye of Nix, A//tar
9PM $12-$15

TIMES LISTED 
ARE SHOW TIMES. 

DOORS OPEN  
30-60 MINUTES 

BEFORE.

FOLLOW US ON FB, TWITTER & INSTAGRAM

Thu 8/29 & Fri 8/30
SOUTHERN GLAM ROCK

KYLE CRAFT & 
SHOWBOAT HONEY
8/29 W/ LOW HUMS •  8/30 TBA

9PM $15
8/21 BETSY OLSON, 8/22 ADAM KRUM, 8/24 BIDDADAT, 8/27 GHOST TOWN WHISTLERS, 
9/1 LOFTS, 9/7 LYDIA RAMSEY, 9/9 THE HOOTEN HALLERS, 9/11 KATIE KUFFEL, 9/12 DODGY 
MOUNTAIN MEN, 9/13 PSYCHEDELIC PORN CRUMPETS, 9/14 1UPPERS, 9/16 NIGHT MOVES

 Monday 9/2
LABOR DAY BASH

SOUTHERN CULTURE 
ON THE SKIDS

JOHNNY 7 & THE BLACK CRABS
8PM $22/$25

Tuesday 9/3 
SOUL ROCK

SERATONES
9PM $13/$15

Friday 9/6
KEXP PRESENTS

JENN CHAMPION 
(ALBUM RELEASE)

FALON SIERRA
9PM $15/$17

Monday 9/8
TANGLED COUNTRY

THE HONEY DEWDROPS
8PM $12/$15

Tuesday 9/10
TWIN FOLK

THE BROTHER 
BROTHERS

NICK JAINA
8PM $12/$15

Thursday 8/15
NOLA FUNK ROCK

SHAMARR ALLEN 
& THE UNDERDAWGS

45TH ST BRASS
9PM $10/$13

Saturday 8/17
ICONIC SINGER/SONGWRITER

CARRIE AKRE
KATIE KATE

9PM $25

Sunday 8/18
DREAM FOLK

MEERNAA
IJI

LED TO SEA
8PM $10/$12

Wednesday 8/28
ROMANTIC POP

MOLLY BURCH
JACKIE COHEN

8PM $15

   Sunday 8/31
COUNTRY ROCK

THE WILD FEATHERS
9PM $17/$20

http://www.highlineseattle.com/
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this outdoor performance could be interesting. 
(Marymoor Park, Redmond, 6:30 pm, all ages, 
$82–$590.) DAVE SEGAL

WED AUG 21

Shorty Fresco, Ambient Village, 
Bruce Bowden, Bali Ky
  HIP-HOP/RAP   Shorty Fresco is Greg Cypher and 
Jamel Moxey. You might recognize Cypher as one 
half of Seattle hip-hop group Kung Foo Grip and 
Moxey from his most recently dropped EP, Rare 
Candy. Now the two have joined forces to make 
a “supergroup” and released their debut record 
earlier this year. Grimeshine is an interesting mix of 
swirling, heavily indica beats on which Cypher and 
Moxey deftly dance around each other—it bodes 
well for this group’s future. Keep an eye on them. 
(Chop Suey, 8 pm, $15–$20.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

THURS AUG 22

Mal Blum, Nathan Reed, Guests
  ROCK/POP   I’ve only seen Mal perform live once, 
but it was a memorable evening at the Croc, with a 
headlining set by Mary Lambert (disclaimer: Mary’s 
an old friend whom I love very much). Every Mary 
show is Queer Prom—so many tears and hugs and 
shrieks, and always at least two non-str8 couples 
getting engaged. It’s an unhinged circus of emotion, 
which made it that much more impressive to me 
that Mal stood out. Their plainspoken but emotion-
ally elevated pop pulls heartstrings like taffy, with 
a heavy resemblance to the softhearted-honesty- 
amid-maintained-weirdness of genre greats like 
Jonathan Richman and Arthur Russell. Their fifth 
album Pity Boy just dropped and is packed full of 
new LGBTQIA classics like “See Me,” which speaks 
to the oppressive and simultaneous erasure and 
overexposure of being trans in 2019. (Vera Project,  
7 pm, all ages, $12/$15.) KIM SELLING

FRI AUG 23

Big | Brave, Deaf Kids, Into the 
Storm, Opponent
  METAL/PUNK   It’s difficult to pinpoint the sound 
of Quebec trio Big | Brave. You can project the 
grandiose sprawl of their post-rock Montreal peers, 
the roaring orchestral cacophony of Swans, the 
big-riff principles of Southern Lord’s more abstract- 
inclined artists, and the bold beauty of PJ Harvey 
onto their music, but their sound is still entirely 
their own. It’s even more difficult to pick apart any 
reference points for Brazilian tour mates Deaf Kids, 
whose endless washes of delay-drenched vocals, 

fragmented crust-punk riffs, and hypnotic rhythm 
patterns yield a nightmarish delirium that’s at turns 
wrathfully exhilarating and morosely meditative. 
Two great bands; two singular visions. (The Fun-
house, 9 pm, $10/$12.) BRIAN COOK

Godspeed You! Black Emperor, 
Marisa Anderson
 EXPERIMENTAL/NOISE   
The magnificent maelstrom of Montreal collective 
Godspeed You! Black Emperor draws on drone, 
post-rock, and chamber music. It may seem facile 
to compare their output to movie scores, but as 
with Mogwai and Explosions in the Sky, they make 
it unavoidable (all three have composed for films or 
appeared on soundtracks). Godspeed’s tracks range 
from six to 29 minutes, and their arrangements call 
on dramatic tension and cathartic release, with 
every one conjuring crazy visions. Compared to the 
Canadians, Portland guitarist and lap steel player 
Marisa Anderson is a quieter, subtler proposition, 
but no less virtuosic in her skills. (Spanish Ballroom, 
Tacoma, 8 pm, $37/$41.) KATHY FENNESSY

Research Four-Year Anniversary: 
DJ Stingray, Aquarian, livwutang
  DJ   When you run an electronic-music night 
and want to celebrate an anniversary properly, 
you can’t do much better than to book a Detroit 
producer/DJ. And that’s what the savvy folks who 
head Research have done, tapping DJ Stingray (aka 
Sherard Ingram), one of the masters of innovative 
electro with Drexciya and Urban Tribe, to hail their 
fourth year of expanding minds and moving bodies. 
His own tracks are rhythmically quicksilvery and 
sinisterly atmospheric (epitomized by “Who’s 
Watching the Watchers”), but he keeps his DJ sets 
funky and elastic without jettisoning the undercur-
rent of menace. Check out his BBC 1 Essential Mix 
from 2019 on YouTube for an example of Stingray’s 
wicked deck skills and storming selections.  
(Kremwerk, 11 pm–4 am, $15–$20.) DAVE SEGAL

SAT AUG 24

The Courtneys, Ian Sweet, Versing
  ROCK/POP   Before you ask, no, the Courtneys are 
not all named Courtney. Hailing from Vancouver, BC, 
the trio deal heavily in the fuzzy guitar-powered rock 
of the early ’90s and Kiwi rock with sugary-sweet, 
harmonic vocals that kind of remind of Blink-182 (lol). 
There’s a hint of power pop in the mix, too, a mess 
of power chords over straightforward, catchy lyrics. 
“Tour” demands body convulsions with its beating 
drums and rhythmic guitar riffs. “25” is equal parts 
angsty and upbeat, reflecting on a night out: “Is it 

The Courtneys
Sat Aug 24 at Barboza

COURTESY OF THE COURTNEYS

E
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877.987.6487
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DANCE WITH THE DEAD     
& STARKILL

TUE
OCT8

7:00PM DOORS
ALL AGES

BAR W/PROPER ID

C
H
O
P
S
U
E
Y

1325 E MADISON ST

SAT 
OCT26

6:00PM DOORS
ALL AGES

BAR W/PROPER ID

SAT
SEP30

7:00PM DOORS
ALL AGES

BAR W/PROPER ID

MON
DEC9

6:30PM DOORS
ALL AGES

BAR W/PROPER ID

TICKETS 
GOING 
FAST!

S
H
O
W
B
O
X
S
O
D
O

1700 1ST AVE SOUTH 1-888-929-7849

THU
SEP26

8:30PM DOORS
ALL AGES

BAR W/PROPER ID

TICKETS 
GOING 
FAST!

S
H
O
W
B
O
X

WED
SEP25

6:00PM DOORS
ALL AGES

BAR W/PROPER ID

PSYCROPTIC     
& 

SKELETAL 
REMAINS

1-888-929-78491426 1ST AVENUE

ON SALE

NOW

VEIL OF 
MAYA

& 
COVET

THE 
WRECKS     

& 
TWIN XL

FRI
SEP27

7:00PM DOORS
ALL AGES

BAR W/PROPER ID

FRI
NOV22

6:30PM DOORS
ALL AGES

BAR W/PROPER ID

FOR A FULL SCHEDULE VISIT WWW.MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS.COM 
FOLLOW US ONLINE AT: FACEBOOK.COM/MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS

TWITTER.COM/MIKETHRASHERPDX  · INSTAGRAM: @MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS

GO TO 
WWW.MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS.COM
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AND INFO ON HOW TO 

GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY

COMING
SOON:

HAIL THE SUN · SENSES FAIL · LUCERO
VINNIE CARUANO · SABATON · WAGE WAR 

http://www.mikethrasherpresents.com/
http://facebook.com/MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS
http://twitter.com/MIKETHRASHERPDX
http://www.mikethrasherpresents.com/
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you I want/or is it you I wanna be/what am I running 
from?” (Barboza, 7 pm, $13/$15.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

Grails, Nathan Bowles, Abronia
  METAL/PUNK   Grails stand as one of America’s deep-
est reservoirs of psych-rock transcendence. Anyone 
who’s had their mind split open by albums such as 
Take Refuge in Clean Living, Burning Off Impurities, 
Doomsdayer’s Holiday, or Black Tar Prophecies can 
attest to the Portland ensemble’s Morricone-on- 
peyote rambles. They haven’t released anything 
since 2017’s slightly mellower but still magisterial 
Chalice Hymns, so perhaps we’ll get some new Grails 
material this time. You also should not miss Nathan 

owles (formerly of magnificent folkadelic drone e -
plorers Pelt, current member of Black Twig Pickers), a 
percussionist/banjo player who elevates Appalachian 
folk music to sublime summits. (Clock-Out Lounge, 9 
pm, $16/$18.) DAVE SEGAL

SUN AUG 25

Eyelids, Jay Gonzalez, Jonathan 
Segel & Victor Krummenacher
 ROCK/POP   Ye olde indie-rock is in capable hands 
with Portland quintet Eyelids. Featuring current and 
former members of groups such as Guided by Voices, 
Stephen Malkmus & the Jicks, and Decemberists, 
Eyelids channel insouciant power-pop melodious-
ness to create rock thrills that are no less enjoyable 
for seeming so familiar. Subtly tweaking classic 
songwriting formulas is a storied musical tradition, 
and these vets e cel at it. ou might say that yelids 
are the acific orthwest’s Teenage anclub and 
their members probably wouldn’t even punch you for 
doing so. Openers Jonathan Segel and Victor Krum-
menacher also play in Camper Van Beethoven, so get 
there early. (Sunset Tavern, 8 pm, $12.) DAVE SEGAL

MON AUG 26

Drab Majesty, Xeno & Oaklander, 
Body of Light
 ELECTRONIC   Last night my girlfriend was telling 
me about a certain ill-fated coworker campout she 
attended last year that devolved into group hysterics 
for the e act variety of reasons that you’d e pect 
from a 10-person camping trip of over-served and 
under-supported restaurant employees. She said 

she weathered their group drama by doing coke and 
reading vampire fiction alone in her tent. There is  
truly no better environment I can imagine for listen-
ing to the dark tinkling of Drab Majesty than a coked-
up fantasy tent, unless you can get your hands 
on Morgana’s ice cave from The Little Mermaid II: 
Return to the Sea. DM pound their linked string and 
percussion tracks into metallic chimes smooth, 
chilly renderings of what electro-goth-shoegaze mu-
sic could look like in and outside of ’80s pop culture 
restrictions. And what’s more ’80s-gaze revival than 
icy, churning beats amid an e tra line and a tale with 
some teeth? (Neumos, 8 pm, $20.) KIM SELLING

WED AUG 28

Molly Burch, Jackie Cohen
 ROCK/POP   arlier this year, Te as singer Molly 
Burch came through Seattle on tour with Australian 
lounge li ard Ale  ameron. It makes sense his 
slick, seedy persona pairs well with her dusty, 
Americana melancholy. But now, Burch is back with 
a tour of her own! There’s a certain husky, yearning, 
and haunted quality to her voice that, if you’re not 
listening closely, you might think she’s Angel Olsen. 
Her most recent record, First Flower, is a dreamy 
listen “ ild  has a bright, slightly surf rock mood  
“ irst lower  unfurls in front of you like a winding, 
spindly road along the rocky coast with its reverb-y 
guitar and soaring melodies. God, everything good 
just sounds like California to me, sometimes. (Trac-
tor Tavern, 8 pm, $15.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

311, Dirty Heads, 
Dreamers, Bikini Trill

hite River Amphitheatre, 
Sun Aug 18, 5:45 pm, 
$31–$401

The 5.6.7.8’s, the Boss 
Martians, Girl Trouble, 
the Cutthroat Brothers
El Corazón, Sat Aug 24,  
8 pm, $20/$22

Amos Lee
Chateau Ste. Michelle, Fri 
Aug 23, 7 pm, $55/$75

Ana Popovic
Jazz Alley, Aug 15–18, $33

An Evening with Josh 
Groban
Chateau Ste. Michelle, 
Aug 24–25, 7 pm, 
$150/$649

Gin Blossoms
Neptune Theatre, Fri Aug 
23, 8 pm, all ages, $34

Gina Chavez
Triple Door, Fri Aug 23,  
8 pm, all ages, $20–$28

Goatwhore, Ringworm, 
Locistellar
Crocodile, Tues Aug 20,  
7 pm, $18

Great Women of 
Country Tribute Series: 
The Music of Emmylou 
Harris & Gillian Welch
The Royal Room, Thurs 
Aug 22, 6:30 pm, 9 pm, 
$12/$15

The Hold Steady
Crocodile, Aug 15–17, 
8 pm, $40

Iration, Pepper, Fortu-
nate Youth, Katastro
Marymoor ark, ed 
Aug 21, 5:30 pm, all ages, 
$35–$45

Jerry Garcia Celebra-
tion with Andy Coe 
Band
Nectar, Aug 23–24, 9 pm, 
$16–$30

Lights, tiLLie
The howbo , Thurs 
Aug 15, 8:30 pm, all ages, 
$51/$55

Max Weinberg’s 
Jukebox
Triple Door, Aug 19–20, 
7:30 pm, all ages, 
$55–$70

Nicole Dollanganger, 
Infinity Crush

era ro ect, ed Aug , 
7 pm, all ages, $15/$18

Sammy Hagar’s Full 
Circle Jam Tour
Tulalip Resort asino, ri 
Aug 23, 7 pm, sold out

Seattle Reggae Scene 
Anniversary Celebration
Red ounge, at Aug ,  
10 pm–2 am, $20

Skillet, Sevendust, Pop 
Evil, Devour the Day

howbo  odo, ed 
Aug 28, 7 pm, all ages, 
$40/$45

Styx
Emerald Queen Casino, 
Fri Aug 23, 8:30 pm, 
$45–$120 (sold out)

Taj Mahal, Marc Cohn, 
Blind Boys of Alabama

oodland ark oo orth 
Meadow, Thurs Aug 15,  
6 pm, all ages, $43

THING
ort orden tate ark, 

Aug 24–25, all ages, $210–
$525 (kids 13 & under free)

Valerie June, Caitlin 
Jemma
The howbo , un 
Aug 18, 8 pm, all ages, 
$25/$28

The Vibrators, the 
Drolls, the Disorderlies, 
Bitter Ex Lovers
Lucky Liquor, Sat Aug 24, 
9 pm, $10

The Wood Brothers, 
Colter Wall

oodland ark oo orth 
Meadow, Sun Aug 25, 6 
pm, all ages, $35–$135

ZZ Top, Cheap Trick
Chateau Ste. Michelle, 

ed Aug ,  pm, 
$75/$150 (sold out)

Short 
List

M
ol

ly
 B

ur
ch

JACKIE LEE YOUNG

urda

SEA MONSTER
LIVE MUSIC

21+ only

SEAMONSTERLOUNGE.COM
206 992-1120 • 2202 N 45th St • Seattle 

7PM 
10PM

TUESDAY NIGHTS 
EMILY MCVICKER OPEN MIC 
JOE DORIA PRESENTS:
Live B3 organ jazz funk FREE

8PM 
10PM

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
Live SOUL, FUNK  
& JAZZ bands  FREE

8PM 
10PM

THURSDAY NIGHTS 
NEW LIVE BANDS 
PROUD & NASTY OPEN JAM FREE

9PM FUNKY 2 DEATH FRIDAYS
Live funk and soul revue w/ 
DJ ROC PHIZZLE $10

7PM 
10PM

CUBAN/LATIN SATURDAYS 
700 FUNK SATURDAY $10

      ★★ DON’T MISS SHOWS ★★
FUNKY 2 DEATH FRIDAYS W/ F2D LIVE 
FUNK/SOULSTERS 10PM
 
8/16 GOOD QUIVER LIVE ORIGINAL 
ALT/GROOVE POP 8PM 

8/23 WET CITY ROCKERS LIVE 
ORIGINAL REGGAE 8PM

http://seamonsterlounge.com/
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Early Warnings
THE ROSE Showbox Sodo, Fri Sept 13, 7 pm, $50–$140

LANA DEL REY WaMu Theater, Wed Oct 2, 8 pm

CHARLI XCX, BROOKE CANDY The Showbox, Fri Oct 4, 8 pm, $34–$38 (sold out)

JIDENNA Showbox Sodo, Sat Oct 5, 8 pm, $25/$30

CLAIRO, BEABADOOBEE, HELLO YELLO Showbox Sodo, Tues Oct 8, 7:45 pm, $23–$28

SUM 41, THE AMITY AFFLICTION, THE PLOT IN YOU Showbox Sodo, Sun Oct 13, 7 pm, $35/$40

AN EVENING WITH PETE YORN Neptune Theatre, Tues Oct 15, 8 pm, $34/$142

LIVE, BUSH, OUR LADY PEACE ShoWare Center, Wed Oct 16, 7 pm, $39–$99

RICH BRIAN The Showbox, Sat Oct 19, 9 pm, $30/$35

JUDAH & THE LION Paramount Theatre, Wed Oct 23, 7:30 pm, $31–$101

ALESSIA CARA, RYLAND JAMES Moore Theatre, Tues Nov 5, 7:30 pm, $37–$187

BISHOP BRIGGS, MIYA FOLICK, JAX ANDERSON Showbox Sodo, Wed Nov 6, 8 pm, $28/$30

MOTT THE HOOPLE ‘74 Moore Theatre, Wed Nov 6, 7:30 pm, $43–$275

TOM MORELLO Neptune Theatre, Wed Nov 6, 8 pm, $29

YOUNG THUG, MACHINE GUN KELLY, POLO G, STRICK WaMu Theater, Sun Nov 10, 7:30 pm, $42–$199

CHON, BETWEEN THE BURIED AND ME, INTERVALS Showbox Sodo, Wed Nov 13, 7 pm, $25/$30

MELANIE MARTINEZ, LAUREN RUTH WARD Paramount Theatre, Wed Nov 20, 8 pm, $32

THE MAINE PRESENTS THE MIRROR The Showbox, Fri Nov 22, 7:15 pm, $23–$28

KEVIN GATES WaMu Theater, Sat Nov 30, 9 pm, $36

Thurs 8/15
LIVE MUSIC

 BARBOZA Eastern Souvenirs, 
La Fille, Stephanie Mae, 8 pm, 
$10/$12

BLUE MOON TAVERN Simple 
Minded Symphony, Guests, 
9 pm, $8

CAFE RACER Queen Chimera, 
David’s Van, Smiling Wolf, Scorn 
Master, The Discomforts, 7 pm, $5

CLOCK-OUT LOUNGE 
Voycheck, Multicult, Tongue 
Party, Eye Of Nix, 9 pm, $10

COLUMBIA CITY THEATER Bay 
Ledges, The Palms, 8 pm, $15

 FRED WILDLIFEREFUGE 
The Blood Moon Orchestra, Purr 
Gato, Screens, Melissa & the Fun 
Machine, 8 pm-1 am, $10

FROLIK Rooftop Summer 
Concert Series, $5-$15

a THE FUNHOUSE Kindo, Sirintip, 
Adrian Bellue, 8 pm, $13/$15

THE KRAKEN BAR & LOUNGE 
Bad Animals, Bobcat, Some Rules, 
We Could Be Monsters, 8 pm, $7

a LUCKY LIQUOR Overhill Lane, 
Jail Socks, Save Bandit, 8 pm, $7

a PARAMOUNT THEATRE 
PRETTYMUCH, 7 pm, $92

a SAINT EDWARDS STATE 
PARK Kenmore 2019 Summer 
Concert Series, 6-8 pm, free

SEAMONSTER LOUNGE 
Brendan’s Little Big Band, 
8-9:30 pm, free

SLIM’S LAST CHANCE CHILI 
SHACK AND WATERING HOLE 
Hearts Gone South, Gus Clark 
and The Least Of His Problems, 
8-11 pm

SUNSET TAVERN Familiars, 
DoublePlusGood, Gaby DeSpain, 
8 pm, $10

DJ
Q NIGHTCLUB Field Trip 84: 
Shift K3Y, 9 pm-2 am, $10

JAZZ
THE KNIFE ROOM Nordo’s Jazz 
Lounge with Miss Mamie Lavona 
the Exotic Mulatta and Her White 
Boy Band, 8-10:30 pm, $10-$15

TRACTOR TAVERN Shamarr Allen 
& The Underdawgs, 9 pm, $10

TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE The 
Djangomatics, 5 pm, free

VERMILLION Moe Weisner 
Quartet, Mugeoun, Lucas Winter 
Quintet, 8-11 pm, free

Fri 8/16
LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA Kate Dinsmore, Jonas 
Myers, Leah T, 7 pm, $10

BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB 
Reader, Pacific Radio, Subways 
on the Sun, 8:30 pm, $10/$13

BLUE MOON TAVERN Origami 
Ghosts, Baby Jessica, Jupiter 
Sprites, 9 pm, $8

CLOCK-OUT LOUNGE Heather 
Thomas Band, Holidae House, 
Big Tooth, Olivia De La Cruz,  
9:30 pm, $12

CONOR BYRNE Robin Alice, 
Micaiah Sawyer, 9 pm, $8

DARRELL’S TAVERN Smooth 
Richard, Stingshark, The Boogie 
Boyz, 9 pm, $8

a EL CORAZON Northlane, 
Erra, Currents, Crystal Lake, 7 pm, 
$18/$22

HARD ROCK CAFE Nick 
Mardon, Jesse James and the 
Mob, 9 pm, $8

HIGH DIVE The Rainiers, The 
Thrill, (h)ourglasses, Face Mason, 
8:30 pm, $7/$10

 LO-FI New Age Healers, Red 
Shift, This Blinding Light, 9 pm

LUCKY LIQUOR Toecutter, 
Ladybugs, 9 pm, $7

PARLIAMENT TAVERN Human 
Ottoman, Moon Letters, Funk 
Jazz with Peter Daniel, 9 pm, $8

RENDEZVOUS An Intimate 
Evening with Jackie Venson, 10 pm, 
$20/$23

SOUTHGATE ROLLER RINK 
Garden Chat, Happy Times Sad 
Times, Burien, 9 pm-12 am, $15

SUBSTATION Nox Novacula, 
Post/Boredom, deathCAVE, 
Dream Queen, 8:30 pm, $12

TIM’S TAVERN Bartender, 
Christie Lenee, Brother and the 
Hayes, 9 pm, $20

TIMBRE ROOM Of Good Nature, 
Perfect By Tomorrow, 7 pm, $12

TRACTOR TAVERN Cash’d Out, 
7 pm, 11 pm, $14-$19

TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE 
Jenny Littlefield, Birch Pereira, & 
Friends, 5 pm, free

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Levi Gillis: Veridian 
Dreams, 8 pm, $5-$15

a ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL 
Summer Organ Concerts - Gregory 
Peterson, 7:30-8:15 pm, $18

a VARIOUS LOCATIONS Pianos 
In The Parks, 10 am-8 pm, free

DJ
KREMWERK Paint It Black,  
10 pm-2 am, $12 

NECTAR India Independence - 
Bollywood Blast Jai Ho! Party,  
9 pm, $12-$50 

Q NIGHTCLUB Pop Secret: 
Croatia Squad, 10 pm-2 am, $15

THE UNDERGROUND Teddy Beats 
-Tropical House, 10 pm-2 am

a VERA PROJECT R-Squared 
& Friends, 7 pm-12 am, $20-$30

JAZZ
THE COTTAGE Live Music | 
Sundae + Mr. Goessl, 7-10 pm, free

Sat 8/17
LIVE MUSIC
a BALLARD HOMESTEAD 
Heather Maloney, Dravus House, 
Nels Andrews, 7:30 pm, $12-$20

BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB Duke 
Evers, Pink Boa, 8:30 pm

BLUE MOON TAVERN The 
French Tips, Hellbat, Proud Dad, 
9 pm, $8

BREMERTON BOARDWALK 
Rock the Dock, 5-8 pm, free

CENTRAL SALOON Tang, Pedestria, 
Kowari, Dysfunkshun, 8 pm

CHOP SUEY Pastel Dream, 
Oddysseys, Fotoform, 5:30 pm, 
$8/$10

CONOR BYRNE My Fine 
Companions, Caleb & Walter,  
9 pm-1 am, $8

THE COTTAGE Live Music | The 
Calamity Janes, 6-9 pm, free

 CROCODILE The Hold 
Steady, 8 pm, $40

EL CORAZON Sanctuary, The 
Accused AD, After the Fallout, 
7:30 pm, $17/$20

THE FUNHOUSE Rebels Of 
Fortune, Ball Bag, The F-Holes,  
9 pm, $6/$8

 HIGH DIVE The Appleseed 
Cast, Muscle Worship, X Suns,  
8 pm, $17/$20

THE KRAKEN BAR & LOUNGE 
Aloha Mars, Mangy, Slow Elk, 
Snow White and the Baby 
Eaters, 8 pm, $7

KREMWERK People Music 
Presents: Zeke Beats & The 
Widdler, 10 pm-2:30 am, $15

NECTAR Ill.Gates, Pressha, Pilz 
Beats, Torbørn, 8 pm, $15-$21

a THE ROYAL ROOM On 
the Road with Madagascar’s 
Daughter, Razia Said, 8:30 pm, 
$20/$25

SLIM’S LAST CHANCE CHILI 
SHACK AND WATERING HOLE 
Walking Papers, Fires, A Leaf, 
9 pm, $25

TIM’S TAVERN 4th Annual 
GIBBYFEST, 5 pm, $10

TRACTOR TAVERN Carrie Akre, 
Katie Kate, 9 pm, $25-$75

a VERA PROJECT Prince 
Daddy & The Hyena, Kississippi, 
Retirement Party, ALIEN BOY,  
7 pm, $13/$15

@edita
ur

us
 

DAVE
SEGAL 

“Dave, you need friends, man.” 
- slog commenter

thestranger.com/slog

http://thestranger.com/slog
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DJ
ORA NIGHTCLUB Rolo Green, 
10 pm, $20

TIMBRE ROOM DJ Snaxx: Fowl 
Play, 10 pm-2 am, $5

THE UNDERGROUND PLURTH 
Experience Seattle, 9 pm-2 am, $10

JAZZ
a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE McDonas, Boshnack, 
Denio, 8 pm, $5-$15

a EGAN’S BALLARD JAM 
HOUSE Will Lone Farewell 
Concert, 9-11 pm, $5

Sun 8/18
LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA Melodime, 7 pm, 
$12/$14

CHOP SUEY Reposado, 
JustJada ft. Flat 7, Braulio Rios, 
8 pm, $8

COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Michael Cepress, 8 pm, $15-$30

a GALLERY 1412 Hugo R.A. 
Paris, Steven Sehman, Rahikka, 
8-10:30 pm, $10 

HIGH DIVE UbuludU, Triggerwords, 
Maya Marie, 8 pm, $5/$8

a MARYMOOR PARK JoJo 
Siwa, 7 pm, $45

a THE ROYAL ROOM 
D.Benedict Band, Jed Crisologo, 
Brandt Parke, 7:30-10:30 pm, $10

SUNSET TAVERN Stubborn 
Son, White Elephant, SWYM, 
8 pm, $10

TRACTOR TAVERN Meernaa, iji, 
Led to Sea, 8 pm, $10

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
a VARIOUS LOCATIONS Pianos 
In The Parks, 10 am-8 pm, free

JAZZ
a FRYE ART MUSEUM Jazz in the 
City: Geoffrey Castle, 2-4 pm, free

Mon 8/19
LIVE MUSIC
CROCODILE Hank Von Hell,  
8 pm, $25

SUNSET TAVERN Drew Martin, 
Erin Rae & the Heartbeets, 
Timberfoot, 8 pm, $10

JAZZ
TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE Jack 
Ramsey, 5 pm, free

Tues 8/20
LIVE MUSIC
a EL CORAZON Skinlab, Arrival 
of Autumn, 7:30 pm, $15/$17

FREEWAY PARK Tuesday Tunes 
& Brews: Sundae Crush, 4:30-
6:30 pm, free

HIGHLINE Lucifer, Spell, Sterling 
Serpent, 8 pm, $17/$20

LUCKY LIQUOR Taco Tuesday!: 
The Kronkmen, Forrest Friends, 
None, Grin Hound, 8 pm, $7

a THE SHOWBOX Demons & 
Wizards, Lizzy Borden, Tyr,  
7:30 pm, $40/$45

SUNSET TAVERN The Crocodile 
Presents: Giants in the Trees, 
Guests, 8:30 pm, $13

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY Greg Adams 
and East Bay Soul, 7:30 pm, $33

Wed 8/21
LIVE MUSIC
BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB The 
Sun Machine, Frond, Biblioteka, 
8:30 pm

THE CROCODILE BACK BAR I 
M U R, Archie, 7:30 pm, $7

HIGH DIVE Voodoo Gearshift, 
Medicine Head, Joey Houck 
Band, 8 pm, $5/$8

LUCKY LIQUOR Rikkha, Guests, 
9 pm, $7

NECTAR Ellis Dyson & the 
Shambles, Birch Pereira & the 
Gin Joints, 8 pm, $10-$16

SUBSTATION Beetle Box, SOVA, 
Alexis Donn, Voray, 8:15 pm

SUNSET TAVERN Sour Girl, 
Cooper Stoulil, Larsen Gardens, 
8 pm, $10

TACOMA DOME Chris Brown, 
Tory Lanez, Ty Dolla $ign, Joyner 
Lucas, Yella Beezy, 6:30 pm

TIMBRE ROOM 2 Libras, 
Goawaysun, Sweet Darling, Izaac 
Mellow, 8 pm, $8

TRACTOR TAVERN Betsy Olson 
Band, Ace Carlson, Brett Benton, 
8 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR Robbie Fulks, 
Anna Tivel, 7:30 pm, $18/$23

TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE 
Maiah Wynne, 5 pm, free

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY Greg Adams 
and East Bay Soul, 7:30 pm, $33

THE ROYAL ROOM Roxy Coss, 
7:30-11 pm, $15

Thurs 8/22
LIVE MUSIC
BLUE MOON TAVERN Creature 
Hole, Rikkha, Juliet Tango, 9 pm, $10

a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Bassett/Lubelski, Suzuki/
Krausbauer, Kelley/Millis, 8 pm, 
$8-$15

CONOR BYRNE Wrinkles, 
Tourist Activities, Apples With 
Moya, 8 pm, $8

a THE CROCODILE BACK BAR 
Sleepspent, KT Neely, 8 pm, $5

THE KRAKEN BAR & LOUNGE 
Rat Queen, Street Jail, The 
Wednesdays, Choke the Pope, 
8 pm, $7

NECTAR Layne Staley Tribute 
2019, 7:30 pm, $10-$16

SUBSTATION Kids on Fire, 
Dreadful Children, Kingdome, 
Tiny Hands, 8 pm

SUNSET TAVERN Julian Blair, 
Lavoy, Cate, 8 pm, $10

TRACTOR TAVERN Adam Krum, 
Maile Mae, Stranger Scott, 8 pm, $10

JAZZ
JAZZ ALLEY Keiko Matsui, $33

a TRIPLE DOOR Marialy 
Pacheco, 7:30 pm, $15/$20

Fri 8/23
LIVE MUSIC
BLUE MOON TAVERN The 
Deliverables, Your Neighbors 
Downstairs, St. John’s Infirmary, 
9 pm, $8

CONOR BYRNE The Winter 
Shakers, Caravan 222, Lucas 
Tayne, 8 pm

CROCODILE Marsalis, Becoming 
Bristol, Audrey Chan, 8 pm, 
$15/$18

HIGH DIVE Woodshed, Late 
September Dogs, Eve Clarke, 
Brian Davis, 9 pm, $8/$12

LO-FI Black Nite Crash, Star 
Collector, The Purrs, The 
Scheme, 9 pm

RENDEZVOUS Natascha Myers, 
6:30 pm, $15/$20

 ROYAL ESQUIRE CLUB 
Celebrating Aretha Franklin with 
Thaddillac, 9 pm, $20/$25

SUNSET TAVERN Automotive 
Steamhorse, Meat Hair, Morning 
Glory Revival, Audiokid, 9 pm, $10

TRACTOR TAVERN The Blasters, 
Jesse Dayton, 8 pm, $20

THE UNDERGROUND STA 
Presents: AVA Night with Andy 
Moor, 10 pm, $22-$28

a VARIOUS LOCATIONS 
Downtown Summer Sounds, free

a VERA PROJECT Talaya, 
Aaron James, Antero, Oya 
Storms, Theomatic, 7:30 pm, 
$8/$10

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Aaron Butler & Bonnie 
Whiting, 8 pm, $5-$15

DJ
KREMWERK Shook: Mystic 
State & Sinistarr, 10-2:30 pm, 
$12-$20
MONKEY LOFT Noise Complaint 
ft. Kidnap, 10 pm-4 am, $10/$15
ORA NIGHTCLUB Kittens, Justin 
Hartinger, Tiny, 10 pm-2 am, 
$10-$20
Q NIGHTCLUB Pop Secret: 
Aramis, Light Privilege, Jerry 
Wang, 10 pm-2 am, $10

 TIMBRE ROOM S L I P,  
2-8 am, $10-$20

JAZZ
JAZZ ALLEY Keiko Matsui, $33
TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE 
Happy Orchestra Trio, 9 pm, free

Sat 8/24
LIVE MUSIC
BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB 
BaLonely, Great Spiders, 
Generifus, 8-11 pm
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Sunflower Sutra, Space Owl, 
8 pm, $8

a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Kyte Mike, Peter 
Colclasure, 8 pm, $10
CROCODILE Layne Staley 
Tribute 2019, 7 pm, $25

 a FORT WORDEN STATE 
PARK THING, $210-$525 (kids 
13 & under free)
HIGH DIVE Wild Powwers, Help, 
Chris King & the Gutterballs,  
9 pm, $8/$10
HIGHLINE Maggot Heart, Year of 
the Cobra, The Sky Giants, 9 pm, 
$12/$15

a NEPTUNE THEATRE The 
Dan Band, 9 pm, $25/$29
SUNSET TAVERN Temple 
Canyon, Lonely Mountain Lovers, 
Afterlife Giftshop, 9 pm, $10
TRACTOR TAVERN Biddadat, The 
Whags, Cytrus, Snaccs, 9 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR Jr Cadillac, 
8 pm, $25
TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE Move 
On Up, 9 pm, free

a VERA PROJECT Dressy 
Bessy, Potty Mouth, Colleen 
Green, 7:30 pm, $15/$18

DJ
CANTINA DE SAN PATRICIO 
Spellbound: Tombstone,  
9:30 pm-2 am, free
CONTOUR Sleepless & Sub 49 
Present: XCRPT, 10 pm-2 am, 
$10-$20
KREMWERK Escape With: Matt 
Lange, 8-11 pm, $12
NEUMOS Cafe Disco - A Dance 
Party for Fans of The Office, 
9 pm, $5
Q NIGHTCLUB Haute Sauce: 
Swervewon, Semaj, Catch24, DJ 
Tab, 10 pm-2 am, $10
TIMBRE ROOM Tremulant: Niki 
Sadeki, 10 pm

JAZZ
JAZZ ALLEY Keiko Matsui, $33

Sun 8/25
LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA The Mondegreens, 
The High Divers, 8 pm, $10
CHOP SUEY Chuckie Campbell, 
Black Magic Noize, Diveyede, 
What Have May, First Hill, 7 pm, 
$7/$10
CLOCK-OUT LOUNGE West 
Seattle School of Rock Adult 
Program: Brit Rock, 5 pm, 
$10/$12
CLOCK-OUT LOUNGE Wild 
Pink, Guests, 8:30 pm, $12

 a FORT WORDEN STATE 
PARK THING, $210-$525 (kids 
13 & under free)

a THE FUNHOUSE Marlo Kapsa, 
JW Francis, Baja Boy, 8 pm, $7/$10
HIGH DIVE The Coastals, Simple 
Minded Symphony, Speak Easy, 
8 pm, $5/$10
THE KRAKEN BAR & LOUNGE 
Bobby’s Oar, Coyote Bred, Jet//
Lag, Mud on my Bra, 8 pm, $7

LO-FI Diveyede, Black Magic Noize, 
What Have May, First Hill, 9 pm

NECTAR Jay Electronica, 9 pm, 
$25-$95 

a RENDEZVOUS Smaller in 
Person, Tokyo House, Generation 
Goldfish, 2:30 pm, $5

THE ROYAL ROOM World Beat 
Night: Rhythms from Black 
Panther, 8 pm, $10/$15

SLIM’S LAST CHANCE CHILI 
SHACK AND WATERING HOLE 
The Blasters, Jesse Dayton, 5 pm, 
$20/$25

a TRIPLE DOOR Tony Lewis from 
The Outfield, 7:30 pm, $40-$55

DJ
THE HIYU FERRY The GetAway, 
4-9 pm, $75

JAZZ
JAZZ ALLEY Keiko Matsui, $33

Mon 8/26
LIVE MUSIC
SUNSET TAVERN Golden Day 
Lodge, Dreamsss END, Organic 
Gold, 8 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR An Evening 
with Bill Champlin and Tamara 
Champlin, 7:30 pm, $26-$32

Tues 8/27
LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA Tyler Lyle, Jake 
Etheridge, 8 pm, $10/$12

CROCODILE Ballyhoo!, Passafire, 
Kash’d Out, 7 pm, $16/$18

a THE FUNHOUSE OK Mayday, 
7:30 pm, $10/$12

HIGH DIVE Neither Bears Nor 
Forest, Alex Rasmussen, Prize 
The Wild, 8 pm, $5/$8

SUNSET TAVERN Western 
Centuries, Gus Clark, 8 pm, $10

 TRACTOR TAVERN Ghost 
Town Whistlers, Jessie 
Thoreson, Bart Budwig, Hannah 
Abrams, 7:30 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR Scott Stapp, 
Messer, Sunflower Dead, 5:30 pm, 
$32-$38

JAZZ
 JAZZ ALLEY Otis Taylor Band, 

7:30 pm, $31

Wed 8/28
LIVE MUSIC
a BALLARD HOMESTEAD 
Missy Raines, Warren G 
Hardings, 7:30 pm, $0-$15

BARBOZA Valley Queen, 8 pm, $12

CONOR BYRNE Solo Showcase: 
Sam Russell, Tom Barrett, Claire 
Tucker, 8 pm, $8

 a CROCODILE 
Generationals, Pure Bathing 
Culture, 8 pm, $16

HIGH DIVE deathCAVE, Caustic 
Casanova, Skullbot, The Sky 
Giants, 8 pm, $5/$8

SUNSET TAVERN Tractor 
Tavern Presents: The Yawpers, 
Supermother, Dawn Riding, 
8 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR John Kay, 
7:30 pm, $45-$55

a WOODLAND PARK ZOO 
NORTH MEADOW Lost ‘80s 
Live, 6 pm, $43-$143

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
a KIRKLAND PERFORMANCE 
CENTER Tiny Orchestral 
Moments with California Guitar 
Trio, Electric Gauchos, Julie Slick, 
Amy Denio, Beth Fleenor,  
8-10 pm, $25-$35

JAZZ
 JAZZ ALLEY Otis Taylor Band, 

7:30 pm, $31

THE ROYAL ROOM BassFienD 
Presents: A Love Supreme,  
8-11 pm, $10

SEAMONSTER LOUNGE Freddy 
Fuego, 8-9:30 pm, free

The largest-circulation 
arts publication in  
the Northwest!

Three-month shelf life!

Distribution in dedicated 
news boxes, theaters, 
hotels, galleries and more!

ISSUE DATE: SEPT 11   RESERVATION DEADLINE: AUG 23
CALL (206) 323-7101  E-MAIL adinfo@seat tleaandp.com

CONTACT YOUR SALES REP TODAY  
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ART + PERFORMANCE 
QUARTERLY

ART + PERFORMANCE QUARTERLY

SUMMER
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A NEW  
FESTIVAL IN 

PORT TOWNSEND

KAMASI 
WASHINGTON + 

HERBIE HANCOCK  

HIGH FASHION  IN OLD HOLLYWOOD

DoNormaal's 
Not-So-Normal Hiphop

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO THE SUMMER ARTS SEASON

5030 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, SEATTLE  •  206-524-8554
www.scarecrow.com

Sign Up for a 
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Discounts &  
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see our website  

for details  

2 FOR 1 
RENTAL 

WEDNESDAY

50% OFF SELECT IN-STORE, IN-STOCK 
KINO LORBER TITLES UNTIL 8/31!

$23.95 Each on Blu-ray

4 HAMMER CLASSICS FROM SHOUT! FACTORY
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S
eattle cinephiles are about to be 
spoiled. 

This month, Francis Ford Coppo-
la’s Vietnam War opus Apocalypse 
Now is getting a wide release of a 

new definitive cut, Apocalypse Now: Final 
Cut, timed with the film’s 40th anniversary. 

Days after that opens, Seattle’s newest cine-
ma the Beacon will screen The Virgin Suicides, 

the feature-length 
directing debut from 
Sofia Coppola, Francis 
Ford Coppola’s daugh-
ter. While it’s not as 
explicitly gory as her 
father’s tragedy porn, 
The Virgin Suicides 

will screen as part of the Beacon’s August 
programming on the “unburied violence of 
suburbia” (along with John Waters’s Serial 
Mom and Tobe Hooper’s Poltergeist). 

Sofia’s suburbia is a distant world from 
Francis’s Vietnam War, but there’s one thing 
that stands out to me when it comes to both 
Apocalypse Now and The Virgin Suicides: the 
sound. 

It’s difficult to think about The Virgin Sui-
cides without considering the French band 
Air. The band’s sexy, chilled-out, down-tempo 
score to Virgin Suicides is arguably the best 
part of the film. Often appearing when tragedy 
occurs, the spacey, solemn music estranges 
the viewer from the film’s violence. When 
a little girl is dramatically impaled early 
on, Air kicks in with its moodiness, softly  
protecting viewers from the gore. It’s music 
for dysphoria. My partner describes the score 
as feeling like an antidepressant.

Also of note: The Virgin Suicide’s sound 
design. As the film’s gang of boys flips 
through the pages of the girls’ diaries, trying 
to learn more about them after their suicides, 

the rustling of the pages seems to thunder. 
It’s like ASMR for books. I’ve always loved 
this detail. It’s as if the girls’ words are liter-
ally heavy. And maybe they are. 

Apocalypse Now is also interested in sound. 
It won the Academy Award for Best Sound De-
sign when it was originally released in 1979. 

Its opening scene immediately sets up the 
lush sound design: We start off looking at a 
silent, tropical field. Then comes the distant 
whir of choppers. Then a tambourine. Slow-
ly, “The End” by the Doors edges into clarity. 

The noise of the choppers builds alongside 
the vocals of Jim Morrison. They crash on 
top of each other as the viewer watches a 
field in Vietnam get bombed. The screen sets 
on fire, then Morrison’s voice sings: “This is 
the end.” And it really feels like it. 

Apocalypse Now: Final Cut, along with be-
ing remastered in 4K Ultra HD, has made its 
sound even more impressive. In collabora-
tion with Meyer Sound Laboratories, Coppo-
la’s film company American Zoetrope has de-
veloped what they’re calling “Sensual Sound.” 

Hailed as a “breakthrough” by Meyer 
Sound, Sensual Sound creates an infrasonic, 
ultra-low frequency impact that hits audi-
ences in the gut. It apparently emits noises 
that reach viewers on a deeper physical level, 
making Apocalypse Now’s helicopters, spears, 
and bombs feel like an immediate threat. 

All these details—the Sensual Sound, Air’s 
soundtrack, the rustle of the girls’ diaries—
deserve to be heard and felt in a theater. You’ll 
feel those choppers before you even hear 
them. It sounds like artistic sonic warfare. n

Violent, Sexy, and Loud
Apocalypse Now and The Virgin Suicides are playing in Seattle 

theaters at the same time.
BY CHASE BURNS

Top Picks
FRI AUG 16

‘Where’d You Go Bernadette?’
Irreverent local author Maria Semple’s hilarious 
and highly readable novel has been made into a 
movie directed by Richard Linklater and starring 
Cate Blanchett, Billy Crudup, Kristen Wiig, Judy 

Greer, Laurence Fishburne, and newcomer Emma 
Nelson as Bee Branch, Bernadette’s 15-year-old 
daughter and the most sensible, and sane, person 
in the book. A true Seattle story, this one has it 
all: tech transplants, agoraphobic artists, private 
school, middling moms, and a hearty dose of both 
love and hate for the city in which it is set. (Wide 
release.) KATIE HERZOG

AUG 16–21

‘The Dark Crystal’
Toxic avarice, environmentalism, slavery, the 
power of love, the importance of respect for 
your fellow creature, ethnic cleansing—all these 
still-relevant topics are threaded throughout The 
Dark Crystal in 1982 Jim Henson/Frank Oz  
puppet-and-animatronic story form. It follows a 
pair of elf-like Gelflings, the last of their kind, as 

they embark on a dangerous quest to restore  
balance to their world by returning a lost shard 
to the powerful but broken gem of the film’s title. 
It was one of my favorites as a kid (my tastes 
skewed morbid), and now that Netflix is releasing 
that prequel series from the Jim Henson Compa-
ny, The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance (available 
for streaming August 30), now is a good time to 
get refreshed on the original. (Central Cinema, 
$5–$10.) LEILANI POLK

‘The Queen’
When people talk about drag documentaries, 
they talk first about Paris Is Burning. That 
1990 film about NYC’s ball scene has been an 
inspiration for countless other queens, films, 
and shows—FX’s Emmy-nominated Pose, most 
notably. But long before Paris Is Burning, there 
was The Queen, a 1968 documentary about a 

Miss All-America Camp Beauty Contest. The 
Queen features stars: It’s narrated by early drag 
pioneer Flawless Sabrina and famously in-
cludes a scene of drag performer Crystal LaBei-
ja reading the house down for not awarding 
queens of color their crowns (“I have a RIGHT 
to show my color, darling!”). NWFF’s opening 
night screening will feature a performance by 
Cookie Couture. (Northwest Film Forum, $12.) 
CHASE BURNS

SAT AUG 17

‘The Proposal’
“What happens to an artist’s legacy when it’s 
controlled by a corporation?” This is the central 
question in Jill Magid’s 2018 documentary The 
Proposal. In 1995, Swiss furniture company Vitra 
purchased the intellectual property rights and 

The Coppolas are masters of sound.

APOCALYPSE NOW
Dir. Francis Ford Coppola
Opens Aug. 15
Wide release
THE VIRGIN SUICIDES
Dir. Sofia Coppola
Aug. 20–22
The Beacon
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Early Warnings
THREE DOLLAR BILL OUTDOOR CINEMA: KINKY BOOTS Cal Anderson Park, Fri Aug 30, 7 pm, free

IT CHAPTER TWO Wide release, opening Fri Sept 6

SECS FEST Grand Illusion, Sept 6–8

NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS 2019 Northwest Film Forum, Sept 12–Dec 12, $17/$57

THE GOLDFINCH Wide release, opening Fri Sept 13

massive professional archive of Luis Barragán, a 
highly influential th century Me ican architect. 

or decades, Me ican art historians and artists 
have asked ederica anco, the wiss guardian of 
the work, that arrag n’s archive be made public 
and returned to its rightful home in Me ico. he 
has refused. In her impressionistic doc, Magid, a 
conceptual artist, concocts a perfect plan or pro
posal, if you will that could potentially bring ar
rag n’s archive out of private hands. (Northwest 
Film Forum, 4:15–8 pm, free.  JASMYNE KEIMIG

FRI AUG 23

‘The Nightingale’
hite art about colonialism fre uently favors 

the Heart of Darkness narrative: a white man 
penetrating the wilds and losing his superficial 
bond with “civili ation.  ut in the new film 
from Jennifer ent (The Babadook , set in Aus
tralia in , “civili ation  is merely a handy 
euphemism for e ploitation and genocide. After 

ritish soldiers rape her and commit horrific 
acts against her family, an Irish convict, lare 
(Aisling ranciosi , hires an Aboriginal tracker, 

illy ( aykali anambarr, in his first ever acting 
role , to help her hunt down the bastards in 
the Tasmanian ungle. lare initially calls illy 
“boy,  and illy is ustifiably reluctant to work 
for a white woman. In this suspenseful, moving, 
and often hard to watch film, their changing 
relationship is a rare solace amidst scenes of 

historically accurate barbarity. (SIFF Cinema 
Uptown, $11/$14.  JOULE ZELMAN

UNSTREAMABLE
Welcome to a new mini-column where we recommend 
great films you can’t find on major streaming services. 

‘Silkwood’
hen we speak of urt Russell as a “ olden 

lobe nominated actor,  Silkwood is the movie 
we’re referring to. hile he does little more than 
look like a conservative American snack (blue 
eans, onfederate flag and all , this is the role 

that earned him his highest acting accolade. ut 
Silkwood really belongs to Meryl treep, who 
plays aren ilkwood, a real life whistle blower 
and labor organi er who worked at a nuclear 
facility in klahoma. In , ilkwood died in 
a car accident under suspicious circumstances 
while driving to meet a New York Times reporter. 

pooky, ig addy apitalist shit. her (yes, that 
her  plays treep’s butch lesbian roommate 

who dates a super femme funeral parlor beauti
cian. treep has the most intense yet chic  
mullet imaginable. And while the pacing can feel 
a bit meandering (this is the debut feature screen
play for ora phron, who co wrote the film , 

treep gives a naturalistic, comple  performance. 
As ever. Available for rental at carecrow ideo. 
More  and only suggestions at  
thestranger.com unstreamable.  JASMYNE KEIMIG

Bigger Than Life
The eacon, Aug , 

 pm, 

Buñuel in the Labyrinth 
of Turtles

I  ilm enter, opening 
ri Aug , 

Celia: Child of Terror
The eacon, Mon Aug , 

:  pm, 

Comedy Gold from the 
American Cinema: ‘Mr. 
and Mrs. Smith’

eattle Art Museum, 
Thurs Aug , 

Dressed to the Nines: 
Style in Cinema

I  inema ptown, at, 
 pm, , through Aug 

‘Filibus’ with Johann 
Wagner and Sage 
Fischer
The eacon, 
Aug , 

Fog City Cinema Series
orthwest ilm orum, 

Aug ept , 

A German Youth
The eacon,  
Aug , 

Hedwig and the Angry 
Inch

I  inema ptown, 
opening ri Aug , 

Hyenas
I  ilm enter, opening 
ri Aug , 

Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers
The eacon, 
Aug ,   , 

¡Las Sandinistas!
The eacon, 
Aug   , 

My Neighbor Totoro
arious locations, 

Aug   , 

No Man of Her Own
The eacon,  
Aug   , 

North Bend Film 
Festival

orth end Theatre, 
Aug , 

Over the Edge
The eacon, 
Aug , 

Phonic Seattle
orthwest ilm orum, 

 ri Aug , :  pm, free

Poltergeist
The eacon,  
Aug , 

Ray & Liz
rand Illusion,  

Aug , 

Safe
The eacon,  
Aug , 

Serial Mom
The eacon,  
Aug   , 

Short 
List

http://thestranger.com/unstreamable.
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I
’m not sure what’s harder: Getting a 
reservation at West Seattle’s highly sought-
after new Italian spot, Il Nido, or getting 10 
minutes with the man behind it. Chef and 
owner Mike Easton is an understandably 

busy guy. Il Corvo, his weekday lunch-hour-
only Pioneer Square restaurant, has gained 
a cult-like following, with hordes of people 
waiting in a line that usually stretches around 
the block to nab a bowl of one of the two daily 
rotating hand-rolled pastas. I wasn’t surprised 

his latest venture has been 
booked solid since opening in 
May. But apparently, Easton 
was. “We expected things to 
be busy, but not like this,” he 

said during our interview as he put the first 
layer of the night’s tiramisu into the oven.

Easton has been wanting to get another 
project started for a while. “Il Corvo has tak-
en a lot of work,” he said. “We’re eight years 
in, and things are running really smoothly, 
mostly thanks to my wife [Victoria]. She’s 
an integral part in running that restaurant. 
And I’ve become less necessary in the day-
to-day.” His downtime at Il Corvo eventually 
led to the fruition of Il Nido.

Whereas Il Corvo accommodates a few, 
Il Nido seats 64 in the bright airy dining 
room of the newly renovated Alki Home-
stead, which has been a long-standing West 
Seattle landmark since 1904. The log cabin 
that survived a 2009 fire now reeks of rustic 
charm and has been given fresh life housing 
the hottest new restaurant in town.

With Raccolto and La Rustica nearby, I 
wasn’t convinced the area needed another 
Italian restaurant. But as Easton pointed out, 
“West Seattle has a very loyal customer base 
where everyone has their favorites, so we knew 
we would not be taking any business away from 
them.” He added, “We’re giving Il Corvo fans a 
place where they can enjoy a nice dinner.”

The extensive wine list is what you’d 
expect to find on an elevated Italian menu, 
heavily influenced by Tuscany, with Span-
ish, French, and local labels sprinkled in. 
But cocktails like the Spanish Gin and Tonic 
with a generous pour of Malfy grapefruit gin 
proved refreshing, and the signature Nudo 
Famoso is an intriguing mescal-based drink 
with yellow chartreuse, lime, and Aperol.

We started with the burrata and 24-month-
aged prosciutto di parma antipasti plus a gi-
ant side of house-baked castelvetrano focac-
cia. The burrata was so fresh and creamy, the 
salty prosciutto sliced perfectly thin and piled 
high, the bread fluffy and divine. But let’s be 
real—you’re reading this for the pasta. And I’m 
here to confirm it lived up to the hype. 

The ricotta cavatieddi pomodoro is a 
must, a Roman-style pasta tossed in a sim-

ple no-fuss sauce of tomato, basil, and garlic 
topped with generous shreds of Parmesan. 
I’m also still drooling over the busiate ragú 
alla toscano, its thick hand-rolled tubes of 
pasta swimming in a hearty meat sauce 
made with sausage and prosciutto. The faz-
zoletti or handkerchief-like pasta with morel 
mushrooms and a runny egg yolk also looked 
heavenly, with thin cascading sheets of pasta 
delicately layered across the plate.

Although hard-pressed to indicate his own 
favorite dish, Easton is loving the whey-braised 
rabbit leg with roasted carrots right now. Pro-
teins like whole grilled trout with pickled 
rhubarb, house-cured lavender smoked sau-
sage with cannellini beans and mushrooms, 
and wood-grilled saddle of lamb with apricot, 
endive, and salsa verde are also featured, but 
of course, these items—along with everything 
else on the menu—will fluctuate seasonally. 
Easton is also proud of Il Nido’s steak program, 
with cuts tailored to his restaurant’s specific 
needs. “We are working with a pretty new dis-
tributor,” he said. “They hand-select the cows, 
only doing a handful a week that are dry-aged. 
They really care about the animals, and value 
quality and the restaurants they cater to.”

After we finished our meal, my husband, 
staring at his plate, half-jokingly asked, “If I 
lick the rest of this off, are you going to write 

about it?” At the end of the day, this is the 
perfect assessment of the thoughtful dishes 
you’ll find at Il Nido. Ones worth making a 
month-or-more-in-advance reservation for, 
ones so good you can’t bear to leave a fleck of 
Parm or drop of sauce behind—they’re just 
that fucking good. n

Easton Heads West
Mike Easton, the chef behind favorite Pioneer 

Square lunch spot Il Corvo, has opened a fantastic 
new restaurant in Alki.

BY KARA TIERNAN

The handkerchief-like fazzoletti pasta with morel mushrooms and a runny egg.
COURTESY OF @EMERALDCITYEATER 

Top Picks
AUG 15–17

The Auction of Washington 
Wines 2019
This annual nonprofit wine event has raised over 
$46 million for charity in its 33 years of existence. 
At their winemaker picnic and auction at Wood-
inville’s Chateau Ste. Michelle Winery, guests can 
choose from more than 100 wines spanning 30 
different wineries, chat with the winemakers about 
their process between pours, and bid on future 
releases after tasting barrel samples. Al fresco food 
offerings will include Beecher’s cheese, a gnocchi 
bar, Neapolitan-style pizza from Tutta Bella, and a 
hearty menu from chef Shawn Applin of RN74 that 
features lamb merguez sausage sandwiches on 
brioche rolls, duck fat fries, and an heirloom tomato 

IL NIDO
2717 61st Ave SW, 
Seattle, WA 98116
206-466-6265

LIVE
COMEDY
SHOWS! 

HAPPY HOUR: 
4-6pm, 10-close, 7 days a week

Mon 4-12, Tue-Fri 4-2am, Sat 12-2am, Sun 12-12am 

340 15th Ave E #201, Seattle, WA 
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salad. Pastry chef Kate Sigel of the Thompson 
Hotel’s new restaurant Conversation will cap 
things off with a butterscotch fi lled triple chocolate 
cookie ice cream sandwich for dessert, along with 
cookies from Hello Robin, ice cream from Molly 
Moon’s, cupcakes from Trophy Cupcakes, and 
treats from Tutta Bella. The festivities will wrap up 
with Saturday’s gala, a multi-course affair with food 
from 13 chefs, including Derek Simcik of Conver-
sation, Jun Kobayashi “Tsuyoshi” of Shiro’s, and 
Mi Kim of Raised Doughnuts. (Various locations, 
$150–$500+.) JULIANNE BELL

FRI AUG 16

Sunset Supper
At this annual event commemorating Pike Place 
Market’s anniversary, more than 100 local restau-
rants, wineries, breweries, distilleries, and other ven-
dors commune on the cobblestones during a balmy 
August evening, as the sun sinks low in the sky and 
casts a soft glow, and guests soak up food, drink, 
and live music. In attendance this year: swanky 
farm-to-table-joint Aerlume; seafood institution the 
Athenian; handcrafted pasta makers Pasta Casal-
inga; charmingly old-timey ice cream parlor Shug’s 
Soda Fountain; plus countless others and a litany 
of local beer, wine, and spirits producers. Proceeds 
go to the Pike Place Market Foundation, which aims 
to support the market’s community by providing 
housing, childcare, healthy food, and other services. 
(Pike Place Market, $175/$275.) JULIANNE BELL

SAT AUG 17

Break a Leg!
Korean food fanatics all over Seattle shed a tear 
when culinary power couple Rachel Yang and Seif 
Chirchi closed their inventive Capitol Hill noodle 
shop/barbecue spot/soft serve counter Trove this 
June. The silver lining: they still have a lease on their 
Pike Street space and will be using it to host a series 
of pop-ups, classes, and private dinners. This pop-
up, their fi rst of the new series, will feature a spread 
of a whopping 36 small plates that complement 
one another, inspired by the Korean tradition of 
hanjeongsik—a full-course meal with a bounty of 
banchan (small side dishes) in an array of colors and 
fl avors. The cheeky name “ reak a eg  comes from 
a common appreciative remark that the table is lad-
en with such an abundant feast that its legs appear 
to be groaning. (Trove, 6–8 pm, $95.) JULIANNE BELL

TUES AUG 27

Author Talk: Dappled with
Nicole Rucker

ou may have spied os Angeles based pastry chef 
Nicole Rucker’s glorious pastries and baked goods—
previously from her popular spots Gjelina Take Away 
and Gjusta, and later from her pie company Rucker’s 
Pie and her restaurant Fiona—in your Instagram feed. 
Now she’s released her debut cookbook, a paean to 
baking fruity desserts like peach and ricotta biscuit 
cobbler and huckleberry blondies with peak-season 
produce. atch her at ook arder, where you can 
try a recipe from Dappled and pick up a signed copy. 
(Book Larder, 6:30 pm, free.) JULIANNE BELL

DOWNTOWN
The Barque Brontes 
Bakery Café
Cafe and bakery with 
housemade pastries
1426 Western Ave

EASTLAKE
Poke Square
Customizable poke joint
1823 Eastlake Ave E #153

GREENWOOD
Chef King
Sichuan spot
101 N 85th St #102 

NORTH SEATTLE
Chinese Sauerkraut 
Fish
Hot-and-sour fish soup
13200 Aurora Ave

REDMOND
Hui Lau Shan

ong ong based mango 
dessert chain
15120 NE 24th St, Suite F

 TACOMA
Kizuki Ramen & Izakaya
Popular ramen chain
4502 S Steele St, Suite 501A

New Bars & 
Restaurants

Author Talk: The Food 
and Drink of Seattle 
with Judith Dern

ook arder, ed Aug , 
6:30 pm, free

Bakehouse Summer 
Nineteen Tour: Brunch x 
Not Without Salt Shop

ot ithout alt hop, 
un Aug ,  am,  

(sold out)

Bastille Rooftop Dinner 
Series
Bastille Cafe & Bar, 
Mon Tues, :  pm, , 
through ept 

Belltown Crush 2019
Bell Street Park, Sat Aug 

,  pm, 

Char
Harry’s Fine Foods, Mon 
Aug ,  pm, 

Chocolate & Cheese 
Pairing
Theo hocolate, ed Aug 

, :  pm, 

Garden Party 
Thursdays
Hotel Sorrento, Thurs, 

 pm, through Aug 

Hawaiian Nights
anlis, ri at, through 

Aug 

Summer Crayfi sh Party
Nordic Museum, Fri Aug 

,  pm, 

Upper Left Beerfest
Downtown Everett, Fri 
Aug , at Aug , 

Urban Bake Sale Pop-Up
outh ake nion 

Saturday Market, Sat Aug 
,  am  pm

Short 
List

Sunset Supper

MONDAY - FRIDAY 7AM-6PM
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 8AM-5PM
PROUDLY SERVING LOCAL PASTRIES,  

ORGANIC LOOSE LEAF TEAS, AND OUR VERY OWN 
AIR-ROASTED, ORGANIC, FAIR TRADE COFFEE, USING 
BEANS FROM CAFÉ FEMENINO, AN ORGANIZATION 
HELPING EMPOWER WOMEN AROUND THE WORLD. 

*GLUTEN FREE AND VEGAN OPTIONS AVAILABLE!*

*CHECK OUT OUR NEW GREEN DEAL!

•MUG MONDAYS AND WEEKDAY HAPPY HOUR 
(NOON-3PM)- 25 CENTS OFF BEVERAGES USING IN 

HOUSE MUGS OR TRAVEL MUGS

5513 Airport Way S.
206.763.1660

www.stellarpizza.com

Vegan &
Gluten-Free

Options
Available!

OPEN AT 11AM DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
3-6PM DAILY

Kid Friendly 

 

Se
attle

’s Best Fish & Chips

 Pacific Inn Pub
Fine Ales 

and Spirits
Near the Center of the Universe  

at the corner of 35th and Stone Way N.
206-547-2967

we ship
seafood overnight

anywhere in the usa
or we pack for 

air travel

Fresh Fresh  
ALAsKAN hALIBUT

FResh FResh
LOcaL  

aLBacORe 
TUNa

we ship
seafood overnight

anywhere in the usa
or we pack for 

air travel

Fresh Fresh  
ALAsKAN hALIBUTFinest Seafood

Quality Poultry

Ranch Eggs

Select Wines

we ship
seafood overnight

anywhere in the usa
or we pack for 

air travel

Fresh Fresh  
ALAsKAN hALIBUT

5305 15th Ave NW - Ballard · FREE PARKING!

PANKO- 
CRUSTED 

CRAB LEGS

Boozy Slushie Margaritas

Blackened Salmon Sandwiches

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM · HAPPY HOUR DAILY, 4-7PM 
KITCHEN OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT · LIMITED MENU AFTER 9PM

THINGS
TO

DO
FOOD EVENTS

RESTAURANTS

MUSIC

BARS&CLUBS

StrangerThingsToDo.com

http://www.stellarpizza.com/
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Join us on our patio in SODO for 
New York style pizza, pasta, 

calzones and more, 
including Nine Hats wines from 

our tasting room next door.

ninepiespizza.com · 3861 1st Ave S, Seattle, WA 98134 · 206-582-0777 · open 11am - 9pm daily

massage • acupuncture • outdoor spa pool and sauna
 sundeck • indoor chill spaces • yoga • sacred music 

Find your bliss....

Open 10am -10pm, every day
1100 NW 50th St., in Ballard

206.789.6288 
sacredrainhealing.com

clothing-optional, 
all-gender 

indoor / outdoor
hydrotherapy spa

CRAFT BREWS, HANDMADE PIES, 
& THE BIGGEST VIEW PATIO ON ALKI BEACH.

2536 Alki Ave SW 98116 · 206 420 4523

http://ninepiespizza.com/
http://sacredrainhealing.com/
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OPEN: Mon-Fri 2pm-2am &  
Sat-Sun 10am-2am

HAPPY HOUR: 3-7pm 
BRUNCH: Sat & Sun 10am-2pm

$1 OFF YOUR 1ST DRINK WITH THIS AD!

Karaoke 5 nights a week

Free Bingo Tue: 6:30-8:30

Trivia Mon: 8-10

7034 15th Ave. NW  •  Ballard, WA  
(206) 784-5701

thewaterwheellounge.com

Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4pm-6pm
Family Friendly til 8pm daily

LIVE EVENTS 
www.clockoutlounge.com

4864 Beacon Ave S. Seattle, WA 

http://www.clockoutlounge.com/
http://thewaterwheellounge.com/
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No matter what you 
mean when you say that 

you’re feeling hot, we 
think you should hang 

out on our patio. 
We have cold drinks, great food, and patio seating with misters.  

Come early to take advantage of our happy hour specials in the afternoon, 
hang out during our trivia Wednesdays and Throwback Thursdays, or mingle 
while we throw Seattle’s best dance party every Friday and Saturday night.  

The weather is hot, and so are you’ we should hang out. 

456 N 36th St, Fremont | ballroomfremont.com | ig: @ballroomfremont

No matter what you mean
when you say that you’re
feeling hot, we think you

should hang out 
on our patio.

We have cold drinks, great food, and patio seating with misters. 
Come early to take advantage of our happy hour specials in the 

afternoon, hang out during our trivia Wednesdays and 
Throwback Thursdays, or mingle while we throw  

Seattle’s best dance party every Friday and Saturday night.
The weather is hot, and so are you; we should hang out. 

456 N 36th St., Fremont | ballroomfremont.com | ig: @ballroomfremont

Join us on 
our patio!

 • 2800 16th Ave South •
(corner of 16th Avenue South & South McClellan Avenue

www.perihelion.beer

http://www.perihelion.beer/
http://ballroomfremont.com/
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Area 51 BY BRENDAN EMMETT QUIGLEY

And try to work “Moscow Mitch” into every conversation.

ACROSS

1.  Lollipop flavor

6. The Globe’s river

10. Nibble (on)

14. Return the favor, say

15. One who travels with 
balloons

16. Bank job?

17. With 23- and 53-Across, 
“Those who work at 
Area 51 will have all the 
answers”?

20. Little boys

21. Big name in plastic

22. Wu-Tang Clan rapper 
also known as “the Chef,” 
briefly

23. See 17-Across

25. Inits. used in some 
home-cooling systems

27. Runs like the wind

29. Faddish ’90s disc

30. “The way,” from the East

31. Young swan

32. Big rum producer

34. Heart-to-heart

37. Military plans held at 
Area 51?

41. Company with a “Become 
a Host” page on its website

42. Computer that had roughly 
18,000 vacuum tubes

44. Suffering person’s claim

47. Bock alternative

49. French wine-producing 
region

50. House lily

51. Chopin piece

53. See 17-Across

54. High priest in Samuel

55. Nate who covers polling 
for the “New York Times”

57. “Over there!” 

59. Support a ceremony done 
at Area 51?

64. Away from the wind

65. Craft with wool

66. Difficult to read

67. Yankees catcher Sánchez

68. Toys around one’s house

69. College application part

DOWN

1. Movie supervillain who 
steals the moon

2. Holding ruler, briefly

3. Formal defense

4. Tree with oblong leaves

5. Looked over

6. Box in a musicians rig

7. Subject of Gustave 
Courbet’s painting 
“L’Origine du monde”

8. Fatty acid type

9. Untouchable one

10. Dyna-___ (seed company)

11. Thing fired by thinking

12. Burning

13. Most comprehensive

18. Org. focused on workplace 
falls

19. Vague notion

23. Canadian speed limit abbr.

24. Linguist Chomsky

26. SAT section

28. Utah city near the Great 
Salt Lake

30. Lake guaranteed to make 
you giggle

31. Mixtape with a lot of ’90s 
songs on it, e.g.

33. Hiking path

35. Leigh ___ Caldwell (NBC 
News correspondent)

36. “I pass”

38. Bother

39. Some trustafarians

40. Bareilles who cowrote the 
musical “Waitress”

43. Slice

44. Cold comfort provider

45. Peace Nobelist Yousafzai

46. Deli device

48. Bicycle kicking star

51. Colorless gas used in 
refrigeration

52. Dark

53. Barcelona stock?

56. Peeling spuds

58. Never before, never again

60. Important

61. “___ perfectly normal”

62. Drink from a bag

63. Ice cream man?

JOHNNY SAMPSON

B.MURE

Find the solution at 
thestranger.com/puzzlesolution.TIMOTHY CURTIS

PICK UP A PENNY

Noah’s painting depicted a calm journey into the sunset, but the actual painting seemed destined for a 
much different journey.

http://thestranger.com/puzzlesolution.


BURIEN 14325 1st Ave South
Burien, WA 98168   206-242-6000  

admin@thejointllc.com

SEATTLE 4336 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98105   206-283-3333  

admin@thejointllc.com

Warning - this product contains marijuana. When eaten or swallowed the intoxicating effects of this drug may be delayed by two or more hours. Should not be used by women that are pregnant or breast feeding. 
For use by adults twenty-one and over. Keep out of reach of children. Products containing marijuana can impair judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the infl uence of this drug. This product has 
intoxicating effects and may be habit forming.

U-DISTRICT LOCATION NOW OPEN!

Est 2010

Check Out Our Daily Deals at TheJointllc.com

It Just Doesn’t
 Matter!

CascadeAutoFinance.com
866-978-9710

Zero Down No Fees Any Make 30 Minute Approval

• Bankruptcy • Divorce • Late Payments  
         • Repossession • First Time Buyer  
                                          • Fixed Income

REGARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT HISTORY 
 OR HOW MUCH YOU OWE ON YOUR TRADE 

SAVE YOUR

(NIGHT) LIFE
by saving events on StrangerThingsToDo.com

mailto:admin@thejointllc.com
mailto:admin@thejointllc.com

